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1J!uSSI E GENTLEMAN I .. ,1 
. G'day Illate 
Pleased to make 
your acquaintance. ' 

Blotto 
Inebriated beyond the 
capacity to stand up. 

You little ripper! 
Words of praise 
fail me. 

Rack off 
Your presence is 
no longer 
required. 

Fair dinkum 
Of course I'm 
telling the truth. 

Pull ya head in 
You maybe 
correct in your 
assertion 
but shut up. 

Wanna Rage? 
Would you like to 
drink vast amounts 
of alcohol with me 

~~:~, until we 
i'"·':'·~- . " . 
~~·.;Drongo 
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Your shout i 
.~l 

. i If you value your 
well being you 
should buy the 

next drink. 

Goon 
, I'm not entirely 
: convinced you know 

~ ','. what you're ~:~? .j 

Whadayawant? 
Might I enquire 

about your needs? 

Chunder 
The delicate act 
of regurgitation. 

. You pong 
Dear me, we do 

smell don't we. 
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Garry Fry 61 84 Wellington Street 
Bondi N.S.W . 2026 

[02] 91306591 
0414992386 

181 85, 3 Litre 
Rally car 

Garry is currently looking for a suitable Kimberley in which to install a modem 2 litre 
twin O.H.C Rover. turbo charged engine. This engine was in Joe Barling's rally car and Garry 
imported it from England. Garry has also imported a 3 litre from New Zealand. 

Stephen Knox 2 Northam Road 
Wantirna Vic 3152 

[03] 9720 2472 Mk1 
Mk 11 

"Having now completed a full restoration on my daughters AUSTiN 1800 mk 1, I now 
have time to renew my membership of the LANDCRAB CLUB. 

I purchased the vehicle when last a member some 2 years ago through the club 
magazine. I had at that time just completed full restoration of a mk 11 manual model, and 
have now completed the mk 1 automatic model, that is now re-registered and in constant 
everyday use. The maroon mk 1 is in excellent condition having been in dry storage for years 
by the previous owner. 

The only difficulty encountered during the rebuild of the vehicle pertained to the 
acquisition and subsequent adjustment of the auto gearbox. When acquired, the engine was 
out of the vehicle and the gearbox in a million and seventeen pieces. Landcrab owners came 
to the rescue with a new[ second hand] box, governor etc. Adjustment was fiddly without the 
proper B.M. C. tools, but is now working well. 

I look forward to catching up on the club news! " 

TItE AUSTiN 1800 
A VElIicLE SO fAMOUS, TItAT TELsTRA 

NAMEd iTS fREE CALL NUMbER AfTER iT 
contribution eric wake 

r 
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The short story below was found on the Internet during the month of November 1997 on the 
Austin page, and proves that our cars are true classics. If you are like me and do not have the 
Internet at home, your library will most likely allow you to have access to it. Another way 
which I used is if you are a Tech. or Uni. student most institutes have it available for pupils. 
The details for the story were supplied by the UK Landcrab Club. 

AUSTIN OF THE MONTH THE AUSTIN 1800 

1964 - 1975 

1. Built at Longbridge 
2. Originally available only with the BMC 'B' Series 1800cc engine, later (Mk III) versions 

were also offered with the six cylinder 2200 cc E6 engine 
3. Followed the Issigonis pattern of having a transverse engine, front wheel drive and 

hydroelastic suspension 
4. Available also as the Morris 1800/2200 and the Wolseley 18/85 and Six. 
5. In its day, the strongest car ever built by BMC! 
6. Issigonis almost claimed it was his best design 

The 1800 range was originally designed as a replacement for the· perennial Austin Cambridge 
A60.· Isssigonis, BMC's masterful chief engineer, exploited the extra power of the newly 
enlarged 1800cc BMC 'B' series engine to produce a car that was a class above itself in terms of 

f"' interior space. 

Issigonis considered the car a masterpiece - but the press of the day were slightly less sure. 
Whilst the incredible interior space, torquey engine and superb ride were highly praised, the 
typically spartan Issigonis interior and heavy steering were not! The first batch also suffered 
from quality control problems - including an incorrectly calibrated dipstick that under read the 
true oil level- causing owners to constantly overfill their cars! 

Issigonis reacted in typically trenchant style to criticism of the car -responding to a suggestion 
in an Autocar long term test in 1965 that the driving position was less than ideal he wrote; "For 
those who wish to drive lying down, reclining seats ARE available!" 

Unfortunately the market seemed unsure as to what the car was supposed to be - Mr. and Mrs. 
Average found it too big, and executives found it not exclusive enough. The A60 was 
continued in production .... 

The Wolseley 18/85 (and later 6) answered many of the criticisms, taking the car firmly into the 
executive sector. 

3A ;--, 



But this is never what Issigonis wanted it to be. Had the car been promoted with the same 
verve as the Mini (which remember was also coolly received at its launch) there can be little 
doubt that it would have redefined the market, just as the Mini and 1100 had done before it. 
The car proved its worth in International rallying, and was BMC's lead car until the black day of 
the Leyland Take over... ... ... . - <. 

Affectionately known as the Landcrab because of its incredible road holding, particularly in 
International Rallying, the car now has an enthusiastic and VERY friendly owners club: 

BRAKe PAD ciPS 

These days most new disc pads are Asbestos free and require a different bedding-in procedure 
which I have been told is very important as it conditions the pad surface which increases their 
stopping power as well as increasing the life of the pads. 

The procedure is as follows: 

1. Accelerate the vehicle to approximately 35-40mph (about 60kph) 
2. Gently apply the brakes, until the vehicle speed is about 3mph (5kph), trying not to stop . 

completely if possible. 

Repeat the above procedure about 10 times, allowing about half a mile (or. between 0.3 and 
0.6k) between applications. 

Be very careful buying disc pads at a swap meet, as some the early Asbestos free types will 
glaze easy and cause premature disc wear 

{UhAc's hAppeninG in ~ueensLAntJ 
At present I do not have much information about forth coming events for 1998, but here are the 
ones I know of 

6 - 15 February '98, Brisbane International Motor Show. 

1 March '98, Car Show and Swap Meet, 2nd Annual event organised by the Capri Car 
Club at Sunnybank Rugby Club, phone David & Kay Eiseman on 07 
554319530r01961631l. 

29th & 30th Aug, '98, limboomba Swap, on the Mt. Lindsay Highway. 

Pal December 1997 

.... 



FROM THE BACK SEAT 
PRESIDENTI TREASURERI LIBRARIAN REGALIA OFFICER 
KEEPER OF THE SPARES. Mike Gilmour 04781 8887 
Pat Farrell 03 9762 4457 Lot 57 Remembrance Drive 
4 Wayne Avenue, Boronia Vic 3155 Tahmor NSW 2340 
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T
hey've becn gnawing at me, Ihese 
Auslin j -liln:s. It goes back to 19H6, 
w hen I IIrst Illet one-time; BMC engi
neer jim I~lmhert . The 3-litrc was a 

jolly gc)(xl car, Laml:x:rt told me - "and I should 
know," he said, "since I helped carry out the 
pre-proouction development." 

Some mistake, surdy? Everyone knew -
didn 't they? - that the 3-litres were ugly, slow, 
deadly old nails nobody was interested in 
buying when new and whose only virtue in old 
age was that they could be torn to bits to 
provide engines and gearboxes for MGCs. 

Subsequently I spoke to former BMC Direc
tor of Engineering Charles Griffm. He wasn't 
enthusiastic: the rear-whed~rive 3-litre was a 
car his department wasn't keen to work on, 
and in which Technical Director Alec Issigonis 
displayed little interest. 

judging by the recollections of Ian EIlion, a 
B~IC/BL apprentice of the timc, such attitudes 
were one of the reasons for the car's long gesta
tion, stretching from the early '60s through to a 
production start-up as late as january 1968. 

.. I joined BMC in 1965, and in my early years 
with the firm 3-litre bodyshells seemed to be 
forever hanging around, almost as part of the:: 
furniture. You got the feeling it was a project 
the engineers picked up when they had noth
ing bener to do." 

Visiting jim Lambert this summer, I dee'!ded 
to probe further about his work taking the 3-
litre through to a productio~-readyvehicle . 

"It came about after the fiasco ofthe Vanden 
Plas -l-lit~e R, which was disastrously unson:ed 
when i,t went into production. For the nrst 
time. therefore, BMC insisted that its engineer
ingdepartment deCide when the car was of an 
acceptable standard to enter production . The 

. sales people wouldn 't get it until we were satis
fied. That 's one of the reasons why the car was 
so delayed: we couldn't get it right. 

"W'hat gave most hean:achewas the self
le\-elling suspension, which was necessary 
because of the combination of Hydrolastic 
suspensio n and a long rear overhang. Squeaks, 
rarnes and other noises were also a problCm -
and so were the doors, shared with the 1800. 
They.were tinny affairs which never shut with 
a satisfying clunk, and because they weren't 
stiff enough wind-pressure pulled them away 
from their seals, causing bad wind noise. 

"\\11en we'd finished, it was a very good car. 
I wouldn't have nm one mysclfifl hadn't liked 
it. It was comfortable to drive, went very well, 
;md it was decently rctlned ti)r its erd ." 

\\'orking with L.ambert on lhe )-litre was 
Fred Coultas, who rcmcmhns the two cngi
neers racing each other from Oxford to 
Droim;ch in their development .}\itres. 

"We did ridiculous speeds in them. People 
say they weren't fast, and maybe in tcrms of 
acceleration they weren't, but in motoring 
from A to B you could sure make them move. 

"But the design was very much an engineer's 
design, created without ;my regard for the abil-

La .... dltch stuff: proposed Rover v ...... 
slon of 3-lltre, with revised glasshouse 

Sup I' P .led -by Fra k 
', \ n Van Groeninger 
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The Au~tin 3-litre t one of BMC's bigg!st 

failures. is it JS bad as it was made ?ut to 

be? Jon delves into the car's history, 

and com'cls back surprised 

C laSl i~Qnd Spartscor, January 1994 
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ity to nun ut;lcture it. llle suspcnsion in partic
ular was a tec hno logical le:lp whic h d idn ' t 
re :1I 11 (a ke manufacturing and reliabilin' into 
aCCll unl. -nllTC was a cl'rtain lil11it (() thc 1l'(nk 
,I I-h'drolastic unit could do, and it was a stnlg
!;Ie gctting a IlL\:url' lide out of it. Looking back, 
I suppose I'OU co uld say we were lI~lppcd in :1 
HyJrol:!stic \I'o dd, 

"\\lit h trai ling arms at the rea r oper.lting 
remote Hydrol:L~tic displaeers , there was a I'cry 
high r:IH: o f lc\'l:r:l ge , anv ripple in the ro:ld 
being n1:lgnitkd :Ihu ut 1"i til11es 1)\ the ti l11 e it 
1'I,:at'hnl the suspension un it. Yuut'antune ~ul'h 

:1 system !ix I'ery good halllllillg, but it 's inlTl'll
ibly d iftlcult to get thc ride \,\ lu 'd W:lllI frllill :1 
luxury car:' 

Rcsponsiblc t(.Jr <l\ 'cl~11l dCI'l'Iupl11cnt ll f t hc 
c lr II':IS Ron Nicholls - who feels it was Ii ,i ~tl'd 
on Issigonis against his w ill by :1 l11anagcment 
who saw the nced !(l ran IH()(h.kri\'l'd rcplacc-

Rubber 
units separ-ate 
from ftuld 
dlsplacersi each 
contains two 
r-ubber- cones 
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IllCllt I(lr the \Ve;(minste r, In it~ ini tia l fo rm , it 
u'l'd the 2 1.'> ,'leC Blue Flash ' ,ix ' deH:lo ped 
fm m the fou r-C\'linder I\ ' , e r ies fo r Australia 's 
, hort ,li\'cd ,\u,tin I'rcl'\\ ':I\ ' ,lIld \\ 'o lsclc\' 2-i/HO, 

"111C projl'l'l was lOt:IIlI ' against rhc lssigonb 
p hilosophy llf what a car SllOUld lx: , It 1 as no t 
cllnccin:d from an ilko illgic il o r an engineer
ing point-<.lkicw - it w :ts ,n:n simply as a re p
laccment for :1 vehicle t hen in rhe marketplace , 

"llle main illl'olvt:nll'Jl[ of~ir Alec was insist
ing ll n sdf,lc l'cll illg , Tht: lirst car had a 
lcaf" prung rl ': lr, <l It! we repl:tn:d the rl' :lr 
, hack les \\ 'ith :1 U '1I1 ilined ll ll 11 pLT :lIld k'\'dling 
Ulli l. It W:IS prc tl\ unre:llisril' , hut wc wcnt 
:Ihcad , It W:IS , 0 incnieic llt Wl' IH.: ver got it to 

wI,rk, Arter :lhl lUt 12 l110 llths l\'t' stoppnJ. and 
nothing was rea ll y done fo r :1 while, Then rhe 
car ~uddenly c ame tll lit'c again as a straight 
three-litre with Il ydroi:tstil' suspension," 

'-! icho!ls conlirl11s Ilut thl'rl' were many 
pI'< ,hlents along the wal', but S:II'S the l'inal result 
\\'a" highly sat isbl'tn ry. 

Pitch frequencie~ were \'ery low, <:oll1par
ing I'e!)' fa l 'ou l~ ll>l y with (hose on thc Citroen 

I)S , :lIld t hc advantage of the interco n
nected I (ydrolas tic was that it made 

lilr a vchiclc wh.ich h,1 n'lIedcxcep
I ionally well for its slzt {belicvcd 
lime Ihal we had produced a vny 
good lo uring car, particularly I, )r 

1I11>lllr\\:I\'" Its ride and roadholding 
Ll lll ll',lInl \\ eli \;';th all\ Illing then avail :11 )le ," 

,\ " 0 slre'~l'llil y Niclll)lIs is til') i-,- ",lIive 

C la s~ l c, and Spa rlsccl r, Ja nua 
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'Coin lr. 
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the car, The engine mountings \I 'ere designcd 
to cont ro l mo re eftic ientlv any I'e rtic al mo l't:
mt:nt o f the po wer wlit, while tile d lfkrelll ial 
was l11o untt:d in a rubber-insulated carner. anu 
con'l :lnt-vclocit)' joints l~lthe r than Hooke 
jo ints were used fo r the driveshafts, Then the re 
was a dC\'erly pow er-assisted r.!l'k fo r the stcer- r 
ing, :u\d :Ul t:xtension to the differential housi ng 
to reduce propshaft length and thus cut down 
the dunce of propshaft vibration, 

It a ll added up to :1 carefully,ho ncd p:lck,l),!l' 
w ith th e emph:lsis (In rdinel le llt , BllI w hal 
:lll()ut pcrform:ln l'l" Here ' , \\'here fI ,\\< : 
screwcd up, 

Avai lable as a lIlanual with o ptional Iriple 
ll\'crdrive, or an automatic using I\Org-W:lfIlLT's 
three-speed rype 35 unit , the -"-litre w as 
powl'fcd by a 29 12cc overhead-vall'e slr:light
six , While sharing its bore alld stroke with th e 
preceding C-series unit, this W;L~ ae()mpletei ), 
new wlit, ,\1:trginally lighter and slighLly shorter, 
its principal feature was the use of a seve n-
111:lin-bearin ),: c r:lIl\.:shaft, 

With l'\vo hydr:lulic pumps to driye, o ne I(lr 
thc self-levelling and one fo r the ~tel'fing , it 
developed on ly 11 8bhp - despite its twin 
c u-bs , This was 2bhp less than tile C-serics in 
\Vesullinstt:r tune, while rna;" torque W:L~ down 
()Ib 1'1 , to I "i21b ft at 2"i()()rpm, At ,~(lcwt Ihe )-
litre was no lighler than the \I;'eslminst e r, ~o 
pcrli )rnl :llll'l' W :1S hound to Ill' dis:q'l' () in l ing, (' 

SlIhscquc nt rO:ld-te,ls b, Ire this llll! , Ihe Ill"[ 
,'\/linctl r l'll llid wring o ut of :Ul :Iuto n 1.11 it' " ,Iil re 
\\ .1" .1" ( tn '"I' )l lil\ l l" o f I ; ~,,,,,,(.\. ,,, ,,~ , I I 1'.1 I 



111l1l1l ~1)e('L1 () I ')')1111)11 - \\ 'illl all (lnTall I"lIl'l 
~t"OIlSlllllll1i"ll "r I·L')l lIpg . Atlillillnily 11](" ril 'al 

\ ':111:\11.111 \ 'i,, '(llllll alit! Ford /.,)di. ll· ""tTl' lilll<' 
helltT. hlll filr:IIll'XI I~I.U :\:\ - al 1 <)()H pricl's 
IIl l' HUHT -,SOO hlnl' IIll' poor 5-lilre into Ihe 
weeds. W·o rse . Ihl' Iwin-ca rll IHOOS wasn'l 
much slo\\'lT. and in Wolsl'le)' IH/H"i form was 
no less luxurious. 

Here was Ihl' nub ofthl' probkm: you wen: 
being askl'd 10 pay quill' a 101 more for the 3-
IiI rl' 111 :l n Ii lr I he I( 'sser !illir-cylindcr sister-Glrs 
il so resellllllnl , yl'l you didn 't seem to get mon: 
for ),our moncy_ This was ClTn more so with 
the car in its o riginal form , as first seell at the 
I 'X)I Silo\\'. H:lInfistcd.ly equipped with n:Clan
gular headlalllps, il had plaill 1 H/H'i-st)k seats 
(albeit in kather) and 18/85 Mkl quilted door 
trims with imitation wood cappings. 

Despite the Westminster-sl\k wood-H:neer 
dashhoard . il all looked VlTy unappealing, and 
BM( : Iud Sl'l'Ollll thoughts. Accordingly, when 
Ihl- ca r l' lllLTl'" produnio n in.J:lIlu,lry 1961' it 
had 10SI ils T\ '-SlTl'L'll headl:lI11p" and gained 
front quarter-lights. Then in October I 9<>H it 
was givcn better seats, with f()ld-tiown annn:sts 

f"",jl t tht' front. plus plain door trims wilh deep 
real-II (lod L":lppings. III addition , the rigid door 
bins ga\ 'e way \() ruched pockets in the front 
doors and on lil t' scat backs. whiIL-lht' sealing 
was I~')\\ ' ill yi ll \ I; ljuart':r-ligh', l'xl·eplnl. this 
spt'c \\ 'as adoptcd Ilx the 18/8"i .\Ikl1. 

The production target was IO.O()() l': lr, a 
ITar, hut in the end o nly 9992 :\ ·Iilre" \\"\:n: 
made in total , till' i:lst lea\·in!!. the Cowley lines 
in Apl;1 1 ')7 1. llltcn:stingly, some of thcse final 
cars apparclll" Iud an uprated engine gi\'ing 
:ilmllt I 'i"111' Ill<ll"l . Accoul1tan t ~ at lli. do uhl
less hcaycJ a sigh llf relief at the :'>-litrr 's demise: 
Ian Elliott remcmhers a costing exercise which 
showed its component cost to be way above 
that of the ri\ 'al Vauxhall and Ford models. 

With such poo r sales , it's no s rprise that" 
moot Ltl Valldell Pl a~ :\-litn: was not pron:edcd 
with. no r a \\ (lbcit:y var iant . Fasc in:.ttingly, 
though , the Woiscley was being played w ith as 
late as 1 %9, and W,L, experimentally fined with 
tl1l' 3.5-litre Rover V8. Old I3L hand~ still recall 
thi~ 'Boss' 3-1itrc with a tear in their eyes .. 

~ TOGJY it's estimated there are 150-200 road
worthy survivors: the rest have been scrapped, 

-..../ used f.::>r banger rJcing, or cannibalised 10 keep 
MGCs rolling. Those used as donor cars for the 
'C have tended t() bc manual mode ls, so most 
of the n:maining (>Il es are automatics. 

One 3-li tre exp c' n is \l(1cstminster and Wolse
ley 6/110 specialist Ian Downes . Despite his 
fondness for the later car, he 's not convinced 
by its engineering: 

"The suspension never worked properly. 
People would load the boot up , put a carJvan 
or somelhing on the back , switch o n , and 
they'd find the rear end would rise up so far 
then no further. Also the self-levelling mecha
nism jU\1 inboard of the wheels was ideally 
placed 10 be bomharded with road dirt , which 
eventually stopped il operJting. 

"In old age, 100, tlle scaled· for-life radius ann 
bearings seize , and you can lean on the tail 
without much happening. You can '-,ld up with 
a car which eilher drags it, back along the floor 
or which has a n::lr which won 't p(ldgc at all." 

Ian prefers his 'Wessics' , to the point whcft' 
he's no longer dirl'clly involv('d with 3-litrcs, 

,r-""\and pa~se, Oil Illosl enquiries to Neil Kidh)", 
spar", ~ecrt'lary ()I IheAllStin 3-litrc Owner~ ' 
Club . Kidhy is tOl ally enthusia\tk' ahout thl' 
ca~ , alld Gill '1 11'1'11' I'\"l'r)'tlting nec-tiecil!)!.;""1' 

Car comers with pOise. Front uses normal Hydrolastlc: nuld dlsplacer piston and 
single rubber cone In one unit, upper and lower link location. Brakes disc/drum 

a 3-litre fit and o n ,I'l l" road. plus much more . 
"1 love driving them . TI1C\-'re a real driver'S 

car, and if you gel a guy in an XR3 behind you 
on a country lane he can 't stay with you. 
They 're not the car their looks suggest , and 
tlle)' re quicker than you'd think :' 

I thOUght that sounded a load of old tosh 
until I took Neil 's 3-Htre auto for a good run. I 
came back seriously inlpressed : it's not a bad 
old machine at all. 

Unless you work it , when it becomes quite 
vocal , the straight-six is nicely refllled, with 

, . . 3.UTRES tHAT MIGHT HAVE BEEN 

Vanden Plas (above) had wraparound 
rear screen; Wolseley used Rover VB 

In 1968169 Michelotti submitted a
proposals - seemingly Rover-badged 



noise levels wcll suhdued. Cruising at 70mph 
is relaxed , and the car pushes effortlessly up to 
H'imph - hy which time wind noise· from those ' 
I H(X) doors is the most obtrusive sound . 

Aceelerdtion is adequate , although if you 
wrong-foot il in 'D2 ' - which cuts out first gear 
- it can scem gUllessly slow in responding. In 
' D l ' - making use of first gear - the Austin is 
snappier, and certainly no embarrassment. The 
actual gearch;mging is quite smooth, although 
the Borg-Warner three-speeder does seem to 
hang onto second for some time. 

At 1 'ift 6in , the broad-beamed 3-litre is no 
tiddkr. \X/ith the power steering it doesn 't feel 
its size, though . ' l Infortunately, the lack of feel 
,tIld low gearing o f the power-assisted steering 
does not encourdge spirited driving: Motor 
wrote, Well , I'm not LOo sure about that. I'd go 
along with the low-geared bit - four turns lock
to-lock isn't wonderf·ul. But I surprised myself 
by the speed at which 1 could hustle the 3-litn: 
through Suffolk lanes: the steering might lack 
fed , but it 's wdl enough weighted to allow the 
car to Ix: swirled along with every co~dence . 

That's partly because the chassis is so 
. ·omposed . In town therc 's a bit of feedback 
, rom road irregularities, but at spe(:d the 3-litrc 
rides with a suppk absorbancy and a degree of 
control which bear out the claims of Ron 
Nicholls: acting gemly, the sl;spension allows a 
touch Ofh<Kly movement and then neatly pulb 
it in. Nor is this poise paid for in maj(:slic undlT
steer I)r Amlada-gal 1eI)J1 f( )11 . 'I 11C ALL,tin comers 
with gr.llifying' :lc('ur.l('Y, at speeds which 
would sec a hig Hover h<:ding towards the 
White linl'. 

I never thought I d he won IIvn hy the .~lit ne . 
. f'lld iI fUll 10 drive: It 's l'''''' to ''IT . thlH,gh . 

why it was a failure : it was a 19(,4 ea r which 
only became available in 19C>B .. 

·By that time. the Triumph and Ro\'er 2(X)()s 
and their dcri, '<lt;, 'D had ClIt the ~roullLl from 
unde rneatll'the \\ 'e"tlllinstcr ami Super Snipe 
class which the Austin sOi.l~ht to perpetuale . 
Equally, the 3-litre was not only ungainly in its 
styling - at least from the front - hut also too 
close in appeard.nce to the unloved 1800 series. 
Add to that a lacklustre penorm;mce and a plain 
interior and YOll had a recipe for a surefire Oop. 

But few failures can ha\'e been as honourahle 

I ;;;-, 

as that of the :'I-litre - just as few car" can have 
had their virtues unsung for so 1()llg , It 's time 
lli,lOn' reassessed the poor th ing ~ 

. Austin 3-litre Owners' CILib: Barry Gilleland, 
25 Cranberry Road, Eastleigh, 

Hants 505 5HB; tel : 0703 644369. 
Neil Kidby: 78 Croft Street, Ipswich, 

Suffolk IP2 8EF; tel 0473684867. 
Ian Downes: 5 Florence Grove, Stone Cross, 

W.Midlands B71 3LL; tel : 021-588 3335. 

. VARIATIONS ON A THEME ' 

Woodall Nicholson limo (above); pre
production car (below) has oval lights 

9 

RRlBMC deal led to proposed RR and 
Bentley versions; Crayford did estate 



PRE ENGAGEMENT , • 
By Keith G Douglas 

Starter motors are very handy because they save us having to crank start our vehicles. 
Undoubtable, this would have presented special problems for cars with East West engines 

I n vehicles with the older style starter, such as the 1800, the starter fires up when the ignition 
key is tumed. The starter motor innards promptly start revolving at 1000 RPM . It then flies 
into the ring gear, and starts turning the engine. 

Being hit by 1000 RPM of starter motor each time we start our engines does of course pose 
durability problems for the ring gear. Since the engine must come out, unless one wishes to 
take to the driving side mudguard with a can opener, to replace the ring gear, it could be 
suggested that anything which preserves the life of the ring gear is worthwhile. 

Pre engaged starter motors work differently. Turning the ignition key throws the starter into 
the ring gear. Then it starts to spin I This promotes ring gear life. 

The X6 range were fitted with the Lucas M 40 pre engaged starter and it will fit the 1800. 
However, it needs in basic terms a 1/4 " spacer to be manufactured and it is 
fairly bulky. 

As luck would have it, I was wrecking a mk 11 1800 and happened to notice the starter was 
a very compact pre engaged type. Also, it lines up perfectly without ny mods at all. It comes 
of the Holden Gemini - the older rear wheel drive model. The Ge ini was really an Isuzu [ 
or similar) which is Japanese and it may mean other Japanese starters are the same. 

Another big plus for 1800 owners switching to this starter is that a lot of specialist BMC 
'" workshops fit this starter to the Minis.[ The locating holes have to be elongated for it to fit the 
-~ Minis] This of cause means it is readily available where we purchase our spare parts. Link 

Automotive near here sell re conditioned ones for $95. A wrecker near here sells second 
hand ones for $24 

Wiring is simple. On the solenoid, the starter input wire is placed on the battery output 
terminal- the other end still goes to the starter. Any other wires there follow it to the other 
side. Then a light additional wire is' fed from the now freed up terminal on the solenoid to the 
starter solenoid. The Kimberley wiring for the starter could be used, but it is a little 
complicated to describe. 

This system has been trailed on our Editor's car since the end of November. Enquires shou'ld 
be directed to him, as I have adopted a wait and see approach. So far, it has been a 
complete success. Also an occasional wail from his ring gear has disappeared. 



Comment by Editor; Sometime ago, sucker me was persuaded by Ken Patience to trial his 
polyutherane engine mountings. The idea was that if they busted, it would be soon, as the 
1800 was about to drag the 'van well north of Melboume to Coffs Harbour, and the strain of 
towing shows up any weaknesses It was 40 c the day we left, and I was worried they might 
melt. However, they were a complete success. Ditto for this starter motor. 

I fitted the Gemini starter to the 1800 at the end of November. My vehicle is not a hobby car
it has to work for a living- and has covered 1,200 miles with it in. More importantly, that is 
nearly 200 starts. I cannot think of a change to original specifications that has been more 
successful. 

C~ment by Adam Stephens [ Son of Editor- Mk 11 manual] Following the success of the 
old boy's latest toy, my manual Mk 11 was converted. We spent some time at the wreckers 
examining the starters of various Gemini's. There are minor casting differences, but in basic 
terms, they appear to be the same. Dad, being senile of course, forgot to examine the starter 
on the diesel Gemini. 

Comment by Dick Nelson [ Late Grandfather of Editor - early Mk manual] If I was not up 
here in Heaven, you would be performing this improvement to my car . On a personal note, 
you better start behaving yourself or buy a fire proof suit ! 

Comment by Bem Stephens [ Father of Editor Mk 1 Auto] Its in and it works! 



For those who are scrubbing out front tyres, help is at hand. Curiously, the local front 
end aligner can sometimes be by passed I 

1 Examine top and bottom ball joints for wear. This can be done by driving the car onto a 
crow bar. Lifting the bar will show up any slop. Once the ball joints are known to be 
serviceable, the car can be jacked up and slop in the tie rod ends can be investigated and 
corrected if need be. If the rubber boots are showing signs of fatigue, replace them. 

2 When the tie rod end has been examined, examine the steering rack. Any signs of slop 
will need attention. 

3 Next, the bottom fulcrum bush should be examined. If the rubber appears tired, replace 
it. The club sells poly utherane versions of this bush. 

4 Badly worn wheel bearings will show up in test 1 

5 It is rare for the M k 11 front slipflex to 'go' . Ditto for the M k 1 and X6 roller bearing in the 
upper suspension arm. 

, 
6 Now that all the mQvingl wearing parts are now in order.the suspension heights can be set. 
From the centre of the front hub to the bottom of the front mudguard s ould be 15 ". This sets 
the castor and camber. 

7 Using a long straight length of metal, place it hard on the front wheel. Adjust the wheel 
Slightly so the iron bar is parrel with the car sill. Then place it on the other side. As long as 

"" a fraction of toe in present, then the front end is right. {To adjust the toe in, the tie rod ends 
just need removing and spinning on their threads. Just make sure that the unused thread is 
about even on both sides] 

8 Should concerns still be felt about the alignment, well there may be no alternative but the 
, alignment place. They will generally give a written report on all the measurements, but only 

be able to adjust to in. 

9 Sometimes due to acoident damage or wife hitting the gutter at 110 ks the suspension arms 
may sustain damage which will affect the alignment. Do not fear because the problems can 
be easily fixed. 

10 The camber can be corrected by removing the cover that both suspension arms sprout 
out of. This can be machined or packed as appropriate depending on whether the camber 
needs to increase or decrease. Pat Farrell is experienced in doing this, and Paul Nicholls may 
be also. 

f\ ,11 Caster is corrected by altering the length of the tie bars. Washers can be used for 
packing if need be. 

·12 If your front end still feels wrong, I suggest matches and a torch I 



S TEE R IN G 

As most of us know, the English and New Zealand 1800' s anived with the option of power 
steering. As most also know, it was not an option on the Worlds Best 1800' s. As more ofus 
have newer second cars with power steerin& one can sometimes become quite fond of it I 
suspect its popularity is because most manufactw"ers gear up the steering - that is reduce the ( 
lock to lock turns at the same time. Perltaps the P.A.S. was not considered tough or durable 
enough for our harsh environment. The early ones had the pump attatced to the rear of the 
generator, and it was not a great leap forward. Later models mOlmted it I.:"~iiiii~~~ 
above the alternator, with a separate drive belt from the alternator. A -- ~.~lii~u~il 
support bracket nutS from the thermostat housing to the pump. (As a matter ~~ 
of interest, the poms only got around to oW" 3.8 Steering rack from the Mk 
11 omyard;s. Till then they were 4.51) The pump is the same one found on 
some Commodores. 

As a matter of co~p~n, oW" 1800' s and X6' s require the 16 Yz" wheel to be wmed 3.8 
turns lock to lock. The outer -circumference of the wheel must travel through, in imperial 
measures, 16 feet, 5 inches for-the 37' 11" turning circle. Our Rover. which is completely 
ino~ withm~t the power steering has a 15 " steering wheel and is a magnificient 2.7 turns 
lock tQJock for a 34' 3" twning circle. The wheel must only travel through 12 feet 7 inches lock 
to lock. 

Obviously, a power assisted rack would need to be sourced from either the Poms or the Kiwi's 
Some options are Tony Wood from the Landcrab Club in the U.K. (Ph: 0011 441 253 352730) 
Of. Bill Lane's Gearbox and Steering centre: 21131 park road, Miramar, Wellington N.Z. (04) 
..------, 88 1861 or Club member Peter Allen (03) 9534 7726 has kindly offered 

his New Zealand brother in law to assist in sourcing parts. A "P.A.S." 
inner steering column is necessaIY too. The bad news is that the steering 
is still a poor 3.5 turns lock to lock. Also, like oW" auto's generally 

~_iiiiIII ___ .become manuals when they fail, I understand that the P.A.S. becomes 

manual under the same circumstances. 

Now for the interesting bits. It is possible to alter the ratio of the rack and pinion. To have new 
gears made will cost around $450. Some new cars - the MGF for example - are coming out 
with Electric power steering pumps. Now presumably, they can be made to pump the 1800 
P.A.S. rack. They of course have the advantage that they can be mounted virtually anywhere. 
Being ultra modern, my understanding is that they provide variable assistance. That is, 
maximum assist for Parldn& and at higher speeds, not much. 
The front end geometly is changed marginally for the P.A.S. but whether ilia neces8a1Y 
remains a mystery. Pedlaps only change it if it proves desirable. 



The following is the front-end alignment details for the power steering: 

Camber 2 cpos; ± 10 

Tow-in 1/8" 

Recently I collected a velY late l\.1k 1 - often called the l\.1k 1 ~ - and the steering was unbelievably 
light. A quick investigation revealed that as well as Mk 11 front seats (unfortunately), and the 
l\.1k 11 dashboard, it has the negative castor of the early :Mk 11' s. 

For those who need lighter steering, this may be the way to go. However, knowing that the 
factory deleted it velY early in the piece leads one to suspect that under abnonnal conditions, 
problems may arise. I have already discovered that the self centerering wiD. keep going past the 
centre point, and keep winding the other way! 

For those who wish to convett.-to this geometry, simply bolt on the -tie bars ff the desirable 
model. It is not for everybody, but it may be simpler than converting to power steering ! 

.. ; .. 

Insurance Work. 
Panel Beating . . 
Spray Painting. 

. Fact , / 6 Elsum Ave. 
Bayswater 3153 

W : (03) 9729 8855 
.. : 015 836047 

Recommended by club member Robert Goodall [03] 9515 7015. This panel beater has 
probably done more 1800's than anybody else in Melbourne 

~ . 
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How to ruin" 
, 

an auto in 
fits -and jerks 

By JOE KENWRIGHT 

AUTOMATIC transmis
sions make driving easy 
but, because they compen

sate for the worst drivers, they 
can encourage sloppy . habits 
that will hasten their destruc
tion. 

The cost of the average auto 
transmission rebuild is usually 
higher han the most expensive 
manuar transmission repair, so 
going easy on yoUr auto can pay 
off. 

Manual drivers learn to 
smoothly co-ordinate the clutch 
and accelerator to eliminate 
jerks. 

But many automatic drivers 
develop the habit of stabbing 
the accelerator with their right 
foot as they travel down the 
road in fits and jerks. 

Others slam the transmission 
into Drive or Reverse when the 
engine is revving hard, or don't 
bother to waitfor the car to stop 
before selecting reverse. 

Or they slam the car into 
Drive when the car is still mov
ing backwards. 

Driver abuse has to be a major 
cause of an abundance of 
stripped torque converter 
splines, broken hubs and worn 
out reverse clutch drums ' re
ported by repairers. 

Transmissions that haven't 
been given a chance to warm up 
are particularly vulnerable to 
breaking, so kicking down the 
automatic choke to drop the 
revs before selecting Drive or 
Reverse in the morning can 
make a difference. 

Even if the transmission sur
vives this sort of treatment, 
joints and splines in the tail 
shaft, driveshafts or differential 
certainly won't and an increas
ing number of used cars are 
showing up with shredded sus-

pension bushes as the suspen
sion supporting the drive 
wheels is forced to absorb these 
enormous shocks to the system. 

After engaging ' Reverse or 
Drive from stationary, it's bet
ter to gently feed the power into 
the driveline to take up the 
slack and then apply further 
power as you feel the drivetrain 
load up. 

If a driver plants the foot 
during that dead period be
tween when nothing is happen
ing and the transmission is 
engaging or torque converter· is 
loading up, an enormous shock 
is passed through the car and 
eventually something will break 
including engine mounts and 
could cause fatigue cracks in 
the car's structure. 

Lock-up clutch 
Many of the latest .autos with 
their overdrive fourth gears 
have a lock-up clutch that en
gages, depending . on' model,' 
somewhere between 65kmh and 
75kmh or about · the average 
speed of Melbourne tramc. . . 

Drivers constantly on anel off 
the accelerator force this ex
pensive clutch mechanism to 
constantly engage and disen
gage and wear out. 

Some automatics have an 
overdrive on/off button. Not all 
experts agree; but I treat this 
button like a fitth gear on a 
manual and switch the over
drive on only when I see a clear 
run in the traffic or when cruis
ing. 
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M k 11 1800 Auto Was a good car till original owners grandaughters boyfriend go~ his hands 

on it [ The car that is] Always garaged Tanl Cream Car is a jammed in a gear and 
is at Puckapunyal army camp Graeme Bodinnar [03] 59 774 746 Offers 

3.7 crown wheel Adrian Leighton 024751 6926 

Mk 1 Klmbertey manual E.C, many period accessories low miles full history Club member 
Graham Halloran [02] 65532878 $2,000 Manning N.S.W. 

1800 twin carbs with Ly,nx inlet manifold and H.P. air cleaners [ will clear brake booster in the 
, standard position] Mathew Drew 0412 289 989 Melbourne $600 Also an S. U. Electric 

Fuel pump $50 

. _ Ha.ns_ Pedersen [ Melbo.ume ] B/H [03 ] 9874 1800 has the following mostly new bits 
for sale; 

1800 auto brake pedal rubbers 
Mk 1 new inlet valves 
Mkl 11 new inlet valves 
Outer valve springs 
Ute brake master eyclinder kI 
Morris 1800 grille badge 
X6 new grille badge 
1800 new grille badge 
Rear Leyland Mud flaps 
1800 Weber inlet manifold [ new] 
[ Firewall does not need modifying] 
Ute hub caps 
Works triple S.U. Inlet manifold for 
. Tasmans and Kimberley"s 

$5 each 
$25 " 
$28 " 

Cannot read Han's wnting 
$40 
$20 
$25 
$25 
$25 

$150 
$10 

offers 

Mk 11 1800 Auto 2 owner car 60,000 miles Balwyn Vic $2,000 [03] 9817 4748 Ashley 
Carr 

The trouble with politicial jokes 
is that they get elected I 



Badge Engineering ..... .. 
'/ was talking to a local the ol li~r day, a man who has been married 
for some time to an Englishwoman, who, in a way not unknown 
to her breed, had a mother back in the Old Dart. A lady who in 
her letters made occasional reference to her motor-car, a Vanden 
Plas. 

Sounded pretty posh to husband, who when he visited the UK 
and was confronted with the saintly vehicle was somewhat let 
down to see it was 'only' a Morris 1100! 

Mother-in-law didn't know that, though. She hadn't noticed all 
those other cars which looked the same as her's. And that has 
often been the case with the owners of badge-engineered cars. 

Many ofthe people who bought a new Wolseley in the late 'fifties 
for Illstance, did so because they had always had Wolgeleys. It 
didn't occur to them their car was just like an Austin ... .they 
probably wouldn't look at an Austin! 

I don't know who started badge engineering. Certainly it was 
difficult to tell some Humbers and Sunbeam-Talbots apart in the 

('- :tte 1930's, and some Sunbeams, Hillmans and Singers in the 
late 1950's. The Americans have had a go at it. .. notably in the 
Chrysler corporation and General Motors. I don't recall any 
ventures along those lines in the Continental European marques. 

Bul the people who took to the system with the greatest enthusiasm 
were the people at British Motor Corporation , later British 
Leyland. And even before that. one of the pre~BMC constituents, 
Nuffield, was at it with the late- 'forties Morris Six not being 
much different to the Wolseley Six-Eighty. .. the extra price for 
the Wolseley gained for the buyer a much nicer radiator grille, 
\\-11h the traditional illuminat~d badge. 

.The full-flowering of badge engineering, though, was still to 
come, after Riley, Wolseley, .G, Austin and Morris were settled 
in together. Whi Ie the smallest of the conglomerate's vehicles, 

the Morris Minor and Austin A30/35 were spared (they did share 
engines and other parts, but maintained completely distinctive 
looks), the mid- 'fifties 1500 versions came as Rileys, Wolseleys, 
Morrises and Austins (A Morris Major, or Austin Lancer, came 
closer than any other car in those days to getting seriously crossed 
up in my hands). The Mini had Riley Elf and Wolseley Hornet 
versions. The 1100 series came out with Morris, Wolseley, MG 
and Riley bits and pieces ... . and Vanden Plas .... as did the bigger 
saloons, including Austin versions. 

hlterestingly, in his complete' Encyclopedia /of Motorcars. G. 
Georgano says, in the Riley section, after dealing with the II OOcc 
Riley Kestrel and the Mini Elf: "This meaningless badge
engineering was stopped by British Leyland in 1969". Interesting. 
because Wolseley, Austin and Morris versions of The Giant 
Landcrab .... the 1800 series .... were to continue until 1975 . And 
what about Jaguar and Daimler, to mention only a few? 

Interesting too, because it poses the question, was badge 
engineering meaningless? I don't think so. Even for those who 
knew their Wolseley, MG Magnette or Riley was the same. barring 
trim and some equipment differences. it was possible for those 
who had always boUgllt such makes, or wanted something a bit 
different. to be happy. Perhaps they would have been happier 
had the vehicles behind the badge have been completely different 
and individual. But that wasn't possible by then .. not, anyway, 
for the sort of money people paid for badge-engineered cars . 

So. having said that. would I have one of these MGs or Rileys 'l 
No. I'd always have an older. " real" one for preference. But I 
wouldn't mind a Wolseley 15/60 ... much less unlike, to my mind, 
a Wolseley than the other two to the cars which used to travel 
behind their radiator badges! 

Ends 

Supplied b~ Ken Patience 

I ),,'1 lin:: Thl! II i>lse/.:.\ · 15: flO of 1959, compll!ll: lI'ilh illllminali:d radialor had~l!. lI ·a._ Ihl: ./!{th Ihl( . car 10 a/Jpl:ar ... ilh Ihl: ""Jr inu slyllll,!!.. 

i" IIt"t'lI1,!!. Ihl! .·llIslin .·155 . . I/orn' ()x/i)rd I: Uil.:.\ ' Six,Ei~hly and :I/(i Ma.l!.nl:/Ie III .. ·111 had Ihe /1'\/(' 1501h'" en"ml!, ex-.,llIslin .. ',If) , sl",,.,·ci 
0 "ilh Ih .. . 1I(i.·I, am"l7~ olhers, wilh Ihe ,1I(ili 10 ,·omo:. Thl: IIi>isI!II!Y wa" hrtmd nell' and IInreYJ~/erl:d lI ·hen illl'as pholo"raphl:d olllsllk a 

./aillllllci H,I /( ' a"enl. 
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Mk 1 1800 Manual one owner 88,000 miles. The engine had a complete overhaul last 
year. Creaml red. Has been always kept under cover $3,000 Mrs Steger 
Caboolture O.L.D. 0754 954 756 

Mk 11 1800 auto 1969 2 tone green with a tad of rust $200 Justin [OLD] 3345 1502 

1800 workshop manual and owners Mk 11 handbook as new Mal Me George b/h 039482 
5055 or ath 9470 5512 offers 

Mk 1 1800 1966 Whitel red Reg & Rwc $1,400 Club member Neil Solomon Benbigo Vic 
[03] 5447 0626 

Mk 11 ' 1800 Light brown!- red 1969 manual 12 months reg RWC FC. 44,000 m iles ·,' 
., Club member Cameron Bull [03] 9773 6854 $4,200 Seaford Vic , 

Kimberley spares d win S.U. carburettors on manifold, camshaft . G.C: $100 negotiable 
Kate Marks StMary's N.S.W, {02] 9833 3740 

Harry's house full of 1800's> There is a mk 1 1800 with 50,000 miles that has been stored 
. in a garage for 10 ,years and is in good condition . The motors out but there is plenty 

. ·more to choose from- t.here are two more [ mk 1 and mk 11 ] that 'are not in ggod 
condition but in the gara'ge and on the cars outside is a collection of good bits. He will 
sell the lot or in bits Yagoona N.S.W. Harry [ 02 ] 96445966 

M k 1 ~Ute unregistered, ex W.A. , mior rust. Driven to present location 12 months ago. Good 
"" compression $1200 Club member Peter Tadman Nundah O.L.D. [07] 32664537 

Kimberley Mk 1 Auto Unreg 65,000 milrs Good motor, interior & tyres. Auto & brakes need 
attention Rust in doors Friebie Contacr club member Graham Halloran 91 39 Old 
Bar Road, Old Bar 2430 

Mk 1 1800 1966 Manual, off whitel red. The vehicle was purchased in 1966 in Adelaide, 
and has only been driven by one person. Has been stored for some years in a 
garage. Is in excellent! original order 35,000 miles. $3,000 Stan Swaine, Gilberton 
S.A. . [08] 8344 1605 or 017 866 540 

Mk 11 Kimberley VGC Auto unreg 84,000 miles 2 owners Mustardl Brown Graham 
Burbury $1,500 [03] 9729 8151 Coldstream Vic 

c 
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David Campbell 91 27 Baxter Avenue 

Kogarah N.S.W. 2217 
[02] 9588 1436 Mk 11 Ute 

David has purchased his Ute with the sedan rear end installed. Hopefully . a technical 
article will follow on the trial and tribulations of returning it to original specs. 

Ronald Dubber RMB 4603 Sagars Road [03] 5166 1328 Mk 1 1800 
Hazelwood North Vic 3840 

Ronald is currently attempting to source the Hy V chain for the automatic. If you have 
one spare, please ring Ronald 

Paul Copeland 1/507- 511 Kingsway 
Mirasnda NSW 2228 

[02] 9524 7965 Mk 11 1800 

Paul was kind enough to forward a technical article by Alex Moulton on how. the 
hydrolastic. suspension was developed into the Hydragas. All- 20 pages of it will · start 
appearing soon ! 

ATTENTION RESTORERS 
Nu-Tech Polymer 
Bushing System 
Restores marginally worn ball lolnts. 

tie rods and other front end parts 
back to new or better-than-new 
specification. Polymer Inlectlon 
gives greasable. free floating 
bush with 24 month warranty. 

Send parts to Turners for 
~:..u..:,,-= 24 Hour Turn Ilound 

, For detailS-contact Tu",.ner E"terpri~ -
59 WINBOURNE ROAD. BROOKVALE, NSW 2100 AUSTRALIA 

TELEPHONE: (02) 905 0574 FAX: (02) 905 0591 
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by Daryl Stephens 

With the beach weather probably gone until nest summer, now may be the time to consider 
preparations for our vehicles to descend upon Adelaide for the Easter 1999 rally. 

Some members are a little afraid that their suspension may let go at an inconvenient time, but 
by a bit of preparation, problems can be short circuited. 

1 I n about half the cases of a failed dis placer, it is the hose that has failed . For those in 
Melbourne, Herman Pedersen fits new hoses at a very reasonable price. Interstate people 
just need to shop around abit. As a precaution, all displacers should be removed, re hosed, 
and re installed. Spacers - see 3 below - can be used. 

2 .. The suspension runs at 270 Ib at a hight of 15 1/2" for early Mk 1s. This was amended 
ina service bulletiri' to 240 1b 'and 15" till the end of the Mk 11 s. The.X6 range run 2151b, 
still at 15". By simply dropping the ride height to say 14 112 ", the pressure will drop around 
30 1 b, with barely noticeable ride variation . 

3 As can be seen from the. above figures, the X6 range used spacers in the push rods to 
lower .pressures .. at the . same ride height From memory, ' my Mk"1 1800 is runn'irig 7/32" 
spacers in ' the front, with a corresponding adjustment at the rear. ' 

4 The bigger, stronger front dis placer units can be installed at the rear. 

5 Rubber helper springs, called Aeons can be installed between the rear trailing arm, and 
th,e boot floor. For those with an X6, the Aeons are far ' better than the standard rubber 
auxiliary springs. This takes some of the weight, pressure of the hydrolastic. 

6 Avoid stinking hot days. As a matter of curiosity, my ride height rose 3/4" just through 
sitting out in sun on a hot day recently, 

7 For the run to Adelaide, the Ken Patience suspension pump can easily be made. 
Basically, it is a brake master cylinder with a handle, a high pressure hose with a one way 
valve in it, and a schrader standard tyre fitting the other. Pen rite make the fluid, but in an 
emergency, water with radiator anti rust will suffice. 

8 About every 5 years or so, changing the fluid keeps it clean internally. 

r 



21 51 January 1998 

Paul L. Copeland 
1/507-511 Kingsway 
Miranda NSW 2228 

Dear Daryl, 

First off Daryl let me apologise to you and my fellow members that it has taken me so long to 
pay my membership fees . However after conducting some work on my beloved Austin I 
decided that it was essential that I retain my membership so I can gain the valuable 
information required by a long term Landcrab owner (I 'm 24 and I plan to keep it as long as I 
draw breath). 

In April of 1997 I purchased a brand new Ford Festiva for my daily trips to school (I teach 
45 minutes from home). The Austin performed admirably for the first term of school but I 
had always wanted the Austin to become my weekend indulgence before it was driven into 
the ground. So after I bought the Festiva the Austin had a long sabbatical in the garage. 
After 12 weeks of sitting there I decided to drive the Austin and after quite a few turns it fired 
and off I went. I only went on a short half-hour drive but when I started the drive what a 
culture shock. Look I love the Austin and for its time it was a better-engineered car than the 
Festiva ever will be .. But air conditioning, a rear demister, three speed wipers, a short throw 
and smooth gear change had spoilt me and I wasn ' t sure if the Austin was all the car I thought 
it was, time had caught up with it. 

At the moment some members will be gasping for air but fear not, after 5 minutes the Austin 
was drawing me in. Sure the Festiva is a good little car that goes from point A to point B 
reliably, comfortably and with a minimum of fuss , but that is enough to make a person yawn. 
It is like so many new Korean (and Japanese) cars, it is as exciting as a household appliance. 
It is characterless and still doesn' t do things as well as the Austin. For example the handling, 
the Austin with stock standard suspension and 175114175 tyres handles better than a Festiva 
wouln with an expensive set of gas shocks and wide tyres. Then there is torsional rigidity; 
the Festiva has none! The Austin would go over rough roads with aplomb, sometimes the 
bumps create noise but the body is solid. The opposite i s the case for the Festiva, so quiet is 
this car that you can hear the flexing of the body away from the doors . 

So my faith in the Austin was renewed when I parked it in the garage. In due course an oil 
change occurred and Term 3 saw it driven quite a few times. However Term 4 was quite 
busy and the Austin sat in the garage for 13 weeks. I decided after New Year that since it had 
new oil I should also flush out the cooling system to ensure against corrosion while it sits in 
the garage. For some time the radiator cap (original) was fused to the filler neck. The heat 
had caused the rubber to vulcanise to the brass neck. So step one was removal of the radiator 
cap, which seemed to now have become one with the radiator. 

I picked up a towel and grabbed the cap and strained, nothing. I tried again, still nothing, so I 
decided to take a gamble. I went to the boot and pulled out a 19mm spanner and decided to 
use it as its designers had not intended (as you may of guessed I didn' t have a hammer) . I 
tapped down on the cap to dislodge it, but that had no effect, so I held my breath and started 
to tap the cap undone. It was a gamble as I wasn' t sure if the filler neck would snap off. As I 
continued the force of my blows increased along with my frustration. I continued for about f 

. 15 minutes with no . apparent gain and thus let fly with some colourful words. Then from 
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Michael Davey [02] 422 65 110 MIC 6123 South Cost Mail Centre, Wollongong 2521 
N.S.W . is collecting information on Utes.and wants as much information as possible: Free 
icecreams to the first 10 contributors ! 

Spares update; The Club has 3 sets left of the BMC rear mudftaps at $45-00. The finishing 
touch to a restoration ! 

Our club began on a cold Autum day in Canberra 21 - 5 - 1988,which will make us 

10 years old soon , ! 
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One week later I had to drive to Wari lla (south of Wollongong) so I took the 1800, and it 
went like a dream, I took the old Pri nces Highway as it has some nice curves to flatter the 
1800. Once down in my hometown r tested the Austi n out on some of myoid haunts and 
found it a joy to drive. When I was returning to Sydney I decided to take Bulli pass , which is 
quite a steep climb. No the Aust in didn ' t climb it as well as my fathers Jaguar but it did 
prove capable of exceeding the 60 km/h speed limit and it passed most cars quite easily. And 
best of all , the temperature gauge climbed to the top of the Normal range only to return to the 
middle once on the freeway . If anything this trip has reaffirmed my love for this great car. 

Well members thank you for indulging my little story, however before I go let me tell 
members that I have a paper written by Alec Moulton on the transition from Hydro lastic to 
Hydragas. And I also have an article from a magazine about a gentlemen in England who has 
done up his 1800, this article ran in the magazine Your Classic. I have also included a one
page piece on the 1800 I fo und in the State Library of NSW, it appeared in The Garage and 
Motor Trader. I have sent all of these with this letter. Another group of articles I have are 
from the British magazine Motor on the 1800 when it was released. If the members would 
like copies of these please inform Daryl and I can have copies sent to him. However I am not 
sure how well they will come out as they were copied at the State Library of NSW and their 
photocopiers are in a disgusting state. 

I also have some questions that I hope may be answered; 

1. I would like to see some copies of 1800 brochures I ordered some from Motor books, 
they claim to have sent them but I never received them so I wasted $20. Does anyone 
know where I can get them or at least see some? 

2. Is it possible to buy new heater blowers for 1800's as mine is on the blink? I would 
prefer a new one to a second hand one. 

3. Can you buy a rear demister for an 1800 that stretches across the whole window as I 
really miss this in a car? 

4. Have many people fitted the modified fi lter assembly shown in newsletter 74? Is it better. 
than the Mk II ' s inverted Z23 filter? 

I feel I should inform you that at the start of 1997 I went to a wedding where the groom 's 
father was a draftsman for BMC. One of the guests also had worked for BMC, he worked in 
the experimental division and carried out testing on the 1800 to ready it for Australian 
production. I shall sit down and draft a letter informing you of what he told me about our 
cars. He also offered for me to come over and sit down with him and his former colleagues 
and look at photos of their time at BMC. I shall look forward to telling you about that. 

Finally before I go I am aware of "Austins over Australia", but I have never been able to 
make it, do any of my fellow Sydney Landcrab members organise meeting or outings with 
their cars as it would be nice to meet some of the clubs members. Also the Herald ran an 
article about how a committee has created a shortlist of the car of the century, the only BMC 
car was the Mini . It ' s strange according to the sticker on the back of my car, I thought that 
the BMC 1800 already held that title. Thank you for your time members. 

Regards, 

~/L· ~/ 
Paul L. Copeland jA/ 
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a multigrade oil , or the thinnest of 
the grades recommended for the 
engine. 

Because the oil does not make a 
decent job of lubrication when cold, 
it follows that you must not drive 
the engine hard for the flrst four or 
flve miles of a trip. Modern oils 
do not demand tha.t you let the en
gine warm up at an idle. But it is 
still essential to use a light throttle 
until the engine has warmed up. 

Drive easily. Don't flatten the 
throttle, rev through the gears or 
slog along at low speed in top gear. 
It is time enough to tread on it 
when the oil gauge has settled down 
to the normal pressure and the 
water gauge has reached its highest 
working temperature. 

Cold conditions play havoc with 
engine wear for city drivers, but 
dust is the country motorist's worst 
enemy. If you do much gravel road 
motoring don't flt a sports air 
cleaner. It just is not good enough 
for outback motoring. Use a proper 
oil bath filter and clean it out every 
1000 miles, replacing the oil with 
fresh stufL It is equally important 
to replace th'e oil fllter, preferably 
at half the mileage interval that the 
maker specifies for "normal" condi
tions. 

Tests have shown that cylinder 
wear rates do not differ appreciably 
with the bore/ stroke ratio, nor from 
one m ake of car to the n ext. The 
cri tical things a.re how many cold 
starts you make and how much 
dust gets through the carbu
rettor. Because of the close link 
between wear and temperature, it is 
important to be sure that your ther
mostat is working correctly. When a 
car is mainly used for short hops, 

the engine must reach working tem
perature as quickly as possible. To 
do this, you need a thermostat that 
opens only when the engine is hot. 
The m anufacturer will specify the 
temperature , of course. I n the case 
of the HD Holden, the thermostat 
starts to open at between 167 and 
172 degrees and should be fully open 
by 192 degrees. It also starts to close 
again as soon as the water temper
ature falls below 192 deg rees. 

Now all thermostats are consider 
ed "good enough" if they come 
within 5 degrees of the recommend
ed flgures . To reduce engine wear 
on stop-start motoring, make sure 
your thermostat errs on the high 
side. If this sounds a lot of trouble, 
just remember that a cold engine 
will wear at 10 times the rate of a 
hot one. To check, you need a ther
mometer capable of reading between 
150 and 200 degrees F . Drain off the 
radiator to take the water level be
low the thermostat housing, then 
take off the housing. Check the po
sition of the thermostat - its valve 
should be properly seated when cold. 
It i t is not, a replacement is indi
cated . 

If everything looks to be in order, 
lift out the thermostat, loop some 
wire around its fr ame and suspend 
the unit in a pan of cold water on 
a stove. Insert the thermometer in 
the water too, making sure that -
like the thermostat - it touches 
neither the walls nor the bottom of 
the pan. If it does, you 'll get a false 
re:lding. Now heat th e water and 
note the temperature at which the 
t.hermostat 'l.'alve begins to open by 
about 1/ 16 in. It should be the same 
the -manufacturer's figure. Next . 
reading as, or slightly higher than, 

Here is a good example oj carbon build-up on a head and inside com
bustion chambers. Note how the inlet valves are darker than the exhaust 
valves, which actual!y burn the carbon into a harder, lighter compound.. 

46 WHEELS, June, 1968 

note the temperature when the 
thermostat is fully open. Once again 
this should be the same or higher. 

Not a ll drivers realise the beneflts 
of running an engine "hot". There 
was a time when people considered 
it a virtue for an engine to keep 
cool. Today it is well known that 
the hotter an engine runs, the 
highEr will be its thermal efficiency 
and the lower the rate of wear. Of 
course, the coolant must not boil, 
because it then ceases to be effec
tive. This is one reason why pres
surised systems are used. With a . 
13 Ib pressure cap (as in Holden 
HD), the engine can function at 
temperatures up to 242 degrees F, 
30 degrees higher than boiling point 
with out a pressure cap. 

This brings us round to the very 
obvious point. While you want the 
engine to run hot, you don't want 
the radiator to boil. If there is any . 
doubt, check or replace the pressure 
cap. And of course, you don't want 
local bailing at such critical hot 
spots as the exhaust valves. This 
can happen when lime or other im
purit ies in the water fasten to the 
side of t he casting like an insula
t ion coat. The temperature of the 
exhaust· valve can be as high as 
2000 degrees ; in other parts of the 
cylinder head, it can be 1600 de
grees. If the cO:Jlant can't ge t rid of 
this heat, there'll be one cylinder 
head soon ready for the chopping 
block. 

For this r eason, we a dvocate the 
use of Bars Leaks, Wynn 's or a 
similar radi a tor conditioner. It 
serves several purposes, including 
keeping wate: sediment in suspen
sion and 'inhibiting rust. We also 
strongly suggest that you flush out 
all water from the system every few 
mon ths, completely draining the 
radiator and engine block and re
filling with fresh r a inwater. 

(Continued on page 90) 
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<0ueenslanb News 
Now that a new year has started, how about some of you, our south east Queensland members 
getting together for a club run, it does not have to be anything special, but think about the 
Pioneer Rally shown below. This would make a good place to advertise our club and show to 
others (including prospective new members) our cars, the more we show our cars the better for 
the club, which helps all members. If you have any ideas please contact me and we can arrange 
something 

The South Coast Restoration Society will be holding its alillual Pioneer RaUy on the first 
weekend in August (1 sf and 2nd

) at Willowvale, and as usual I will be attending in my Landcrab 
on the Sunday (remember your car does not have to be concourse to display it). This event has 
a large display (mostly working) of steam traction engines, vintage tractors, vintage cars, as 
well as displays of old Australian industries like sheep shearing ect. If any member living in the 
south east of Queensland would like to join me for a great day out, please contact me on 55 
748 293 and I will arrange for our entry to be on display. If you require more information on 
the event itself phone 5532 094l. 

31- May 1998 

12-13-14 June 1998 

29-30 August 19·98 

SUlAPmeecs 
Queensland Vintage Association inc. will be holding a swap 
at Banyo State School, Emshaw Road, Banyo, for more 
information phone (07) 3206 0678, 019 476 846, or (07) 3267 
6932. 

The Gold Coast Antique auto Club will be holding its annual 
swap meet at the Parklands Show Grounds, Smith Street 
Parklands. The actual swap does not start until 4pm on the 12th 
and goes all day Saturday and until 2pm on the Sunday. For 
more information including site and trade stands contact Doug 
(07) 5543 5854, Robert (07) 5536 8271 or Des (07) 5577 338 1. 

Jimboomba Swap, contact John Haken, 42 Merton Street, 
limboomba, 4280. 

Peter A. Jones 
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M oney-saving 
methods jor the 
do-it-yourself 
brigade. 

You don't have to coddle the 
modern engine, but observing 
a few basic rules can save 
you big repair bills later. 

It 's so simple that everyone f orgets 
abou t i t, but t he air filter plays a 
big part in keeping the engine 
you n g. If it is too d iTty, the engine 
111ill mn rich and. produce mor e car
~on , as well as increase upper CyliTl
der we.ar in your car 's engine .. 

you can buy a new car tomorrow, 
drive it for 20,000 miles and 

h ave a rattlely smoke stack on your 
hands. Or you can pay the engine 
the respect that it deserves, and 
a t 20 ,000 miles it will be a teenager. 

Keeping the engin e young is not 
a m atter of how h a rd you drive but 
h ow well you look aner the engine. 
We have two good examples among 
our staff cars , both owned from 
n ew. One is a 1959 Hillman wagon. 
with 78,000 miles up. The engine has 
the original vah'es, rings an d bear
ings. It has been decarbonised three 
times and still only uses one quart 

\ '7-

of oil yer thousand miles. The sec 
ond car .- a 1964 Ford Corsair GT, 
has done a chirpy 34 ,000 miles, with 
one decoke and no replacement 
parts. 

The secret of long engine life is r 
not in cans of additive, though we 
bel ieve in u pper cylinder lubricant 
during the fi rst 3000 mil es. No, if 
you want to kee p the engine young, 
you'll caLch ai lment.s before they 
develop into 'expensive n oises. 

Lat er in this article, we·ll . talk 
about head jobs, t a ppity tappets and 
when to fit new r ings. l\-lc;;nwhilc we 
must. emphasise [he close rel a tion-

. ~." 
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.... J raj ...... ·r BAD r l';a.~ 
By Daryl Stephens 

The phone rang when I was balanced precariously on the edge of a roof, cleaning out 
somebodies gutters. The plaintiff wail at the other end said, " EGY's dropped its clutch" ! 

EGY is the name of an 1800 that I share with the Olde Man . The arrangement began when 
Dad was transferred to a different bowling level to Mum. That meant they had to go in 
different directions every day. { After, what else have retirees got to do all day?] Which 
necessitated another car. 

Since Janice [ first wife] and I both need a vehicle for work, and we do not have adequate 
storage space for a spare, we decided to go halves with Mum and Dad. EGY is theirs to have 
and to hold, and occasionally wash , except when we need it, like when Janice wrote the 
Rover off [ Mrs Editors note. Well , perhaps I may have put a small scratch in it, but I have 
never hit a truck at 140 ks in an 1800 like you , or written off a Mk 11 Kimberley like you , or 
been booked for excessive noise in the A 90 like you or screamed into Yulara , sometimes 
known as Ayers Rock towing a trailer at 95 MPH in the dark with Kangaroo's all round, 
complaining bitterly that the 1800 would not go any faster like you , or lost the A 90 on a bend 
and bounced over a·plantation like you , or had the Mk 1 Kimberley sliding· uncontrollably dow n 
the snow backwards. at Mount Hotham for about a kilometre like you so shut your face! ] , and 
other lesser emergencies- then it lives here for as long as necessary. The system has worked 
very well for nearly 10 years. 

EGY is actua lly the biggest disgrace I have ever seen registered and on 4 wheels ! [ Imagine 
Jeff· Kennett transformed into a car} The Maroon paint work has gone brown, all doors ~ave 
rust, the interior has dis integrated, there is a transmission whine, and one cylinder is on 
holidays . It also leans apprec iably to one side. Apart from those minor details, it's as good 
as new! 

While I was trying desperately hard not to slip off the roof, we decided to scrap EGY and find 
a better example. I had heard that a Mk 1 auto , which was advertised in our March newsletter ( 
for $2000 was still up for grabs 6 months later. 

When we arrived for an inspection , we were not surprised it was unsold. We pulled into their 
driveway, saw the heap, and were reversing out when the owner swang down from a tree. 
Just to humour him , we decided to spent 5 minutes looking at it, and then shoot through . 

All four tyres were flat, the suspension was sitting on the bump stops, there was cardboard 
boxes piled on the roof and the exterior was filthy. The 5 minuted became 50 as we noticed 
some surprising details- that the windscreen filler strips were still the original chrome- the rear 
seat showed no signs of cracking - or having ever been sat in - the dashboard showed no 
signs of sun damage - the petrol and temperature gauge needles had not faded ,.and it was 
very straight. We thought we could take a punt on the paint if the price was right. 

The exhaust had rusted out during the years in retirement, the brake master cylinder needed 
new rubber, and the auto transmission was empty. Apart from that, it was all systems go ! 

The olde codger who had owned it all its 45, 000 miles opened negotiations by say ing it was 
really worth much more than $2000, but he wanted it to go to a good home. [ I tried not to 
throw up ! ] Mrs Editors note- 00 not bag the old goat to much- he has more hair , more 
teeth, and less girth than you ! 

,0 
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The phone rang when I was balanced precariously on the edge of a roof, cleaning out 
somebodies gutters. The plaintiff wail at the other end said, " EGY's dropped its clutch" ! 

EGY is the name of an 1800 that I share with the Olde Man. The arrangement began when 
Dad was transferred to a different bowling level to Mum. That meant they had to go in 
different directions every day. { After, what else have retirees got to do all day?] Which 
necessitated another car. 

Since Janice [ first wife] and I both need a vehicle for work, and we do not have adequate 
storage space for a spare, we decided to go halves with Mum and Dad. EGY is theirs to have 
and to hold, and occasionally wash, except when we need it. like when Janice wrote the 
Rover off [ Mrs Editors note. Well, perhaps I may have put a small scratch in it, but I have 
never hit a truck at 140 ks in an 1800 like you, or written off a Mk 11 Kimberley like you, or 
been booked for excessive noise in the A 90 like you or screamed into Yulara, sometimes 
known as Ayers Rock towing a trailer at 95 MPH in the dark with Kangaroo's all round, 
complaining bitterly that the 1800 would not go any faster like you , or lost the A 90 on a bend 
and bounced over a·plantation ·like you , or had the Mk 1 Kimberley sliding 'uncontrollably down 
the snow backwards. at Mount Hotham for about a kilometre like you so shut your face!], and 
other lesser emergencies- then it lives here for as long as necessary. The system has worked 
very well for nearly 10 years, 

EGY is actually the biggest disgrace I have ever seen registered and on 4 wheels! [ Imagine 
Jeff, Kennett transformed into ·a car} The Maroon paint work has gone brown, all doors have 
rust, the interior has disintegrated, there is a transmission whine, and one cylinder is on 
holidays . It also leans appreciably to one side. Apart from those minor details, it's as good 
as new! 

, While I was trying desperately hard not to slip off the roof, we decided to scrap EGY and find 
a better example . I had heard that a Mk 1 auto , which was advertised in our March newsletter (-
for $2000 was still up for grabs 6 months later. 

When we arrived for an inspection, we were not surprised it was unsold . We pulled into their 
driveway, saw the heap, and were reversing out when the owner swang down from a tree. 
Just to humour him, we decided to spent 5 minutes looking at it, and then shoot through . 

All four tyres were flat, the suspension was sitting on the bump stops, there was cardboard 
boxes piled on the roof and the exterior was filthy. The 5 minuted became 50 as we noticed 
some surprising details- that the windscreen filler strips were still the original chrome- the rear 
seat showed no signs of cracking - or having ever been sat in - the dashboard showed no 
signs of sun damage - the petrol and temperature gauge needles had not faded ,. and it was 
very straight. We thought we could take a punt on the paint if the price was right. 

The exhaust had rusted out during the years in retirement, the brake master cylinder needed 
new rubber, and the auto transmission was empty. Apart from that, it was all systems go ! 

The olde codger who had owned it all its 45, 000 miles opened negotiations by saying it was 
really worth much more than $2000, but he wanted it to go to a good home. [ I tried not to 
throw up ! ] Mrs Editors note- Do not bag the old goat to much- he has more hair , more 
teeth, and less girth than you! 
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M oney-savi71g 
methods for the 
do-it-yourself 
brigade. 

You don't have to coddle the 
modern engine, but observing 
a few basic rules can save 
you big repair bills later. 

It's so simple that everyone forgets 
about i t , but t he air filter plays a. 
big part in keeping the engine 
young. J f it is too dirt y , the engine 
11.;;1/ Tun rich and. produce more car
Gan, as well as increase upper cyli11-
der wear in your car'S engine .. 

you can buy a new car tomorrow, 
drive it for 20,000 miles an d 

ha ve a rattlely smoke stack on you r 
h ands. Or you can pay the engine 
the respect that it deserves, and 
at 20,000 miles it. will be a teenager. 

Keeping the engine young is not 
a m atter of how h a rd you drive but 
how well you look after the engine. 
We have two good examples among 
our staff cars, both owned from 
n ew. One is a 1959 Hillman wagon. 
with 78,000 miles up. The engine h as 
the original v alV€!s , rings an d bear
ings. It has been decr, rbonised three 
times and still only uses one quart 

of oil yer thousand miles. The sec
ond car ," a 1964 Ford Corsair GT, 
has don e a chirpy 34 ,000 miles, with 
one decoke and no replacement 
parts. 

The secret of long engi ne life is r 
not in cans of additive, though we 
bel ieve in upper cylinder lu bricant 
during the firs t 3000 mil es. No, if 
you want to keep the engine young. 
you 'll catch ai lment.s befo re t h ey 
develop into 'expensive n oises. 

Lat.er in this a r ticl e, we·ll. t alk 
about head jobs. t a ppity t appets an d 
when to fit new rin~~. Me:m wlJil c we 
must. emph?sise th e close relation -

,_ 
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(@ueenslanil News 
Now that a new year has started, how about some of you, our south east Queensland members 
getting together for a club run, it does not have to be anything special, but think about the 
Pioneer Rally shown below. This would make a good place to advertise our club and show to 
others (including prospective new members) our cars, the more we show our cars the better for 
the club, which helps all members. If you have any ideas please contact me and we can arrange 
something 

The South Coast Restoration Society will be holding it s annual Pioneer Rally on the first 
weekend in August (1st and 2nd

) at WiIlowvale, and as usual I will be attending in my Landcrab 
on the Sunday (remember your car does not have to be concourse to display it) . This event has 
a large display (mostly working) of steam traction engines, vintage tractors, vintage cars, as 
well as displays of old Australian industries like sheep shearing ect. If any member living in the 
south east of Queensland would like to join me for a great day out, please contact me on 55 
748 293 and I will arrange for our entry to be on display. If you require more information on 
the event itself phone 5532 0941. 

31- May 1998 

12-13-14 June 1998 

29-30 August 1998 

SllAP meecs 
Queensland Vintage Association inc. will be holding asap 
at Banyo State School, Emshaw Road, Banyo, for more 
information phone (07) 3206 0678, 019476 846, or (07) 3267 
6932. 

The Gold Coast Antique auto Club will be holding its annual 
swap meet at the Parklands Show Grounds, Smith Street 
Parklands. The actual swap does not start until 4pm on the /12

th 

and goes all day Saturday and until 2pm on the Sunday. For 
more information including site and trade stands contact Doug 
(07) 5543 5854, Robert (07) 5536 8271 or Des (07) 5577 338 1. 

Jimboomba Swap, contact John Haken, 42 Merton St
l 
eet, 

Jimboomba, 4280. 
Peter A. Jones 
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a multigrade oil, or the thinnest of 
the grades recommended for the 
engine. 

Because the oil does not make a 
decent job of lubrication when cold, 
it follows that you must not drive 
the engine hard for the first four or 
five miles of a trip. Modern oils 
do not demand tha.t you let the en
gine warm up at an idle. But it is 
still essential to use a light throttle 
until the engine has warmed up. 

Drive easily. Don't fiatten the 
throttle, rev through the gears or 
slog along at low speed in top gear. 
It is time enough to tread on it 
when the oil gauge has settled down 
to the normal pressure and the 
water gauge has reached its highest 
working temperature. 

Cold conditions play havoc with 
engine wear for city drivers, but 
dust is the country motorist's worst 
enemy. If you do much gravel road 
motoring don't fit a sports air 
cleaner. It just is not good enough 
for outback motoring. Use a proper 
oil bath filter and clean it out every 
1000 miles, replacing the oil with 
fresh stuff. It is equally important 
to replace th'e oil filter, preferably 
at half the mileage interval that the 
maker specifies for "normal" condi
tions. 

Tests have shown that cylinder 
wear rates do not differ appreciably 
with the bore/ stroke ratio, nor from 
one make of car to the next. The 
cri t ical things a.re how many cold 
starts you make and how much 
dust gets through the carbu
re ttor. Because of the close link 
between wear an d temperature, it 'is 
important to be sure that your ther
mostat is working correctly. When a 
ca r is m ainly used for short hops, 

the engine must reach working tem
pera t ure as quickly as possible. To 
do this, you need a thermostat that 
opens only when the engine is hot. 
The manufacturer wi ll specify th e 
temperature, of course. In the case 
of the HD Holden, the thermostat 
starts to open at between 167 and 
172 degrees and should be fully open 
by 192 degrees. It also starts to close 
again as soon as the water temper
ature falls below 192 degrees. 

Now all thermostats are consider
ed "good enough" if they come 
within 5 degrees of the recommend
ed figures. To reduce engine wear 
on stop-start motoring, make sure 
your thermostat errs on the high 
side. If this sounds a lot of trouble, 
just remember that a cold engine 
will wear at 10 times the rate of a 
hot one: To check, you need a ther
mometer capable of reading between 
150 and 200 degrees F. Drain off the 
radiator to take the water level be
low the thermostat housing, then 
take off the housing. Check the po
sition of the thermostat - its valve 
should be properly seated when cold . 
It it is not, a replacement is indi
cated. 

If everything looks to be in order, 
lift ou t the thermosta t , loop some 
wire around its frame and suspend 
the unit in a pan of cold water on 
a stove. Insert the thermometer in 
the water too, making sure that -
like t he thermosta t - it touches 
neither the walls nor the bottom of 
the pan. If it does, you 'll get a false 
re3.ding. Now h eat the water and 
note the temperature at which the 
t,hermostat "alve begins to open by 
about 1/ 16 in. It should be the same 
the -manufacturer's figure . Next . 
reading as, or slightly higher than, 

Here is a good example of carbon build-up on a head and inside com
bustion chambers. Note how the inlet valves are darker than the exhau.st 
valves, which actu.al!y burn the carbon into a harder, lighter compound. 
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note the temperature when the 
thermostat is fully open . Once again 
this should be the same or higher. 

Not all drivers realise the benefits 
of running an engine "hot". There 
was a time when people considered 
it a virtue for an engine to keep 
cool. Today it is we)) known that 
the hotter an engine runs, the 
highEr will be its thermal efficiency 
and the lower the rate of wear. Of 
course, the coolant must not boil, 
because it then ceases to be effec
tive. This is one reason why pres
surised systems are used. With a . 
13 Ib pressure cap (as in Holden 
HD), the engine can function at 
temperatures up to 242 degrees F, 
30 degrees higher than boiling point 
with out a pressure cap. 

This brings us round to the very 
obvious point. While you want the 
engine to run hot, you don't want 
the radiator to boil. If there is any . 
doubt, check or replace the pressure 
cap. And of course, you don't want 
local bOiling at such critical hot 
spots as the exhaust valves. This 
can happen when lime cir other im
puri ties in the wa te r fasten to the 
side of t he casting like an insula
tion coat. The temperature of the 
exhaust valve can be as high ao 
2000 degrees; in other parts of the 
cylinder head, it can be 1600 de
grees. If t h e coolant can't get rid of 
this heat, there'll be one cylinder 
hea d soon ready for the chopping 
block. 

For this r eason, we a dvocate the 
use of Bars Leaks, Wynn 's or a 
similar radi ator conditioner. It 
serves severa,! purposes , including 
keeping wate;· sediment in suspen
sion and inhibiting rust. We also 
strongly suggest that you fiush out 
all water from the system every few 
months, completely draining the 
radia tor and engine block and re
fillin g with fresh rainwater. 

(Continued on page 90) r 



One week later I had to drive to Warilla (south of Wollongong) so I took the 1800, and it 
went like a dream, I took the old Princes Highway as it has some nice curves to fl atter the 
1800. Once down in my hometown I tested the Austin out on some of myoid haunts and 
found it a joy to drive. When I was returning to Sydney I decided to take Bulli pass , which is 
quite a steep climb. No the Austin didn ' t climb it as well as my fathers Jaguar but it did 
prove capable of exceeding the 60 km/h speed limit and it passed most cars quite easily. And 
best of all , the temperature gauge climbed to the top of the Normal range only to return to the 
middle once on the freeway. If anything this trip has reaffirmed my love for thi s great car. 

Well members thank you for indulging my little story, however before I go let me tell 
members that I have a paper written by Alec Moulton on the transition fro m Hydrolastic to 
Hydragas. And I also have an art icle from a magazine about a gentlemen in England who has 
done up his 1800, this article ran in the magazine Your Classic. I have also included a one
page piece on the 1800 I found in the State Library ofNSW, it appeared in The Garage and 
Motor Trader . I have sent all of these with this letter. Another group of articles I have are 
from the British magazine Motor on the 1800 when it was released . If the members would 
like copies of these please inform Daryl and I can have copies sent to him. However I am not 
sure how well they will come out as they we re copied at the State Library of NSW and their 
photocopiers are in a disgusting state . 

I also have some questions that I hope may be answered; 

1. I would like to see some copies of 1800 brochures I ordered some from Motor books, 
they claim to have sent them but I never received them so I wasted $20. Does anyone 
know where I can get them or at least see some? 

2. Is it possible to buy new heater blowers for 1800 ' s as mine is on the blink? I would 
prefer a new one to a second hand one. 

3. Can you buy a rear demister for an 1800 that stretches across the whole window as I 
really miss this in a car? 

4. Have many people fitted the modified filter assembly shown in newsletter 74? Is it better. 
than the Mk II ' s inverted Z23 filter? 

I feel I should inform you that at the start of 1997 I went to a wedding where the groom's 
father was a .draftsman for BMC. One of the guests also had worked for BMC, he worked in 
the experimental division and carried out testing on the 1800 to ready it for Australian 
production. I shall sit down and draft a letter informing you of what he told me about our 
cars. He also offered for me to come over and sit down with him and his former colleagues 
and look at photos of their time at BMC. I shall look forward to telling you about that. 

Finally before I go I am aware of "Austins over Australia", but I have never been able to 
make it, do any of my fellow Sydney Landcrab members organise meeting or outings with 
their cars as it would be nice to meet some of the clubs members. Also the Herald ran an 
article about how a committee has created a shortlist of the car of the century, the only BMC 
car was the Mini. It's strange according to the sticker on the back of my car, I thought that 
the BMC 1800 already held that title. Thank you for your time members. 

Regards, 

~/L·~/ 
Paul L. Copeland 1,1\../ 



FROM THE BACK SEAT 
PRESIDENTI TREASURERI LIBRARIAN REGALIA OFFICER 
KEEPER OF THE SPARES. Mike Gilmour 047 81 8887 
Pat Farrell 03 9762 4457 Lot 57 Remembrance Drive 
4 Wayne Avenue, Boronia Vic 3155 Tahmor NSW 2340 

DATA REGISTRAR 
Peter Jones 
4 Yarandin Court, Worongary OLD 4213 

EDITORI SECRETARY 
Daryl Stephens 03 9873 3038 
22 Davison Street, Mitcham. Vic . 3132 

SOCIAL CONVENORS 
Brisbane; Peter Jones as above 

PUBLIC OFFICER 
David Hopper [ 076] 333 383 
8 Evergreen St, Toowoomba OLD 4350 

A.M.V.C. Sub Committee 
Pat Farrell as above 
Geoff Marshall 03 9877 1425 
19 Anne Street, Blackburn Vic 3130 

Melbourne;' Paul-Nichols 47 Moores Road, Monbulk Vic 3793 '039752 1489 
Sydney; Mike Gilmour as above 

" Opinions e;xpressed within are : not necessarily shared by the Editor of Officers of the Club. 
,\' . ,Whilst great care is, taken to ensure that the technical information and the -advice offered in 

these pages' is correct, the Editor and Officers of the Club cannot be held respons ible fO f any 
problems that my ensue from acting on such advice and information 

Cut off date for inclusion of articles in the newsletter is the 25 th of the even month . 
Publication date attempts, often in vain to be 25 th of the odd month ' 

Michael Davey [02] 422 65 110 MIC 6123 South Cost Mail Centre, Wollongong 2521 
N.S.W . is collecting information on Utes.and wants as much information as possible: Free 
icecreams to the f irst 10 contributors ! 

Spares update; The Club has 3 sets left of the BMC rear mudftaps at $45-00. The finishing 
touch to a restoration ! 

Our club began on a cold Autum day in Canberra 21 - 5 - 1988,which will make us 

10 years old soon . ! 



21 st January 1998 

Paul L. Copeland 
1/507-511 Kingsway 
Miranda NSW 2228 

Dear Daryl, 

First off Daryl let me apologise to you and my fellow members that it has taken me so long to 
pay my membership fees. However after conducting some work on my beloved Austin I 
decided that it was essential that I retain my membership so I can gain the valuable 
information required by a long term Landcrab owner (I'm 24 and I plan to keep it as long as I 
draw breath). 

In April of 1997 I purchased a brand new Ford Festiva for my daily trips to school (I teach 
45 minutes from home). The Austin performed admirably for the first term of school but I 
had always wanted the Austin to become my weekend indulgence before it was driven into 
the ground. So after I bought the Festiva the Austin had a long sabbatical in the garage. 
After 12 weeks of sitting there I decided to drive the Austin and after quite a few turns it fired 
and off I went. I only went on a short half-hour drive but when I started the drive what a 
culture shock. Look I love the Austin and for its time it was a better-engineered car than the 
Festiva ever will be .. But.air conditioning, a rear demister, three speed wipers; a short throw 
and smooth gear change had spoilt me and I wasn't sure if the Austin was all the car I thought 
it was, time had caught up with it. 

At the moment some members will be gasping for air but fear not, ·after 5 minutes the Austin 
was drawing me in. Sure the Festiva is a good little car that goes from point A to point B 
reliably, comfortably and with a minimum of fuss, but that is enough to make a person yawn. 
It is like so many new Korean (and Japanese) cars, it is as exciting as a household appliance. 
It is characterless and still doesn't do things as well as the Austin. For example the handling, 
the Austin with stock standard suspension and 175/ 14175 tyres handles better than a Festiva 
wouln with an expensive set of gas shocks and wide tyres. Then there is torsional rigidity; 
the Festiva has none! The Austin would go over rough roads with aplomb, sometimes the 
bumps create noise but the body is solid. The opposite i s the case for the Festiva, so quiet is 
this car that you can hear the flexing of the body away from the doors. 

So my faith in the Austin was renewed when I parked it in the garage. In due course an oil 
change occurred and Term 3 saw it driven quite a few times. However Term 4 was quite 
busy and the Austin sat in the garage for 13 weeks. I decided after New Year that since it had 
new oil I should also flush out the cooling system to ensure against corrosion while it sits in 
the garage. For some time the radiator cap (original) was fused to the filler neck. The heat 
had caused the rubber to vulcanise to the brass neck. So step one was removal of the radiator 
cap, which seemed to now have become one with the radiator. 

I picked up a towel and grabbed the cap and strained, nothing. I tried again, still nothing, so I 
decided to take a gamble. I went to the boot and pulled out a 19mm spanner and decided to 
use it as its designers had not intended (as you may of guessed I didn't have a hammer). I 
tapped down on the cap to dislodge it, but that had no effect, so I held my breath and started 
to tap the cap undone. It was a gamble as I wasn't sure if the filler neck would snap off. As I 
continued the force of my blows increased along with my frustration. I continued for about 
15 minutes with no . apparent gain and thus let fly with some colourful words. Then from 
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by Daryl Stephens 

With the beach weather probably gone until nest summer, now may be the time to consider 
preparations for our vehicles to descend upon Adelaide for the Easter 1999 rally . 

Some members are a little afraid that their suspension may let go at an inconvenient time, but 
by a bit of preparation, problems can be short circuited. 

1 In about half the cases of a failed displacer, it is the hose that has failed. For those in 
Melbourne, Herman Pedersen fits new hoses at a very reasonable price. Interstate people 
just need to shop around abit. As a precaution, all displacers should be removed, re hosed, 
and re installed. Spacers - see 3 below - can be used. 

2 , . The suspension runs at ~70 Ib at a hight of 15 112 " for early Mk 1 s. This was amended 
in a service bulletin' to 240 {band 15" till the end of the Mk 11 s, The. X6 range run 215 1 b, 
still at 15". By simply dropping the ride height to say 14 112 ", the pressure will. drop around 
30 1 b, with barely noticeable ride variation -

3 As can be seen from the, above figures, the X6 range used spacers in the push rods to 
lower pnassures ·at the same r~de height From memory,'- my Mk':- 1 1800 is runn'ing: 7/32" 
spacers in ' the front, with a corresponding adjustment at the rear, ' 

4 The bigger, stronger front displacer units can be installed at the rear. 

5 Rubber helper springs, called Aeons can be installed between the rear trailing arm , and 
th~ boot floor. For those with an X6, the Aeons are far ' better than the standard rubber 
auxiliary springs. This takes some of the weight, pressure of the hydrolastic. 

6 Avoid stinking hot days. As a matter of curiosity . my ride height rose 3/4" just through 
sitting out in sun on a hot day recently , 

7 For the run to Adelaide, the Ken Patience suspension pump can easily be made, 
Basically, it is a brake master cylinder with a handle, a high pressure hose with a one way 
valve in it, and a schrader standard tyre fitting the other. Penrite make the fluid. but in an 
emergency, water with radiator anti rust will suffice. 

8 About every 5 years or so, changing the fluid keeps it clean internally. 



David Campbell 91 27 Baxter Avenue 
Kogarah N.S.W. 2217 

[02] 9588 1436 Mk 11 Ute 

David has purchased his Ute with the sedan rear end installed. Hopefully. a technical 
article will follow on the trial and tribulations of returning it to original specs. 

Ronald Dubber RMB 4603 Sagars Road [03] 5166 1328 Mk 1 1800 
Hazelwood North Vic 3840 

Ronald is currently attempting to source the Hy V chain for the automatic. If you have 
one spare, please ring Ronald 

Paul Copeland 1/507- 511 Kingsway 
Mirasnda NSW 2228 

[02] 9524 7965 Mk 11 1800 

Paul was kind enough to forward a technical article by Alex Moulton on how. the 
hydrolasticsuspension was developed into the Hydragas. AU. 20 pages of it will · start 
appea ring soon! 

ATTENTION RESTORERS 
Nu-Tech Polymer 
Bushing System 
Restores marginally worn ball Joints, 

tie rods and other front end parts 
back to new or better-than-new 
specification. Polymer inJection 
gives greasable, free floating 
bush with 24 month warranty. 

Send parts to Turners for 
~=:..J..>..e.::..= 24 Hour Turn Round 

For details-eotiiliet Tu",ner Enterprises-.: -
59 WINBOURNE ROAD. BROOKVALE. NSW 2100 AUSTRALIA 

TELEPHONE: (02) 905 0574 FAX: (02) 905 0591 
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Mk 1 1800 Manual one owner 88,000 miles. The engine had a complete overhaul last 
year. Cream! red. Has been always kept under cover $3,000 Mrs Steger 
Caboolture O.L.D. 0754 954 756 

M k 11 1800 auto 1969 2 tone green with a tad of rust $200 Justin [OLD] 3345 1502 

1800 workshop manual and owners Mk 11 handbook as new Mal Mc George b/h 039482 
5055 or a/h 9470 5512 offers 

Mk 1 1800 1966 White! red Reg & Rwc $1,400 Club member Neil Solomon Benbigo Vic 
[03] 5447 0626 

Mk 11 ' 1800 Light brown! re'd 1969 manuai 12 months reg RWC EC. 44,000 miles 
·),Club member Cameron Bull [03] 9773 6854 $4,200 Seaford Vic · 

Kimberley spares ~ twin S. U. carburettors on manifold, camshaft. G . C~ $100 negotiable 
Kate Marks St Mary's N.S.W. {02] 9833 3740 

Harry's house full of 1800's> There is a mk 1 1800 with 50,000 miles that has been stored 
in a garage for 10 ,years and is in good condition . The motors out but there is plenty 

. ,more to choose from- there are two more [ mk 1 and mk 11 ] that 'are not in good 
condition but in the garage and on the cars outside is a collection of good bits. He will 
sell the lot or in bits Yagoona N.S.W. Harry [ 02 ] 9644 5966 

Mk 1 .Ute unregistered, ex W.A. , mior rust. Driven to present location 12 months ago. Good 
." 'compression $1200 Club member Peter Tadman Nundah O.L.D. [07] 32664537 

Kimberley Mk 1 Auto Unreg 65,000 milrs Good motor, interior & tyres. Auto & brakes need 
attention Rust in doors Friebie Contacr club member Graham Halloran 9! 39 Old 
Bar Road, Old Bar 2430 

Mk 1 1800 1966 Manual, off white! red. The vehicle was purchased in 1966 in Adelaide, 
and has only been driven by one person. Has been stored for some years in a 
garage. Is in excellent! original order 35,000 miles. $3,000 Stan Swaine, Gilberton 
S.A.. [08] 8344 1605 or 017 866 540 

Mk 11 Kimberley VGC Auto unreg 84,000 miles 2 owners Mustard! Brown Graham 
Burbury $1,500 [03] 9729 8151 Coldstream Vic 

Women knit to give them something to think about .,u. tIJtIl ~re tallf!!Jg ! 
' (P C) 

c 



LANDCRAB 
CLUB OF AUSTRALASIA INC. 

Welcome to newsletter number 80 for June and July, 1998 

~
aiter, waiter, there's a fly 

i my soup! 
I on't worry, sir, that spider 
n your bread will get him. 

/ Waiter, waiter, do you call 
this a three-course meal? 
Yes, sir: two chips and a pea. 

Wai l er, waiter, you've got 
you~ thumb in my ·soup. 
That's all right, sir. It's 
not ot. 



Robert Mackellar 33 Third Avenue [07] 3869 0834 
Sandgate QLD 4017 

Jonathan Winwood 158 Prince Charles Pde 
Kurnell NSW 2231 

a Mk 1 & Mk 11 Auto 
Kimberley 

a Mk 1 & Mk 11 
1800 

BRAKING MORE BETTER , • 
By Daryl Stephens 

When a Mk 1 power booster cries enough, there are 3 ways to solve the problem. By patient 
ringing around, somebody who can fix the existing will be found . The down side is that it may 
take a week or so. If this is not a problem , go for it. However for those who's cars are not 
'hobby' cars , but vehicles in regular use, another solution must be found . 

Method 1; The industry common PBR VH 40 EL is the way to go Before starting , these 
bits need to be located. The power booster, the bracket of a Mk 11 , and 2 lengths of brake 
pipe . This is because the existing pipes will not be 'Iong enough . The new ones need to be 
made 150 mm longer than standard . [ The in pipe goes into the booster nearest the main 
body . The out pipe can be either of the remaining- the last outlet is blocked off ] 

Fitting is a little harder than one might originally anticipate . The problem is that the brake 
booster bracket also doubles as a hole blocker for the left hand drive brake master cy linder. 
If the hole is not covered, the noise through the fire wall is horrendous!. 

The problem is compounded because where the booster covers the aforementioned hole , the 
Mk 1 and Mk 11 bolt holes do not align . However, there is just room to squeeze an electric 
drill in there. Bleeding can be done where the out pipe joins the rest of the system . 

Method 2; [This is a good idea for all Mk 11 1800 owners] Firstly , the parts 
required are a longer radiator overflow tank hose , booster bracket of a Tasman or Kimberley , 
and the same power booster as method 1. Starting point on either the Mk 1 or 11 is re move 
the existing booster and bracket. The old bracket is cut down and used to block the left hand 
drive brake master cylinder hole . A bit of blue tack around it will facilitate the sealing . Next, 
remove the radiator overflow tank, and bolt in the new booster and bracket. The existing 
pipes are long enough . The comments in part 1 still apply . 

It will be noted that the booster is now flush on the fire wall , giving superior access to the 
exhaust bracket, bottom engine mount etc . It also gives enough clearance to Trt twin carbies 
The radiator overflow tank can now be mounted on the grill , Morris 1100 style . 

2 



BRAKING MORE BETTER 
By Adam Stephens 

Being a P plater, there is of course a certain driving style to live up or is it down to. The 
general result is high fuel consumption, and a beating for the brakes. I was never happy with 
the brakes on my M k 11 1800. The PBR callipers always tend to stick, and afte'r kitting them 
for the second time, and still faced with occasional brake drag and hot smelling pads, another 
solution was called for. Also, the Old Man's Mk 1 stops noticeable better. 

Mk 1 Girting callipers bolt straight on, and now it stops properly. This idea would be useful; 
for Kimberley owners also, but because the discs are larger diameter, they would need turning 
down first. 

Also, wider rims with 195 x 65 tyres also do wonders for the brakes ! 

Flywheel Bothers 
By David Ealey Specialist 1800 repairs [03] 9737 9235 0414 809 480 

Melbourne's best range of pre loved 1800 parts 

Recently , I had an 1800 in my workshop on which the owners had fallen for a not common 
trap. There car needed new ring gear and like most of us, they had a few parts lying around 
including a flywheel with a good ring gear. 

The flywheel was swapped and the car reassembled. The flywheel is balanced at the factory 
with the crank and rods. To swap them over is to invite disaster. Vibrations at idle were 
appalling, and the car was virtually un driveable 

When performing a major engine rebuild, I always recommend spending another $150 or so, 
and having the engine balanced. They feel so much more refined when this is done. 

I also operate as a mobile mechanic and it is always interesting to see what sort of trouble 
home mechanics get themselves into .... 

On a recent occasion, a back yard mechanic [ I use the term loosely] had lifted out an 
automatic, and could not get it back in ! Automatics are a tight fit at the best of times and 
this character did not know the secret. 

Which of course is to remove the plates which the tie rods bolt to. This opens up the front 
comer of the engine bay. The power unit is then dropped in, and the front suspension parts 
bolted back in. He is older and wiser. I am 'older and less poor! Correct transmission flu id 
is Castrol TQF 

'r"i 



FRONT ENDS 
By Keith G Douglas 

Following the most interesting article in the newsletter before last about front end alignment, 
here is a variation on doing toe in . 

An assistant holds a long piece of string at the back of the back wheel , hub hight Then I pull 
it tight from the front of the front wheel. This instantly reveals what the toe in is. Adjustment 
is just a matter of turning the tie rod . 

bad first part 11 
. . 1mpreSS10nS-

by Daryl Stephens 

Readers will no doubt remember the first half of this article last newsletter. ONO the mk 1 
automatic was residing with my olds at Rosebud in country Victoria . 

Come February this year and after a few relax ing weeks at the beach- I still smile at th~ young 
women , but I cannot remember why- I was refreshed enough to tackle putting a new engine 
in the Kelp Beige mk 1. Pat Farrel thinks it is the colour of the inside of a bird cage! It is 
known as Seaweed. 

A spare engine was installed in Seaweed when I bought it, pending the rebuilding of the 
original one. Complicating the issue is that the spare engine { in Seaweed] has a mk 11 box 
with the 3.7 diff. Stripping the mk 1 engine revealed things I did not want to know! The 
bores were shot, the pistons were shot, and the crank needed regrinding . I was hoping the 
get away with just a set of rings . 

I thought the spare mk 11 engine in Seaweed may have a serviceable crank. I need a car for 
work so ONO was collected. On the way home, a hose blew in a rear displacer The mk 11 
engine in Seaweed was removed and stripped down. To reveal a crank that still needed re 
grinding. 

I use an 1800 for work and ONO started the following Monday. On Tuesday , the suspension 
collapsed again . This time the filler valve died. In the mean time , the original mk 1 block, and 
worked mk 11 head were in being bored etc. 

On Friday, Adams[ son] mk 11 developed a serious oil leal- a pint a day was boring out a 
popped clutch seal. It was so serious , we lifted out his engine on Saturday to fix it. Removing 
it only took 2 hours, but because of the twin carbs and extractors , 12 hours back in I We 
finished it the following Tuesday . 



That Thursday, the Rover SE [ war committee's car] blew a rubber brake hose. Curiously, 
the brake pedal went straight to the floor. So much for the split system . Another night getting 
dirty! 

The engine parts came very promptly back from Link Automotive. With parts everywhere and 
an interchange of mk 1 & 11 parts ie mk 1 block,early mk 11 head & crank, late mk 11 
straight cut con rods, mk 11 gearbox, mk 1 bell housing, non standard camm- not to mention 
a choice of main bearing caps, I decided it was all beyond me, and called on David Ealey to 
assemble it all. 

Trouble was, he had wrecked himself and need a couple of weeks to recover. It made no 
difference in the end because problems continued. Adams suspension collapsed. His 
extractors were rubbing on the pipe which interconnects front and rear hydro units and wore 
through the pipe. With the engine in . the pipes are a little difficult to replace. 

Then ONO blew a hose on a front dis placer, followed by the power booster. The clue that the 
power booster was in trouble was the morning I started it. and it blew white smoke. { It was 
sucking brake fluid in } 

Trouble was, I was in peak hour traffic at the time, when the brake pedal went straight to the 
floor! I nursed it to C & S brakes in Blackburn , because I knew the proprietor there, Mark 
Ross, owned an 1800 and would be familiar with them . 

What a bunch of Dorks! I used their diesel ute, an experience I hope not to repeat, to go 30 
ks west for power booster, and then 50 ks east for the bracket. They had the car all day for 
no progress at all. At 5 pm, the mechanics bolting out the rear nearly knocked me over. 
Adam and I went in next day, Saturday and fixed it in 2 hours. 

Coming home, the brake pedal went to the floor again as a rear slave cylinder blew. 
Fortunately, I had a new one lying around. Time did not permit an examination of the other 
side, because Adam's car had developed serious maladies . Which we eventually traced to 
the coil. 

Three days later and the other rear slave cylinder went! Work was becoming my second job 
behind car mechanics! This time I cheated. With the brake shoes off, I hit the brake pedal. 
That blew the piston straight out. I popped on a new rubber, and refitted it. Start to finish , 
20 minutes! 

David Ealey was not better, but in need of money and did all my assembling . Seven O"Clock 
Sunday morning and I decided to skip Church , and drop the power unit back in Seaweed.{ 
Adam had conveniently evaporated} The plan was to drive Seaweed to the evening service. 
This service is not for those with a hearing problem or who are trying to avoid one! 

After wrestling all morning with the universal joints, the only option left was popping the ball 
joints to give more room around the drive shafts. Then came the engine mounts, twin carbs 
and extractors. All the time. a little voice inside keep saying, " you will need th is car for work 
tomorrow". Ten O"Clock that night I went to bed, when the oil would not pump up. 

Leaving a set of lights on Monday, and ONO accelerated, and gently stopped. Peak hour 
afternoon traffic of course. Reverse would still work but drive would riot. I rang the RACV 
who helpfully confirmed that ONO was not a member. " Could I transfer over the membership 
of Seaweed?" "Yes" "Thankyou, now can I have roadside service ?" Suckers! · ONO 
came home on a flat top, with a shot automatic. 

t:; 



As already said, I need a car for work, which gave me all night to get Seaweed up and 
running. With the plugs out, the oil pressure light would not go out. Easy. I would prime the 
oil pump. A pint of oil went in to no avail. Was the oil light telling fibs? I pulled of the oil 
sender and proved that oil was not arriving there. Perhaps filling the filter would help. No. 
In desperation, I rang David, who cogitated for a couple of minutes, and then asked what 
contribution i had made to the enterprise? 

" Well, all I had done was transfer the oil pressure release valve from one block to the next". 

'Well, you must have left out the thing a bit like a slug on the end of the spring:" Fortunately, 
he did not charge for phone consultations! I put the missing bit in and up gushed the oil. 

Not wishing to spend at least a thousand on an auto rebuild, the only option appeared to be 
an auto to manual, as I have the necessary bits lying around for the operation . Then club 
member wonderful Laurie Cameron rang. He wanted to know if I had a spare manual box, 
as he was sick of his automatic. We swapped his auto box for my manual box and we are 
both happy. Laurie'S late mk 11 box feels more refined than the early mk 1 box. 

Then next problem was to get Seaweed run in for Easter, before hitching on the 'van. Then , 
two days before Good Friday, i was informed that there would be 3 well fed teenagers across 
the back seat when we departed. Therefore that night, I fitted Aeons to the rear suspension, 
as a precaution. 

I am sure the Almighty gave me all these trials and tribulations for a reason . If only I knew 
what it was! 

Epilogue by Mrs Editor; Since writing this article, the speedo in ONO died, Daryl has been 
attacked by a swarm of wasps, the water pump went, the radiator needed cleaning and the 
generator packed it in .Followed by a crack being discovered in the head! 

Although proved too much for my late husband- he finished up like a ball of jelly- so I took him 
to the vet. The advice was to put him down! r---

r 
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AUTOMOBilE blVISION 

FROM HYDROLASTIC TO HYDRAGAS SUSPENSION 

A. E. MOULTON, CBE, MA, CEng, FIMechE 
A. BEST, MA, CEng, MIMechE 

Moulton Developments L imited. Bradford·on·Avon. Wiltshire 

Part 1 - supplied by paul Copeland 

The paper reviews the development of the fluid interconnected Hydrolastic and Hydragas suspension systems. and 
fo llows with a description and explanation of their principles. Compariso ns a re made of ride performance betv.een 
these systems and the conventional suspension by both measurement and mathematica l predictions. Comparisons 
of cOSt and weight for va rio us installations a re a lso shown . 

I INTRODUCTION 

The last (17 millionth) Hydrolastic unit has rolled down 
the production line at Dunlop, Coventry, and the number 
of cars fitted with its successor, H ydragas, already ex
ceeds 0.75 million, so it is an appropriate time to submit 
an authentic and critical review of these unique systems, 
and make some comparisons witn conventional sus
pensions. 

2 ORIGINS 

The decade of the fifties was the one in which the design 
foundations of the modern car were laid. The most sig
nificant of these , insofar as its long term effects are most 
profound and widespread, was the creation by Sir Alec 
Iss igonis of the transverse-engined front-wheel-drive ' 
concept, in which the maximum passenger accommoda
tion is provided within a vehicle of minimum road occu-

pancy, with the wheels set at each corner fo r good road 
holding and handling. Concomitant with this concept 
was the rea li za tion tha t the resulting low polar moment 
of inertia would give, when fitted with conventional sus
pensions, a high pitch frequency or 'small-car ride' . 

The ride benefits , in reducing pitch frequency by 
mechanical interconnection of the fron t and rear sus
pensions have long been known in vehicle engineering in 
general ; in motor cars the early examples include the 
Packard and Citroen 2CV. In the mid-fifties BMC Dun
lop and Moulton Developments directed their endeav
ours to achieving a nea t solution for interconnection, ap
propriate to the highest volume of production , at the 
same time gathering in the functions of springing and 
damping. To this end we chose the concept offtuid inter
connection with rubber as the springing medium and 
hermetic sealing. 
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Fig . 1. Number of. Hydrolastic/Hydragas cars manufactured 
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3 CHRONOLOGY 

The creation and evolution of the systems fall chrono
logically into six phases spanning more than two decades. 

Phase I J954-1955 
The concept of hydraulic interconnection to reduce pitch 
frequency. with the fluid hermetically contained. is stated 

,./"'. in Patent 813 259 (Fig. 2) in which various notions of 
achieving it are indicated . The first practical manifesta 
tion was in 1955 when Alec Issigoni s had designed a 
prototype Alvis and Alex Moulton was collaborating 
with him on the design of the rubber suspension. It wa s 
then apparent that reversing the back-to-back rubber 
cone springs would provide a form of fluid displacer 
(Fig. 3). An immediate road test was made using a rubber ' 
hose as interconnecting pipe and this showed the drama
tic beneficial effect of the reduction of pitch frequency . 
The seed was sown. 

Phase 2 1956-1959 
In 1956 Moulton Developments Limited was founded to 
develop the concept. As in many innovations the path of 
development was marked by many false steps before the 
true solution appeared . We had no analogy to fall back 
upon ; indeed the devices are more akin to biological 
organs than engineering mechanisms. 

BACK TO BACK 
CONE srRNG 

"DRY 

FLUID DISPLACER 

FLUID INTERCONNECTED 

Fig. 3 . Alvis strut (1955) 

Fig . 4 . Direct acting displacer (1956) 

Proc Instn Mech Ensrs Vol 193 

Two beliefs encouraged US ; one was the recent satis
factory evidence of the 1000 mile test at MIRA (Motor 
Industry Research Association) (1) , that bonded rubber 
flexitor was a serious car suspension medium, and the 
other was the integrity of rubberized textile construction 
as used in the pneumatic tyre , without which a road 
vehicle is unthinkable . 

It was soon apparent that to try and make a fluid dis
placer by using non-reinforced rubber walls did not pro
vide sufficient hydraulic rigidity. Thereafter, all displacer 
developments depended on nylon reinforced rubber 
membranes. An attempt was first made to use the long 
stroke ' rolling sock' type of diaphragm. However. the 
high velocity rolling action inherent in such direct-acting 
displacers, (Fig. 4) together with the small loop radii 
resulted in fatigue lives of only 0.25 million cycles. More
over the working pressure was limited to 100 Ibf;in 2

, 

Being in such uncharted waters, we could only pru
dently set ourselves unprecedented standards of fatigue 
life - exceeding two million cycles of bump to rebound 
stroking. The early concentration on fatigue testing at 
Bradford-on-Avon required a high factor of test rig 
utilization ; the figure for one year, including nights , 
weekends and holidays was 82 per cent. 

We achieved the desired level of fatigue life by aban
doning the direct acting displacer in favour of the levered 
type which incorporated a large diameter diaphragm of 

-C' IMechE 1979 
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DIRECT ACTING LEV£RED HIGHER DIAPHRAGM DISHED PISTON ~ ~R DlSPtACER PIIOTOTYPE . " DIAPHRAGM PRESSURE WITH LINER & &. HOSE TYpt FlOO OUTUT DEV£lOP!'4HT WITH CENTRAL DlSPLACER DIAPHRAGM RUlB£R flAP 
H'I'DROlAS TIC 

SPRING , co.:AI. , NnGRAi. lNT FOR RUBBER SPRING WITH CENTRAL OISPtACER ,""LV£ DAMPER R9fllRC.ED RUBBER MORRIS I_ 
RUBBER SPRING WITH GAS DlAPHIIAGII HYDRAUlIC 

SPRING SPRING 
JUlSl, DfCSb MAR 57 SfP57 NOV 57 AtX;58 [)Ecsa AUG 59 

Fig. 5. Development of Hydrolastic (1956-1959) 

short stroke with low rolling velocities. The strength of 
this construction pennitted higher pressures which was a 
continuing objective to reduce the size of the bounce 
spring o r accumulator, as well as the displace r diameter 
it se lf. The progress in thi s direc tion can be seen from 
December 1956 to August 1959 (Fig . 5). 

The bounce spring development , which is shown at the 
to p o f Fig. 5. followed a seem ingly variegat~d path. In 
fact. the step changes were qu ite rational. F irstly .. the 
so und principles of rubber bonded-to-metal and opera t
ing in compression and shear were satisfactorily used in 
July to December 1956, for the centrally disposed hy
d rau lic springs. Between March and Septem ber 1957 
under the motive of saving weight and space a ~a5 sp ring 
lA.as substituted fo r the rubber spring. a ntic ipating the 
Hydragas development of a decade la ter. However. at 
that pe riod, as we were only considering welded joints 
:'o r the oblate pressure vesse l. we prudently did no t pur
, ue that design into production. 

Fo r anothe~ short period, November 1957 to .-\.ugus t 
: 458, we reve rted to the a lluring co ncet' t of mak ing the 
inte rcon necting pipe in rubbe r acti ng as a hyd raulic 
.; pri ng by fluting or corrugating the wa lls: a n oute r 
braided sleeve resisting the hoop loads. The wri thin g o f 
thi s hose under the pressure pulses gave it the na me o f 
·py thon' . A steel tube of l ~ in diameter was su bsti tu ted 
!',) r the tiexible braiding. However. it is awkward enough 
to have to stow one exhaust pipe let ::tlone to find room 
fo r two more of such a size . So in December 1958, a step 
change was made and the final form of the H ydrolastic 
,vstem was conceived with the rubber bounce spring act
Ing as a sealing member o n the top of each of the dis-
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Fig . 11, Hydrolastic and Hydragas units 

In bounce, in which both wheels are moved up together 
and the fluid can only be displaced through the damper 
valves further to compress the nitrogen gas which in
creases the fluid pressure . The combination of the increase 
of area and the increase in fluid pressure gives the higher ' 
rate in bounce (and roll) than in pitch. 

In real life on the road , there is a complex mixture of 
these modes. 

Rates 
The rates are thus made up of: 
'Hrdraulic' - that due to the compression of the gas 
acting through the water (at the same pressure) upon the 
diaphragm . 
'Taper' - that due to the pressure of the water acting 
upon ~hallging area~t.J:re;ij.ia#lH.agm:;~fei:t 
by the suspension arm . - .----.-~,,-~.,.~-~.~ 

In addition there are constituents of the rates which 
we term as: 
'Parasilic' - that due to rubber bushings of the com
plete suspension systems. 
'Drop angle' - that due to change ofleverage with stroke. 

Distribution of wheel rates 
The distribution of wheel rates in the Hydragas inter
connected system is different to that found on con\'en
tional systems (Fig. 13). Essentially the pitch rate i5lower 
than the bounce ; and the bounce rate is the same as the 
roll rate . The low pitch rate is the key to the good ride of 
Hydragas cars_ ' 
The bounce (alld rolf) rale is the 'hydraulic rate' plus the 
pitch rate. 
The pilCh rale is the sum of the 'taper', the 'parasitic' and 
the 'drop angle' . 

On conventional systems, due to the pioneering work 
in the thirties of Maurice Olley, it is known that the static 
deflection of the front suspension should be greater than 
that of the rear to obtain the desirable pitch mode rid e 
action . The consequence of lowering the rate at the front 
is the need to add an anti-roll bar to restore the ra te in 
roll. 

On Hydragas there is the important choice of the 
front and the rear pitch rates. On the one hand excess ive 
softness of the rear pitch rate leads to inadmissable atti
tude change with added load ; while on the other hand, 

, - - -
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Pro<: In Sln Mcch Eng" Vol 19.1 Fig : 12. Make-up of rates in the Hydragas system 
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( the rates Quoted are for a typical 1900 Ib kerb weight car ; the roll rates are 
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Jt is important to maintain a ratio of front to rear pitch 
.s in order to ensure the flatness of ride . 

{his flatness of ride is primarily obtained by the 
coupling between the pitch and bounce modes as shown 
by the authors in (3) . 

The parameter that determines the coupling is the 
i*ten-ffite-m<)ment ratio (PRMR) . 

where 
~ 

Pitch rate moment ratio _ aKPF - bK
pR 

r---E.. ' ,' Q =-1 
~~Lr--;-: .--'/\ D I 

I 

I 
$ OIG 

- TK-PF -T~ 

KpF = front pitch rate 
KPR = rear pitch rate 

With front pitch rate higher than rear giving a high 
PRMR of 1.3, the d ynamic pitch angle is excessive as 
shown in Fig. 16. When PRM R is low at 0.3, there is an 
excessive vertical acceleration at the rear seat (Fig. 17) . 
A suitable compromise is a PRMR of around 0.6. 

Ford Granada . 2760lb kerb wL 

~ 

Aucli 100 . 2400 Ib kerb wt. 

1·M~~ r:-""'- ;---';-, 2·27' 
5.t... '.::::..1 + \ + ~ +s.... 

Leyland Princess( Hydragas'~. ) . 2720 Ib kerb wi. 

Attitude Change ·52 

12·50' 
s~ 

~. 14. Attitude change between kerb and five up + 12!i Ib 

It) 

Taking into account these two constraints on pitch 
rate , a satisfactory attitude change (Fig. 14) and flatness 
of ride can be achieved . A point to note when a common 
size of unit is used at the front and at the rear in pre
dominantly front heavy cars, is the need to increase arti
fi cia ll y the load a t the rear by means of stressed rubber 
bushes or a5lllall auxiliary spri~ 

On all modern cars which are softly sprung, anti-dive 
and anti-lift suspension geometry is desirable . In inter
connected systems, in which the pitch rates are low, this 
is especially so. Figure 15 shows values which we have 
shown experimentally to be satisfactory in . intercon
nected front wheel drive cars. 

In o rder to achieve the desirable constant bounce fre
quency with increased passenger load , a balance of the 
composition of bounce rates should be achieved . The 
adiabatic compression of gas on its bwnprovides too 
much increase of rate. The effect of taper ra'te alone is to 
provide the correct amount of stiffening with load , and 
the parasitic rates which are independent of load are used 
to offset the excess due to the gas . 

Typical natural frequencies that can be obtained are: 

Allegro 

Bounce (cycles · min) 
Pilch (cycles. min) 

---~-./ 

Kerb 

94 
80 

1/ 

/j 

~ up + 50 lb 

93 
79 

\ ' "-. 

4 up -"- 100 Ib 

9:; 

Braking assuming 80 per cent front/rear braking ratio 
Percentage front anti·dive: 14.5/19 = 76 per cent 

)/ ~ : 

I I ) 
-----' 

J 

Accelerating percentage front anti - lift: 5.4/19 = 28 per cent 

Fig . 15. Anti-dive and anti -l ift geometry 
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Fig. 16. Effect of pitch rate distribution on pitch angle (mathematical prediction) 
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: of the earliest features of our concept of fluid sus

pension was the integration of the damping function 
within the fluid circuit. The motive was to eliminate the 
problems inherent in the conventional damper due to the 

_ ,~lJ1.~ .l! . flO¥i~ oJ oil at high pressures, such as sealing, fric
tion , heatrejection and viscosity changes . 

As an indication of the benefit of the large fluid flows 
and heat rejecting surfaces in the Hydragas intercon
nected system. it is possible to run continuously on the 
MIRA pave circuit without having to use the water 
splash as is customary with conventional dampers . 

Out of the variety of damper va lve designs which have 
been tried , the basic principle has been retained for 
Hydrolastic and H ydragas of using two rubber flaps com
pressed onto the port plate and disposed at right angles: 
one for bump and the other for rebound control. 

The current Hydragas design is shown in Fig. 18. The 
difference between this and the Hydrolastic is essentially 
the use of die-cast housings instead of pressed steel clips,' 
in order to achieve a greater consistency of flows in pro
~tion . An example is shown in Fig. 19. 

An inherent feature of the system is that due to the in
crease of diaphragm area with increased passenger load , 
the critical damping coefficient remains constant. For if 
we let cp be the pressure drop through the damper due 
to flow ra te of ¢ 

Then : 

I . 

A 

Leverage ratio 

Diaphragm area 

Force at wheel 
(cp)A 

- --
I. 

Velocity at wheel = ¢i. 
A 

c 

"' 

5 

Velocity 9 250 

• in / sec at Unit 
15 

REBOUND 

10 

.,. .,. , 

5 

.,. , ,,-
I " i ,'" 

I 
I 
I 
I 

r 

' !10% 

1'"",-
" 

, 
/ 

~ 

, 
I 

/ 

Nitrogen 

Da"-r Valve 

InterccwYleCtion 
Pipe 

~> 
~ 

'./' ........, 
'....... 
o~ 

Fig . 18. Sectional Hydragas unit showing damper valve 

Damping coefficient 
Force ((~fl )A 2 

Velocity = ~ 
or 

Damping coefficients are proportional to A: 

T ypical damping coefficients are: 

Hydraga s 
( I 0 cri~ical 

bo unce dampin g 

Conventional 
00 critical 
bo unce damping 

250 

500 

750 

1000 

1250 

1500 

c 
'" o 
...J 

5 

Kerb 

F R 

25 

25 25 

10 

~ up + ~ o Ib 4 up - IOO lb 

F R F R 

25 

22 ~ o ~o 15 

BUMP 

15 
Velocity 

in / sec at Unit 

Fig . 19. Damping flow curve and tolerance 
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P.D.Box 119, Phone 
Fax. 

(02) 43 88 1081 
(02) 43 29 4417 The Entrance 2261 

Ever since boyhood I have been an avid collector of 
Motoring Memorabilia. 

Due to new housing arrangements in my retirement,I 
have decided to part with most of my extensive collection. Much 
of it has already been given or sold to people who knew of my 
life-long interest in motoring, but there are still some items 
available of interest to some folk. 

I enclose a Catalogue with these items listed. 

If you or your members are interested in any of these 
items you can contact me by phone,Fax.,or mail and I will 
reserve your choi~e and make arrangements to forward them to 
you. 

Austin 
. - 1950s" 152" 

A50 
A50 
A50 
AGO 

With best wishes for your motoring activities, 

Yours sfncerely, 

KEN CHILD 

Omnivan; Truck & .Coach ... Sal.es Brochure (16 PageS) 
Sales Brochure (12 Pages) 
Cambridge Sales Sheet 
Cambridge Sales Brochure (8 Pages) 
Cambridge Driver's Handbook 

35.00 
35.00 

2.00 

r--'. 

,-

AGO 
A70 

Cambridge Service Record Book 
Hampshire Driver's Handbook (Damaged) 

A70 Hereford Parts List 

15.00 
5.00 
3.00 
2.00 
3.00 

Lot 2 
$100 

A99 
1800 
1800 
1800 
LD.A & LDO.A Commercials 

. Flying A 

Westminster Sales Brochure (12 Pages) 
Workshop Manual 
Workshop Manual 
Astounding Austin 1800 ... Sales Brochure (8 Pages) 
Driver's Handbook 

. Key Ring 

35.00 
35.00 
15.00 
18.00 
5.00 
5.00 
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Leyland 
Marina Sales Brochure 
Leyland Logo Cuff Links and Tie-Pin 
Australian Trucks & Buses Shuwroom Poster 
British Leyland and You (1970) Book 

H.M.C. 
250 JU Van, Pick-up, Coach 
Rotodip Process 

Sales Brochure (I G Pages) 

Plastic Folders for Drivers Handbooks 

Morris 
1929 Cowley & Oxford 
1100 & llOOS 

Service Details 
n .M.C. Service & Driver's Handbook 

1100 8.M.C. Service & Driver's Handbook 
1100 & l100S Leyland Australia Workshop Manual 
1100 & .1300 British Leylam~ . . Workshop. Manual 
1100 Media Launch Give-away Steel Map of Australia Pen Holder 
1100 & 1300 British Leyland Workshop Manual 
1100 Drivers Handbook 
SIX Series MS 
Oxford Series JI-JIl 
Oxford Series II 
Oxford Series MO 
Oxford Series II 
Oxford Series V' 

Workshop manual 
Workshop Manual 
Workshop Manual 
Workshop Manual 
Service Parts List 

, Sales Brochure (12 pages) 
Workshop Manual Minor Series MM & Series I l 

Oxford Series V 1959 Road Test 

Wolseley 
Pitman's Library Publication 4 Cylinder Mode~s '1946-61 

14/60 & 18/85 Workshop Manual 

18/85 Series III Owner's Handbook 

15160 & 16/60 Driver's Handbook 

15/60 Sales Brochure 

Wolseley Key Ring: 
Wolseley Badge on Teaspoon 

1960 Road Test 15/60 
Drivers Handbook & Plastic Cover 24/80 

- - - -
Mini Minot' 
Cooper "S" 1965 Road Test 

1964 Road Test Mini 848cc 
Mini "K" 1098cc 1969 Road Test 

Mini Van Sales Sheet 

Mini Clubman Sales Sheet 
Drivers Hanubook Mini "K" 

Mini Current Models on Sale in the U.K. Large Sales Brochure (24 pages) 

Mini Van Raised Roof Sales Sheet 

Mini Monte Carlo by Rover Sales Brochure 

Mini Master Tie Pin lU\ 

8.00 
30.00 
15.00 
5.00 

18.00 } 
8.00 
5.00 

10.00 
8.00 
5.00 

20.00 
25.00 
5.00 

10.00 
5.00 

20.00 
15.00 
10.00 
8.00 
5.00 

35.00 
5.00 
2.00 

8.00 
15.00 
6.00 
8.00 

· 20.00 
5.00 
5.00 
2.00 

15.00 

2.00 
2.00 
2.00 
3.00 
3.00 
5.00 

35.00 

3.00 J 
25.00 

5.00 

Page 3 

Lot 3 
$15 

MORRIS 
Lot 12 
$150 

Lot 18 
$42 

Lot 10 
$45 



JAM ES FLOOD PUBLI CATIONS 
Ask for the list of Picture Books, including 180 Ci garette-Typ e 

Vi nt age Car Card s i n leat her - bound Album ($95) - r 
MOTORING MAGAZINES 

Hundreds of Magazin es dating back to the 1950s , bo t h English & 
Australian,including early iss\l es of "Restored Cars " 

SHOWROOM POSTERS 
1950s/60s Ca rs a n d Trucks . Approx . 750mx 950 m - $1 5 each -

CALENDAR PI CTUR ES 
Veteran & Vintage Cars 

ROLLS ROYCE MI RROR 
600 m x 900 m F ra m e d ~li r r 0 r Iv i. t h 1 930 R 0] 1 s Roy c e ($ 9 5 ) 

B&M 
NON FERROUS 

FOUNDRY 
SPECIALISTS IN BRONZE AND ALUMINIUM CASTING 

"IF YOU NEED IT WE CAN MAKE IT" 

Can't get that part, we can reproduce it. 

eg: BADGES .... DOOR HANDLES..ROCKER COVERS ... DOOR HINGES. .. 
CAST CHROME STRIPS ... ENGINE MOUNTS. .. GEAR KNOBS. 

Ring the Proprietor BILL BROWN 
(03) 9768 3200 .. MOBILE' 0418 583 961 

Factory 12, 5 APOINGA STREET DANDENONG 3175 
-----

****NO JOB TOO SMALL *** 

./) ~ 
J; '-,; 



SHEEPSKIN MASTERS 
Manufacturers of Qua{it;:g sbeepskin 

Car Seat Covers 
97 Beoforo Roao, Ril'1gwooo East 3I35 pbol1e: 9870 050 5 Facsimile: 9870 02.05 

Business Hours: Monoa:g to Frioa:g 9.00am - 6.00pm Saturoa:g 9.00am - 4.00pm Sunoa:g B:g Appointment onl:g 

r 

TAILOR MADE SHEEPSKIN 
CAR SEAT COVERS 

Editor's note; We had a Mk 11 done recently for $240 and the result is excellent 

WOOL IS PURE NATURAL fIBRE 

I 
WARM IN WINTER &.. COOL IN SUMMER 

PROTECTING ONE Of YOUR BIGGEST 
INVESTMENTS 

TRAVEL WITH COMfORT 

fOR MAKING THAT OLD SEAT MORE 
COMfORTABLE 

fREE fiTTINGS /I NSTALLATION 

CALL US NOW ON 9870 0505 

")..\ .~ . 
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M k 1 1800 1967 Freebie Sunbury Vic David Apps [03] 9744 2352 

Mk 1 1800 Auto 98,000 miles has sat in a carport unused for the last 10 or 15 years David r 
Windmill Blackburn Vic $200 0195 48 131 

Mk 1 Ute baremetal respray in the original baked olive green enamel currently dissambled 
no reg $2,000 ONO Robert Visser Hampton Park Vic [03] 9799 1319 

Mk 1 1800 Man Reg till October White Has cracked head Freebie Nolene QLD 3219 
7732 

Mk 1 1800 Auto 75,000 original miles [ known to editor - first genuine viewer will buy] 2 
owners Jill Waddell Clayton Vic [03] 9354 9353 offers 

1800 ute and sedan . Both running and in good condition - heads connverted to run on raN 

tyres etc $3,500 both Garry at Campbelltown N.S.W. [046] 270243 

Tasman registered till 6/98 $1500 Chris [045] 877 854 Windsor N.S.W. 

!800 Mk 1 new clutch just fitted- gear cables need adjustment slight surface rust resprayed 
goes well $3000 David Bogle {Bangor N.S.W.] 95434332 f' 

Kimberley 1971 Auto 2 owners 45 ,000 miles zircon white $2500 Perth 9279 3627 

1800 Mk 11 1800 runs, no RWC Some panel damage no dash QLD 38121314 $350 

1800 1968 Running, needs paint plus 2 1/2 other 1800 s $450 QLD 3343 7338 

1800 Mk 11 man blue VGC $4000 OLD 3805 7042 

1800 Workshop manual VGC offers D.R. McClure [08] 9572 1871 

1800 mk 11 man 43,000 E.C. Brown! red RWC 12 months reg. Club member cameron 
Bull [03] 9774 2458 

1,000 women in Washington have been asked if they would have an affair 
with President Clinton. 734 said "Not Again! " 

/ 



Welcome to newsletter number 81 for August and September, 1998 

CLUTCHING AT EDITORIALS 

My family is riddled with 1800's. The family durability record for a clutch, 
or more precisely a clutch carbon thrust is 'a pathetic 66,000 miles. Many 
have packed it in at around 30,000 miles. Specialist 1800 mechanic David 
Ealey suggests that a lot of the thrusts currently available are g'ood 'for 
10,000 miles! In fact, David will no longer supply and fit a clutch [ which 
lands a warranty claim on him]. He will only install a clutch purchased 
elsewhere. . 

A Kimberley style conventional bearing has been experimented with by 
~ many. No success stories are known to the editor. 

Now the good news. 



Our 'Club has been able to organise the re manufacture of the carbon 
thrusts in a much stronger, more durable carbon. The company's Product . 
Manager- Mechanical was horrified when he tested the Borg and Beck ' 

". sample [which was badly worn at 15,000 miles] that I gave him. Not only_ 
-' - was-it-fa rtoo- s-o'ft-;-it-was- poro us. - --" --

, 

He can re manufacture the thrusts in the original carbon for $20, which 
of course would be an exercise in futility. Or re manufacture them In 

quality carbon for : 

6@ 
10@ 
15@ 
20@ 
50@ 

$ 125 each 
$ 105 .. 
$ 85 II 

$ 75" 
$ 65" 

Already, 7 orders have been received. These prices are for re using the 
existing carriers. Therefore, if anybody has a spare carrier lying around, 
could they please send it to me ? 

Orders must be received by August 14 tho Many thanks to Laurie 
Cameron for the initial research. 

The year 12 girls were leaving the covenant for the last time, and were being asked what 
their plans were. 

, Where to now, Mary? II 

, I'm going to be a prostitute " 
" Mama mia- how could you do such a terrible thing? II 

II What's wrong with being a prostitute ?" 
" Oh, that's all right.. I thought you said you were going to be a protestant! II 

BEWARE I 
• 

By David Ealey- Specialist mobile B.M.C. Repairs [03] 9737 9235 

I have no idea why, and the problem afflicts both 1800's and X 6's, but these days as part of 
the regular servicing, I check that the bottom ball joints have not come unscrewed. 

Nearly all Landcrabs I have been serv!cing this year have had loose bottom ball joints. I 
therefore advise members to check theirs ! 
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INTRODUCING ... 
Hanika van de Wiel 81 Drysdale Street 

Portallington Vic 3223 
[03] 525 43818 Mk" 1800 

One of an increasing number who have bought a Robert Goodall restoration. 

David Matthews P.O.Box 121 Liadhurst 
East Sussex U.K. 

0011441 892 784 000 
Mk 11 Ute 

David had his ute given a ground up restoration in New Zealand- where the labour 
rates are far cheaper than the U.K.- and then had it shipped to the U.K. He ran into troubles 
obtaining a '60's number plate- fancy the motor registration people making life difficult- and 
contacted this club. We were able to provide the necessary documentation. 

Bill Mitchell P.O. Box 128 
Beaufort Vic 3373 

Greetings Daryl, 

[03] 534 927 20 Mk 11 ute 

Too cold to go over to the 
workshop and continue my struggle with the assembly of my 
latest project ie. Converting manual shift Mk.ll 1800 
Austin Utility to automatic ! !So now have the time to 
let you know what progress has been made .and also send 
off a membership cheque. The temp'in the shed today is 
8 deg, Ce I. 

Have finally got all the bits 
needed to put the Borg Warner 35 together 
(actually it is aB.W.37 according to B.W works) and keep 
my fingers crossed that it has gone together correctly. 
Just need to overhaul the cylinder head and its ready to 
be ' refitted in the Ute. More cursing no doubt but have 
learnt a few lessons when dragging it out of the car 
which will be heeded on installation. What I like about 
the 1800· is the robustness of the build and general solid 
design which can cope with the intemperate physical abuse 
which one is apt to hand out to the vehicle when it gets 
stubborn and unco-operative. Hope to have tbeconversion 
completed by the middle of July but the car is still 
mobile despite the fact that the selection of top gear 
( 4th) is only accomplished occasionally. · 

Before closing I would like to 
pass on my appreciation to the Officers of the Landcrab 
Club on the occasion of the Clubs tenth birthday for 
their efforts in promoting and supporting an icon of 
automotive engineering. 

Keep on travelling First Class. 

. ,··.c . . ;-;:)")V "'" .. -j. / .• , "·Il..!t -_·, . . . ./\ ... I J . -5~ i/(./\~t.. ,·V·V '~~L-

Bi l l Mitchell 
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In the forth coming July issue of Practical Classics (UK) you will find a photo which I submitted oftr 
MId cainpervan I found in Sydney many years ago, some of our members may be interested in seeing It 
for themselves. Also in the latest issue there is a story on the Leyland P76 and I have an input in this 
regard in the form of details of some of the prototypes including the V8 version of the Austin 1800, I can 
send you a story for the magazine if you are interested. 

Must close for now as I have lots of Tech. homework to do. 

Regards 

Peter 

BRAKING M·ORE BETTER 
By Keith G Douglas 

Following last newsletters 'braking more better', in which the problem of non returning disc 
pads was allured to ,I though I might mention a possible solution . The problem can be caused 
by dags on the sides of the metal backing on the pads. Solution? Simply rub the metal 
'e d 9 e 5 O ,f the pad son con ere tea c 0 U pie 0 f tim e 5 I 



The Queenslander 

International, Festival of Elegance 

The Gold Coast is the only place to be (isn't it always) between the 
23rd and 27th July this year. For those with money can enter the 
Concouse d "Elegance and street parade for only $100 per car, those 
without can go, watch and dream. 

As well as the concourse, on the Saturday (25th) afternoon and 
Sunday (26th) there is an Automobilia and Collectable Autojumble 
and Trade Fair at the Carrara Enterainment Centre. 

Also on the Sunday all car clubs are invited to set up a display for 
$10 per vehicle and this includes admission for all occupa~ts of the 
car. This year we are a bit late to enter and have a club dIsplay of 
our own, but I am now on the events mailing list. so maybe next 
year. 

I 
( 

The concourse cars will also be on display at the centre on the Sun-
day, and I believe it will be well worth a visit. 

Now for some more events for those with money; 

Friday 24th 
Friday 24th 

Saturday 25th 

Fashion & Jewellery Luncheon, only $75 each. 
Golf Tournament at Lakelands, only $95 each. 

(note: must improve handicap for next year) 
Concourse d'Elegance Gala Ball, only $150 each. 

See you at the ball (well maybe not), but I will be at the ~entre on 
the Sunday, so if you intend to come along for the day gIve me a 
buzz Oft 55748293 . 

What's happening in Queensland 

Apart from the above event there are a few other cheap~r things to 
do. The Pioneer Rally on the 1st and 2nd of August IS always a 
good day out and so is the British Car Club Day at Ferny Grove 
Woolshed on' the 30th August. There is a British swap meet on the 
1 st July at the VCCQ grounds in Carindale (phone me if you want 
the address. 
For lovers of speed you have a choice between the Leyburn Histori
cal Race meet on the 22nd123rd August or the Gold Coast Indy held 
between 15th and 18th October. 

Peter 1. 

Gold Coast Tourist Trophy 

Now some bad news, this years 
event has been cancelled due to 
the resignation of the Clerk of 
Course and a couple of other 
technical problems. The good 
news is that the inaugural event 
will be held in July 1999, I will 
keep you informed about this via 
our newsletter. 

Rule Changes 
for Queensland 

Peter 1. 

Vehicles on Historic Plates 

Owners can only use their vehi
cles as listed below. 
1 Particpating in rallies or
ganised by properly constituted 
car clubs. 
2 Participating in proces
sions for which permits have 
been issued. 
3 Exhibiting in displays ect. 
conducted by religious, charita
ble or educational purposes. 
4 Weddings of immediate 
family, and no fee is paid. 
5 Preparing for, proceeding 
to and return home from the 
above events 
6 Road testing the vehicle 
within 15 kilometre radius from 
place the vehicle is normally ga
raged. 
7 Travel to a place of repair, 
but must be kept as short as pos
sible. 
For more information phone ei
ther 132380 in Brisbane or 1800 
177332 country. 



FROM THE BACK SEAT 
PRESIDENTI TREASURERI LIBRARIAN REGAUA OFFICER 
KEEPER OF THE SPARES. Mike Gilmour 04781 8887 
Pat Farrell 03 97624457 
4 Wayne Avenue, Boronia Vic 3155 

DATA REG ISTRAR 
Peter Jones 
4 Yarandin Court, Worongary OLD 4213 

EDITOR! SECRETARY 
Daryl Stephens 03 9873 3038 
22 Davison Street, Mitcham. Vic. 3132 

SOCIAL CONVENORS 
Brisbane; Peter Jones as above 

Lot 57 Remembrance Drive 
Tahmor NSW 2340 

PUBLIC OFFICER 
David Hopper [ 07] 46 333 162 
8 Evergreen St, Toowoomba OLD 4350 

A.M.V.C. Sub Committee 
Pat Farrell as above 
Geoff Marshall 03 9877 1425 
19 Anne Street, Blackburn Vic 3130 

Melbourne; Paul Nichols 47 Moores Road, monbulk Vic. 3793 [03] 9877 1425 
Sydney; Mike Gilmour as above 

Opinions expressed within are not necessarily shared by the Editor of Officers of the Club. 
Whilst great care is taken to ensure that the technical information and the advice offered in 
these pages is correct, the Editor and Officers of the Club cannot be held responsible for any 
problems that my ensue from acting on such advice and information 

Cut off date for inclusion of articles in the newsletter is the 25 th of the even month. 
Publication date attempts, often in vain to be 25 th of the odd month 

SUBSCRIPTIONS , • 
[ The news we had to have ] 

Club fees were due 30 I 6 I 98 Remit now and beat the rush. Send $A30 to The landcrab 
Club 22 Davison Street. Mitcham 3132 Vic. 

Special discounts apply for those over 80 whose parents are also in the Club! 
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7 n: .\II'ER .\ fl RE EFFI:.,- I .' 
Part 11 of Hydrolastic to Hydragas Supplied by Paul Copeland 

Both Hydrolastic and Hydragas systems h:.l\~ different 
~charact~ri s tics in regard to temperature ch~Jnges in com

parison with conventional steel spring suspc~sions with 
oil filled dampers. On the one hand there is a rise and fall 
of car height due to the expansion coefficients of the gas 
(or rubber) and the alcohol anti-freeze additives in the 
fluid. whereas on steel springs the etrect is negligible . On 
the other hand. the high viscosity change \\ilh tempera
ture of the oil in the normal dampers renders the ride 
' nobbly' at quite modest drops of ambient temperature 
such as is experienced in the UK. Figure 20 shows the 
constancy of damping of the Hydragas in comparison to 
a strut suspension with varying ambient temperature . 

The rise and fall effect of Hydragas can be rendered 
innocuous by moderating the overall temperature' co
efficient of the system by the choic~ of r<ltes. The para
meters involved in this lead to a lim itation in the lowness 
of rates made up as they are of gas vol ume and taper. U n
necessary fluid volume must also be avoided . Experience 
over many years of world-wide operation suggests that a 
suitable limit of thermal coefficient is 1.5 in, IOO °F. 
For exporting to territories of widely different te~pera-

~tures to the country of manufacture, the pressure in the 
system can be adjusted at the pre-delivcrv check (Fig. 
21). This can be repeated in extreme climates at the 
change of season . The amount of fluid change required is 
small at 13 in 3 and a simple hand operated syringe could 
be used if ever there was a demand from service in cli
mates of extreme seasonal temperature change. For ther
mal reasons alone, low rate oleo-pneumatic systems 
which necessarily have high temperature coefficients, 
such as the Citroen, demand pump-operated leveIling. 
In comparison with conventional steel springs. the 
facility of pressurizing the suspension on the production 
line to obtain the correct build height, is most valuable . 

As VIC have indicated , the choice of the va rious rates 
in the Hydragas system is influenced by sever.al factors . 
The eval ua tion of these is helped by the iterative inspec
tion by means of our dedicated computer programs. 

Hitherto in the quest for simplicity, roll bars have not 
been used on cars fitted with Hydragas. So the bounce 
rate, which also operates in roll. is fixed bv considera-

,...--.... tions of sufficient roll stiffness. On other su spension s the 
considerable softness required for the ride quality de
mands a roll bar at least at the front, and nowada vs it is 
often fitted at the rear as wei\. It should not be overl~oked 
that roll bars, in addition to their weight and complica
tion of installation, induce friction and oppose the sus
pension in single wheel bumps (Figs. 22 and 23). 

We believe that Hydra gas suspension, with it s damping 
rates suitably optimized. otTers a unique combination of 
ride and handling:. 

S ROAD 'IEASliRDIE~T 

To substantiate this claim we have measu red the ride 
accelerations on the road . of a number of cars with con
ventional and Hydragas suspensions. We use a one mile 
stre tch of the Fosse Way. The acceleration s a I e measured 
by accelerometers placed: 

I vertically under the fr.ont 
1 seat; 
lfure and aft at head height 
i affecting front and rear 

r-"\j sea ts ; 

r. (MechE 1979 

vertically under l~~ 
seat; ~ 
laterally at head height : 
affecting front and rear I 
seago I 

'00-------

100 ,-' -------:-' I 
~ 

,·wt\eei VeloeJty 25; injaec ! 

, 
~ ~ ~ 

Strut, , , . , , 
" " , ~:? &0 .. . -

Q ~ , ' '" 
c :' J Hydra"",· "', ' 
t ~ j.ol __ ! ~ __ ......:-::..::.;~-c..::-:...:-~- i ~ 
a ~ : : ;: ------i--~ __ 

1 - - i j ! ! 
o i ; ; I I 

'0 20 0 ';0 ·00 .k .k . .Iso ;nt, 
Temperalure ,'f, 

Fig . 20. Damping variation with temperature 

The analysis is made on a Spectral Dynamics SD 330 
with a band width of 0.15 Hz. These values are plotted on 
lineari linear axes . To facilitate the comparisons the 
spectra from the two cars being studied are superimposed. 
with the convention that where the Hydragas car (identi
fied in blue) gives a lower acceleration (better ride) the 
difference is coloured green and vice versa in red . 

Figure 24 upper shows the comparison of an experi
mental M ini fitted with Hydragas and a Volkswagen 
Polo. Figure 24 lower shows the comparison with an ~.x
perimental Princess fitted as standard with Hvdrag3s and 
a Rover 3500. The characteristic pattern is si~lilar-for th~ 
two size'S o f car. 

Fig . 21. Trimming suspension height 

Proc Insln Mech Eng" Vol 19J 
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Fig. 22. Measured RMS pitch mode accelerations plotted against 
static deflections showing accretions of complications 
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Fig. 23. Measured RMS bounce mode accelerations plotted against 
static deflections showing accretions of complications 

Bearing in mind that the human body is most sensitive 
to vertical acceleration in the frequency range 4-8 Hz, as 
shown in ISO 2631, we consider that there is an equiva
lence in respect offront seat acceleration and a sign ificant 
advantage in the rear seat of the Hydragas cars. For both 
front and rear seats the Hydragas shows the typical over
a ll advantage in pitch. In respect of roll-rock , in the fre
quency of2-4 Hz, which affects the head on the shoulders , 
the benefit of interconnection is apparent. It is worth 
notin g that the ingeniou s positio ning of the rear dampers 
in the Rover 3500 gives good roll-rock va lues. 

The red a rea shown in the me:.! surements unde, the 

front seat between 12 H z and 16 Hz, in the Princess-Rover 
comparison , is due to the problem of engine shake that is 
well known in front engine , front wheel drive cars. and 
is worthy of an attack in dep th. 

Another insight into the effect of interconnection is to 
examine the pressure traces of the fl uid in the displacer 
on an identical car intercon nected and not intercon
nected . Such a comparison is shown in Fig. 25 . measured 
on an experimental Hydragas Mini runn ing on the 
MIRA pave. The lesser inc id ence of high pressure peak s 
a nd therefo re loads into the vehicle can be noted in the 
case of the interconnec ted in sta ll a ti o n . r 
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Fig . 24. Comparison of ride measurements on the road 
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9 MATHEMATICAL MODELLING 

The evolution of the techniques of mathematical model
ling of the ride behaviour of vehicle suspensions of 
various types with random road inputs, has been an im
portant factor in gaining insight into the effects of sus
pension parameters. 

We used the Solatron 247 hybrid analogue computer 
at Bath University for the first behaviour comprehension 
of the system in respect to bounce and pitch modes with 
random road inputs on one side of the car. The size of 
the analogue computer prevented the analysis of the roll 
which requires a mathematical model and inputs for 
both sides of the car simultaneously. There are also limi
tations using pseudo random binary signal generators 
and analogue filters on the slope of the input road 

~ spectrum. 
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We have therefore recentl y developed a suite of pro
grams for use on a la rge digital computer, which allow 
the addition of the roll mode . This involved digitally 
shaping the road spectrum, which gives ' complete 
freedom of choice for slopes, obtaining both the appro
priate coherence and phase between the two sides of the 
car and delays in respect of the wheelbase and speed 
(Appendix.. 3). These digital~.np~~ 
twenty seven equations which govern the dynamiCs or 
the car. The output from these equations are then ana
lysed using the fast Fourier transform to give the spec
trum, phase and coherence of the parameters of interest. 

In Figure 26 the mathematical model is used to predict 
and compare the ride acceleration levels between a car 
fi'tted with the Hydragas interconnected system and a car 
fitted with soft springs and an anti-roll bar. 

The upper illustration depicts the computed ride com
parison at 50 miles/h and shows a similarity to the 
measured results (Fig. 24). The characteristic dips which 
occur at 4, 13 and 21 Hz in the vertical acceleration at the 
front seat are the wheelbase filter effect described by 
Butkanas (5) . 

The lower illustration depicts the computed ride com
parison at 30 miles/h and again confirms the character
istic merit of the interconnected system in vertical ac
celeration in the rear seat, pitch acceleration and roll rock. 

Turning to measured reality and considering the 'roll 
rock mode, when converitional suspensions are taken to 
extremes of softness to secure low frequencies in bounce 
and pitch, the very stiff roll bars required to maintain 
acceptable roll angles invoke severe penalties in ride 
comfort in the 'roll-rock' mo'de. Measured lateral accel
erations on two luxury cars are shown in Fig. 27. ob
tained at high speed ona straight 'B ' class road . In this 
mode the actual values of acceleration were higher than 
that of an experimental Hydragas Mini , and much 
higher than on a standard Princess. 

10 INST ALLA TlON 

The key to the installation of tbe suspension elements in 
a car lies in the complex question of whether sub-frames 
are used and if so, of what type. Current practice for 
high volume cars iri the world wide industry includes 
examples of all types including the full frame . 
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Fig . 27. Measured roll accelerations at 70 miles/h 



HYDROLASTIC INSTALLATIONS 

Fig. 28. BMC 1100/1300 front 

Fig. 30. BMC 1800 front 

In the evolution · from Hyd rolastic suspension to 
Hydragas over the years the progress has been marked · 
by a reduction in theex,tent of sub-frames employed . 
Thus on the Mini and the BMC 1100/ 1300 full sub-frames 
were used front and rear (Fig. 28 and Fig. 29). The high 
loads associated with the 4 :1 leverage were contained in 
the sub-frame members . The sub-frames themselves 
were rubber mounted although the noise isola tion po
tential of this was not fully achieved because the means 
of reconciling isolation with shake control was no t op
timized in those days nor was it so necessary wi th cross 
ply tyres . Roller bearing pivots fo r the arms contributed 
to the good steering behaviour of these ca rs. 

On the BMC 1800 series the sub-frames were not used 
but instead localized 'h ard · struc tures were employed to 
contain the load s and loca te the wheel arms (Fig. 30 and 
Fig . 31 i. A t the fro nt the unit s were mounted ho ri zon 
tally in a cross member which formed an effective protec
tion to the passenger compartment in a collisi on. The 
pivot bearings were of th e Slipflex type in which the th in 
ru bber surround pro\·ided the only isola tion. 

Fig. 29. BMC 1100/1300 rear 

Fig. 31 . BMC 1800 rear 

On the Allegro , which was the first car fitted with 
Hydragas (Fig. 32) the units at the front are mounted r 
directly into the valences with the reaction loads taken 
by a 14 swg yoke weighing only J!-Ib. The compliance is --./ 
provided by the axial movement of bonded rubber dual 
concentric bushes which are load-worthy for the pivots . 

At the rear (Fig. 33) a rubber mounted cross tube sub
frame is used in which the reaction fro m the leve red loads 
are contained in shrouds integral with the units , so that 
only wheel loads are fed into the body. 

II COST AND WEIGHT 

In general terms cost follows weight on the assumption 
that similar low cost materials and techniques are used , 
which applies to the Hydragas units made as they are 
from pressings. 

In conventional front suspensions both the McPherson 
Strut and the wishbone (SLA) type are widely used in 
high vo lume cars. The Hydragas, being a levered dev ice, 
demands a wishbone insta llation usually operating on 
the sho rt top arm. Such an arra ngement facili tates a lo w 
silh ouette and anti-di ve anti-l ift geometry. 



Fig. 32. Hydragas Allegro installation 

Taking the essential springing, damping and guidance 
functions alone it is interesting to note that if the cost of 
a strut is 100 per cent then the cost of a Hydragas unit , 
top arm, pivot pin, bushes, bump and rebound stop is 

,?"""\S per cent; similarly the weight comparison is 94 per 
cent (Fig. 34). _ 

Moreover, assuming that the lower control armS can 
be the same then the comparison between the Hydragas 
and McPherson shows a slight advantage in cost and 
weight in favour of the Hydragas. This is not surprising, 
bearing in mind the precision machined elements de
manded in the strut, and the economy of weight in the 
gas spring. In this comparison it should be remembered 
that the Hydragas system does not normally require an 
anti-roll bar. 

Hydragas Allegro and Princess rear suspension 

The interconnection pipes are a small percentage of 
the total suspension weight and complete with the rubber 
hoses and fittings weigh only 2.9 lb per car. 
. Considering the rear suspension, the current designs 
of Hydragas systems are significantly lighter than the 
current production arrangement used on the Allegro, 
which incidentally uses the same components as the 
2700 IbPrincess. 

However, the semi-independent rear suspension link
age incorporating a torsionally flexible cross beam 
pioneered by Audi/Volkswagen proves to be a very light 
and cost effective solution. Th~ application of Hydragas 
to this type of rear suspension using a horizontally 
mounted unit .to incorporate the installation 'advantage, 
of a low silhouette proves to be the lightest of all (Fig. 35). 
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Fig. 35. Weight comparison - rear suspension 

For both front and rear the 'total life cost' of the sus
pension must not be forgotten in so far as damper re
placements in the .life of conventionally suspended cars 
are normal , whereas with our system this is not so. Thus 
taking the factor of total life cost into account Hydragas, 
when suitably installed, must surely be the cheapest of all. 

12 RELIABILITY 

In the recent history of the autobomile probably no more · 
hazardous an innovation, from the reliability point of 
view, has been attempted than the introduction of 
Hydrolastic for a high volume car destined for world
wide use: We were conscious of this from the outset of 
the development, especially bearing in mind the disaster 
of air suspension on American cars in the fifties, which to 
this day is still in the folk memory in Detroit. The. in-
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Fig. 36 . BMC 1100/1300 Hydrolastic un it sales 

tensity of development testing in the early da ys of Hydro
lastic has ::lIreadv been noted ; and the suitabilitv of the 
design of the unit for quality control in production was 
of paramount consideration. The advance to Hydragas 
can be regarded as a natural progression, substituting the 
quality control requirement of the rubber spring for the 
control of gas charging and leakage. 

It is sa tisfactory to record that in the long se rvice 
history of Hydrolastic , extending to four million cars 
over a period of fift een years , the cum ulative replacement 
units represents a mere 1.4 per cent (Fig. 36). We expect 
Hydragas to have a similar reliability behaviour. 

By an odd chance we have come across an authentic 
sample of a set of Hydrolastic units after thirteen yearr
of service and 250000 miles. The damper loops ar 
within production tolerance (Fig. 37) . 
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HYDROLASTIC UNIT 

AFTER 253,706 MILES , 

1963-1916. 

Fig. 37 . Hydrolastic unit after 250000 miles service 



13 LEVELLING 

We ha\e shown in Fig. 14 that the distribution of rates 
~in a H\dragas svstem can be chosen to give comparable 

chan~~s in ~s tanding height with load additions to that 
achie~ed with conventional suspensions. 

However, if there is a requirement for the maintenance 
of the standing height with an abnormal load. then ex
tendin~ rams in series with the pistons of the rear units 
pro\ id~ the levelling function. 

This can be carried out either fully automatically using 
the system shown in Fig. 38, or alternatively manually 
for the 'holiday load' occasion, ' using the system shown 
in Fi~. 39. 

Both these systems maintain the integrity of the Hydra-

I 
t 

\ 

'---

gas system in that should there be a failure in the levelling 
system then the springing and damping function is pre
served and the performance would be identical to a car 
without levelling. 

An inherent advantage of interconnection is that if the 
height sensing is done at the rear only, the front height 
also remains sensibly constant (Fig. 40). This is due to 
the extending rams invoking a larger diaphragm area at 
the rear and also displacing fluid from the rear units. 
thereby increasing the system pressure to give an in
creased load carrying capacity at the front. 

This increase of diaphragm area and system pressure 
also retains the merits of the non-levelled system, al
ready discussed, of constancy of damping and frequency . 
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14 CONCLUSIONS 

That the conventional steel spring suspension is more or 
less satisfactory for large and medium size cars is shown 
by the lack of activity in this area in the last decade -

} except for the gradual spread of independent rear sus-
. pensions. However, the fundamental change in world

~~w.ide:auituaesince lhe energy crisis-will enforce the pro-
..... duction of radically lighter and smaller cars - probably 

of the Issigonis configuration. It is doubtful that to 
attempt to transfer the conventional suspension tech
nology to these cars will result in a satisfactory com" 
promise of ride and handling, laden and unladen. I t is 
here that the Hydragas technology, based, as we have 
shown, on a sure foundation of mathematical funda
mentals and test evidence. will serve to reconcile these 
conflicting requirements especially in the maintenance 
of constancy of behaviour, laden and unladen, and to 
impart a :big car ride' to these smaller vehicles. At the 
same time it offers minimum 'total life' cost. 

Kerb Weight. 2,7021b 
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Fig . 40 . Attitude change with rear levelling ram 
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.-\PPENDIX 1 

'v1c;h ured pitch a ngle for va rious PRMR shows the same 
r--- tre nd ;IS the mathematical prediction {Fig. 16). 

.-\P PE~DIX 2 

Th e unequal wheel loading that ca n occur o n a non in ter
co nnec ted H ydragas car if the unit s a t each end are no t 
pressu rized in pairs . No te the car appears level. 

APPENDIX 3 

C ha racteristics of digitall y generated ·road' . 
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AF 
AR 
CF 
CR 
Cp 

KPF 
KPR 
KparF 

KparR 

KTF 
KTR 

Lp 
M 
MwF 

MwR 

VF 
VR 
Vp 
a 
b 
d 
k 
I 

~----- I I 

I ~ 
effective area of fro'nt piston 
effective area of rear piston 
front bounce damping coefficient 
rear bounce damping coefficient 
pitch damping coefficient 
front pitch rate 
rear pitch rate 
front parasitic rate 
rear parasitic rate 
rate of front tyre 
rate of rear tyre 
length of pitch pipe 
mass of the sprung vehicle (one side) 
mass of the front wheel 
mass of the rear wheel 

I 
i 

i : 

volume of fluid displaced into front spring 
volume of fluid displaced into rear spring 
volume of fluid displaced along pitch pipe 
distance of centre of gravity to front wheels 
distance of centre of gravity to rear wheels 
bore of interconnection pipe 
radius of gyration 
displacement of front wheel relative to body 
displacement of rear wheel relative to body 
pressure in system steady state 
pressure in the front gas spring 
pressure in the front displacer 

!'1UI A II U .' 

P3 
.P4 

XwF 

x w R 

x sF 

x sR 
z 

b 

1 • 

pressure in the rear displacer 
pressure in the rear gas spring 
displacement of front wheel 
displacement of rear wheel 
displacement of road surface - front 
displacement of road surface - rear 
displacement of centre of gravity 

( ~~ ) F rate of change of pressure in front spring 

( ~~ ) R rate of change of pressure in rear spring 

( ~A) rate of change of area of front piston 
ox F ' . 

rate of change of area of rear piston 

. f . h' - rrd
l 

cross sectIOn area 0 pile pipe ex = 4 

angular rotation of sprung mass 
front leverage . 
rear leverage 
Hydragas fluid density 
front suspension friction 
rear suspension friction 



HOTTER HEATERS 
by Daryl Stephens 

Very relevant in both Hobart and Sydney- less relevant in Melbourne and Brisbane- is the 
subject of heaters 

The principle is like John Howard- very simple. As the engine heats uP. the water in the 
cooling jacket is heated. This hot water is transferred from an outlet on the head via a rubber 
hose through the fire wall into the heater unit, back through the fire wall and into the bottom 
radiator hose. The heater is basically a smaller version of the engine radiator. When hot 
water is inside it. the air passing through it is heated.{ mk 1 1800 heaters have a more 
efficient heater radiator that mk 11's or X6's] 

It therefore follows that the stronger and hotter the water flow. the hotter the air coming out 
of the heater. 

1 IMPROVING THE WATER FLOW This is done by removing the thermostat and bottom 
radiator hose. The system can therefore be flushed in both directions. Where the hose enters 
the cooling system, a rag around the hose will prevent most water leakage. Then both t~e 
small rubber hoses running through the firewall are disconnected and the garden hose is then 
shoved down both ends of both small hoses. This flushes the heater unit itself. and the water 
being flushed out is normally putrid. 

2 RAISING THE WATER TEMPERATURE. With the thermostat out. it is better discarded as 
new ones can be installed for around $10. An 88 c thermostat is generally the warmest that 
is commonly available. For X 6 owners, the thermostat must have the attachment on the 
bottom to block off the by pass port. {An EA Falcon one can easily be modified to suit.} 

Next, and this is easier on the X 6 models, the radiator can be partially blocked off with a bit 
of cardboard or three ply. Basically, the temperature gauge determines the size of the shield. 
If the vehicle in question has an oil cooler without an oil thermostat, this should be covered 
up during winter. The keen people put a glove over the oil filter as this tends to act as oil 
cooler. Then for the really keen ones, the oil can be run on minium. for marginally higher 
operating temperatures. 

As a special bonus, if one's vehicle is over heating in summer, turning the heater on full will 
help the situation. 

: ~. 



1800 Mk 11 Man- ti red body- whams left of the interior is multi coloured No reg or RWC Paul 
in Cranbourne Vic [03] 5995 3159 $500 

Mk 11 Ute Needs new cab floor. Straight body Q.L.D. $700 Peter 018 152317 

1800 Mk 1 body shot, rebuilt engine has .done 20,000 miles $100 Frank Smith Caulfied 
Vic [03] 9523 9192 

1800 Mk 1 1966 130,000 miles by 2 owners Frank Allatt Bowral N.S.W. [02] 4861 1896 

1800 mk 11 Complete less engine, Black in colour, VGC $200 Rob 3262 8933 Albion 
QLD 

1800 mk 1 $500 Miranda Hughes Perth 9528 5282 

1800 mk 11 '70 man RWC New Clutch Resprayed Blue! blue $650 5 new tyres Albury 
NSW Nevil' Williams [02] 602 14716 

100 complete sets of gear cables for the 1800. The lot [300 cables] for $1,000 or will sell 
separately . John Trotter 81- 85 Barden Road, Menai N.S.W. 2234 [02] 9543 1646 
or018101354 

Mk 111800 Man '68 Sugarcane Alie Dykman $1,000 12 months reg Narra Warren Vic 
[03] 9703 2349 or 0411 286 177 

Mk 1 1800 Man. reconditioned engine- resprayed $5,000 Eric Cameron Sutherland NSW 
[02] 9524 4309 

Mk 11 [2 of them] 1800 Auto Freebie Castlemain Vic [03] 5472 3952 Peter Kirby 

Mk 11 1800 Manual. white/blue interior. new clutch. Genuine 80000 miles. Club member 
David Wynan $3400 (03) 9484 4661 

WANTED 
1 set of Kimberley stainless steel sill strips in good condition [ with clips if possible] Member 

John Bland [02] 9871 5674 

Some years ago, Charlie Windsor better known as Prince Charles was 
opening a kindergarten. As he left, he said , • I hope you infants enjoy 
your infancy as much as we adults enjoy our adultery. II 
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Matt Hill 

Cameron Wright 

C/- 47 Bendigo Street 
Richmond Vic 3122 

The Court House 
Learmonth Vic 3352 

[03] 9428 5651 Mk 11 1800 

[03] 5343 2390 Mk 11 1800 

Cameron had been in the Club about 5 minutes before he found a NewZealand source (" 
for a 3.7 [ 18/ 67] crown wheel and pinion . 

Donald Hale 41 Jamieson Street 
Dalesford Vic 3460 

Welcome back to Donald, who has collected quite a fleet! 

Donald Ramage 11 Rotherwood Street 
Wendouree Vic 3355 

[03] 5339 9020 

2 Mk 1 man 
1 Mk2Auto 
1 Mk 11 Kim 
1 M< 11 IVn 

Mk 1 1800 

" Purchased new 19 8 68 from Collins Motors, Ballarat. Have original invoice, 
registration certificate, insurance certificate. Purchased vehicle from executor of deceased 
estate. He died aged 96 years. The car is in excellent condition throughout" 

Ian Wiltshire 37 Old Borough Drive 
Onkaparinga S.A. 5163 

As we ll as an 1800, Ian has a 1 50 Austin Maxi 

Ferdinando Mignanelli 34 Harold Street 
Bulleen Vic 3105 

Ferdinando's car has the number plate "AM 1800 " 

James Roberts 

G rahame Fordyce 

20 Wynnum North Road 
Wynnum OLD 4178 

same as James Roberts 

[08] 8325 0109 Mk 11 1800 

[03] 9850 7775 Mk 11 1&:XJ. 

[07] 3396 8201 Mk 11 1800 

2 utes 

James and Grahame were very fast off the mark and requested some remanufactured 
clutch thrusts as soon as they joined the ·club. 

Derek Cameron 26 Tudawali eres 
M u Igrave Vic 3170 

Mk 1 1800 
[from new] 



Spanners for next century 
AUSTRALIA'S most 

popular toolmaker is ' 
tinkering with the 

21st c.eiltury. 
Sidchiome', the Aussie tool~ 
making company With the. 
slogan "you canna hand a 
man a grander spanner", . 
has just joined forceS.with 
its hi·techAmerican 
counterpart Proto, and . ' 
produced the new 
Sidchrome Proto range of 
tools. 
The new brand will use 
Sidchrome's reputation 
with Proto's recent 

. advancements in tool 
technology. 
The first phase of the 
partnership has produced 
the Torque Plus fastening 
system; which uses the flat 
sides of nuts and bolts ~ . : 
instead of the points - to 
increase torque ti~htening 
andreducestrippmgthe 

off nuts and bolts. 

E'OITORIAL 
By The Editor 

The clutch thrust bearings have ' been delivered - all 23 of them~ and paid for I hoPt~ as .1 
have nearly $2,000 invested in this project. Final price worked out at $83-00 each : The 
carbon feels much stronger than the standard ones , and the finish is much better .. 

'. . . ' . 

Should a member suddenly decide they need one, it may be wise to ring in case of last 
minute cancellations . . 

As probably most people know, the 1800 comes with an 8" clutch plate , Some of the ' 
pressure plates 'are stamped either 8" Ot 8 1/2" . In other words an 8 11211 clutch plate will fit. 
If 9nybody knows a source ·of these clutch plates , could they let me know? 

On my vehicle, I hope to fit a re manufactured carbon thrust, and an 81/21
' dutch plate, When ' 

lsug~est that thGclutch will last th~ length of the motor, do I hQar gentle 'Iaughter ? 

Next issue, I hope to run 2 articles on the hydrolastic suspension- the first being a MK 1 1 
far superior home made pump, and another called down future road ( with apologies to The 
Seekers) '3 



CATCHING 
CRABS 
PATRICK QUINN CATCHES UP WITH Two FINE 
EXAMPLES OF THE LAST OF AUSTINIS lLANO CRABSI, 
THE KIMBERLEY & TASMAN 

W hat will history say of the Austin 

. Kimberley and Tasman, laUhched in 

1971 by British Leyland Australia 

(BLA)? Many call them a disaster, some 

consider them to be underrated vehicles. Well, 

we at ACC have as much right to our say in 

history .. as anyone else ... so here goes! 

The Austin 1800 was coming to the end of its 

useful · life when BLA began developing a 

replacement. The result was the X6; while 

similar in design and fwd layout, it was 8.5inches 

longer overall than the 1800 and two inches 

longer in wheelbase. It retained the unique 

Hydrolastic suspension pioneered on the Mini . 

The big difference with the X6 was its six

cylinder"overhead-cam engine, in the days when 

the average Australian six used push rods. While 

the 1800 was particularly roomy, based as it was 

.on the Mini principle of a wheel at· each corner, 

the X6 was positively cavernous. The spare had 

its own compartment. under the boot, leaving 22 

cu ft (don't ask me the metric equivalent) of 

luggage space [I think that's about 3 1/2 
chaldrons, or 3/40f a rood - Ed] . 

. The engine was developed from the four fitted 

to the Morris 1500 - two . extra cylinders were 

tacked on to 'give 2227ccs. The engine spins 

freely to 5500rpm and develops 115bhp. 

Cooling for the new engine took a different 
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approach from earlier"BLA transverse-engined 

cars. Gone was the familiar radiator at the front, 

on the passenger side of the engine bay; in its 

place was a new radiator directly behind the grille, 

assisted by an electric thermo-switched fan. Drive 

to the front wheels was by either four gears living 

in the sump ·or by. the well" proven Borg-Warner 

Type 35 auto transmission, also beneath the 

engine but using its own hydraulic fluid . 

The X6 was released as ~o distinct models, 

the Kimberley and the Tasman - suitably Australian 

names. The technology was also exported to the 

UK for use in the Austin Maxi and its variants. 

To the casual observer, both cars looked similar, 

but there were more than skin-deep differences. 

The Kimberley was more luxuriously appointed 

with reclining seats and carpets, while the Tasman 

. had a bench seat and rubber mats (carpets 

appeared in the Mk2). Externally the Kimberley 

had dual rectangular headlights, fancy Wheel trinis 

and more brightwork. Under the bonnet, the . 

Kimberley engine breathed through twin SUs 

against the Tasman's single (Mk2 Kimberleys got ·· 

a single carb). For triVia buffs, the 

KimberleyITasman was the first BLA car to · show 

the Leyland logo on the steering wheel boss. 

SO WHAT WlE~T WRONG? 
Were these the wrong cars for the early 

seventies? Had Australian 

motorists ' moved on from 

boxy cars? Did BLA not push 

them hard enough? 

Wheels magazine was full 

of praise for the models, with 

commenfs such as : "The 

Austin offers an extra inch of 

front seat legroom and a full 

three inches more back 

legroom then the Ho Holden. 

The Kimberley - on radials -

can give a very good account 

of itself from point to point. It 

gets around corners as though on the proverbial 

rails. The overall high calibre of the handling is 

matched by the excellent standard of 

roadholding . By average standards it 's an 

excellent car even an 

outstanding one". r 
Australian Motor Manual said: 

"Despite the obvious liking of 

hard work, it produced a fuel 

consumption figure of 26.2mpg 

during our test - an excellent 

figure. In design and 

. engineering, it is a far better car 

than one has a right to expect 

for under $3000." 

Strangely, what the magazines 

didn't like was front-wheel drive 

in a large car - wasn't Australia 

ready for this? The driving 

position received a bagging and 

was likened to driving a semi

trailer (or a Mini!). Performance · 

was viewed as just satisfactory 

and the cable-operated 

gearchange wasn't liked at all. 

The _ copiQuS boot space was 

appreciated, but the way any 

weight pushed the rear down 

and the froni up was criticised. 

. Even as early as 1973, 

questions were being asked as 

to why the car wasn 't selling. 

BLA was generally blamed for 

la~klustre marketing. There was 

something about the company at 

the time; it was quite happy to 

rest on its laurels - a self

destructive act as the Japanese. 

began making enormous inroads. 

into traditional BMC/Bl markets. 

Holden and Ford had sat up 

and taken notice, but BLA 

unfortunately hadn't. 
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We were lucky (aren't we always?) to be able 

to test two of the probably sizable number of 

these Australian-designed sixes still in use on 

our roads. Both our test cars have clocked up 

ridiculously low mileages. 

Sydneysider John Bland 's first classic was a 

Model A Ford, which was quickly followed by 

two Vauxhall Crestas, a Vauxhall VX4/90, an 

Austin A30 and next an Austin Mini (bless you 

John!). John is an enthusiastic member of the 

Austin Motor Club and had set his sights 'on an 

Austin Lancer when, in December 1996, he 

heard of a 1972 Austin Tasman with only 13,000 
~,~ \., .... ',:--0 c!tJck.:Y s, 't tl. ; ·~ ;R .. ":H\ "".' ~ .. ~ 

.. .. Ie old lady .. . She. had died and John bought 

the car from the estate - there was a little trouble 

~ , 

Here's looking at you, says John Bland (aoove left) as he 
admires the shine' on his Tasman's wheels. Meanwhile, Graham 
Anderson takes to the road (below) in his .Kimberley whose 
dashboard is shown above 



with the Roads and Traffic Authority, which had 

the car classified as having no owner, but John 

finally took possession in March 1997. 

He was a little sceptical about the mileage, as 

the panel fit was poor - had the car been rebuilt? 

He was reassured by fellow owners: that was 

how they were built, thanks to BLA's quality 

control. But the general condition of the vehicle 

was immaculate throughout. 

John wisely joined the Land Crab Club and 

soon met up with Graham Anderson, the owner 

of our test Kimberley and a fount of information 

and advice. John soon learnt that the cars tend 

to overheat, with .the Kimberley being the worse 

thanks to its four-headlight arrangement. The 

electric fan cuts in at too high a temperature and 

doesn't draw sufficient air. 

John's problem was alleviated by changing 
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the thermo switch setting from 99 degrees C to 

90 degrees C and fitting a more powerful 

electric fan from a Nissan Pulsar. 

John also learnt of the automatic's reputation 

for cooking itself on a long trip. So, to extend the 

life of the engine and transmission John has 

fitted dual oil coolers. 

The rear suspension has also been modified 

to prevent it sagging under load. Being a late 

model, the car is equipped with bucket seats 

and carpets, and John has set about fitting 

period accessories such as radio, Sl,m visor, rear 

'Venetian' blind, BL mud flaps, and under-bonnet 

light. He is on the look-out for fog and. spot 

lights. John has added just 2000 miles to the 

odometer. 

Graham Anderson first became interested in 

these vehicles in 1982 and, while living in the 

r--
UK, he bought an Austin Maxi . 8ac,,~ 

in Australia he bought a Tasman, 

fo llowed by a down-at-heel 

Kimberley which he still has. Then 

came our test Mk2 manual 

I Kimberley, bought from Victoria after 

it had sat in a garage for ten years. 

Although it only had 29,000 miles on 

the clock and was in reasonable 

condition, Graham decided on a 

ground-up restoration. 

The vehicle was completely 

stripped, the body taken back to the 

bare metal and repainted in two

pack. Graham discovered that just 

six weeks after the car was sold, it 

had been recalled by BLA and fitted 

with a new engine. Graham 

checked both engine and gearbox;r 

'new water pump, brass wels r~ 

plugs, and the now-necessary 

engine oil cooler were fitted. . 

He also modified the large nut 

that holds the final-drive gear to the 

driveshaft, as he had experienced it 

. oming adrift on other cars, with 

disastrous results. 

Graham believes that the 

Kimberley/Tasman was one of the 

. most underrated cars ever developed 

by BLA. ' If BLA had given more 

thought to the cooling and installed a 

3.7:1 diff for more pleasant touring, it 

would have been a far .more 

acceptable car. I don't know why they 

persisted with the cable gearchange 

when the LiK variants used a far more 

efficient rod gearchange. ' r 



J 

Graham added, "Roadholding and comfor! is 

great. and there wasn't another car available at 

the time that could match it. I bel ieve -the body 

looks great and was way ahead of its time. The 

brakes are excellent for the weight of the car. I 

really like the suspension - especially the way 

that it changes to match the speed of the car. 

Comparing it with the other cars of the day, the 

iih,¥i;ii4i.I;HI 
Kimberley is much better. So much space inside 

- it's wonderful. BLA didn 't do it justice. ' It is a ~. 

car that you can really drive." ~ . . 

,\:'\' U~B1M~En O!PlfNl Ol ' .... 
These are two absolutely delightful cars that 

don't try to be anything but four-door sedans. 

The Kimberley is more attractive; its four 

I 

headlights, additional chrome and blacked-out 

rear panels set the mod~1 over and above the 

Tasman. 

The Tasman is 100 per cent original, with the 

wear and tear you'd expect on a car with 15,000 

miles on the clock. The Kimberley is, 'one out of 

the box' - while it has been restored you would 

have to look hard to pick it. 

You do sit upright in the Kimberley, but it suits 

the car and helps with the reasonably heavy but 

responsiv.e steering . It is a very comfortable car, 

one I'd be happy to go touring in. I particularly 

like the centre armrest, which makes the front 

seats very armchair-like. At 2.613.lbs it's heavy, 

but the 2.2-litre six stirred by the four-speed 

manual pulls it along at an acceptable clip. 

Handling is excellent, without the lurching that I 

expected from Hydrolastic suspension. 

The Tasman feels very different, being 

nowhere near as comfortable in the cabin. The 

seats are okay but there's nowhere to rest your 

elbows. 

While the performance of the engine coupled 

to the auto is reasonable, it seems sluggish after 

the manual Kimberley. From the smile on 

Graham's face, I suspect that the Kimberley 

might be putting out a few more horsepower! 

Perhaps the car could have sold in far greater 

numbers. Whether it would have made a great 

difference to the future of BLA is debatable, but 

the X6 Kimberley/Tasman was and is a good car, 

and deserved a better late. '* 
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Dear Daryl & Janice. 

Graham Anderson 
3 Buffalo Road 
Gladesville 
N.S.W. 2111 
6 f 7 f 98 

Hard to believe that another year has slipped by and it is time to pay the Club dues! 

Looking forward to Austins over Australia next year in Adelaide - sent off our booking last 
week. 

Recently, I have been involved with two other Club members with their X6 cars. 

John Bland has a great example of a Mk 11 Tasman auto, which is very low mileage. John 
experienced the usual problems, so decided to fit an oil cooler to the engine, and also a 
separate oil cooler for the Borg Warner 35 gearbox. It is interesting that the Tasman I 
Kimberley parts book quotes oil cooler connectors for the auto box - part no. W188017, but 
not illustrated. Assistance from Richard Locke helped in working out where to fit the outlet 
and return pipes . So it is up and running! I'm interested in why these were never fitted 
standard as it would have made a much more reliable gearbox- especially for tOWing. 

Have also been able to help Chris Verkroost with his failed auto box . The main problem was 
that the centre was torn out of the drive plate on the torque converter which I gather is not an 
unusual problem on Borg Warner 35 auto boxes . 

Look forward to seeing you next Easter! 

Would it be possible for one of ynu chaps to tell the editor how this is done, and he can tell 
everyorl8 else? 

CH CH What's missing? U R 



FITTING A NISSAN PULSAR VECTOR FAN TO AN 

AUSTIN ' TASMAN 
By John Bland 

HISTORY When I purchased the car, I was told by long time Kimberely owner and club 
membe.r Graham Anderson that I would have to fit an over- ride switch to the electric radiator 
f.an or f~t a larger capacity fan. to ov~r come an inherent fault of over heating in traffic and the 
like. I nltlally, I fltte.d an override sWitch on the fan after being caught in traffic and finding that 
the fan would cut In and sWitch on about 3/4 of the way up the temperature gauge The fan 
would. not reduce the temperature, just maintain it at that level I thought that was totally 
unsatisfactory as I. th~ught the fan should reduce the temperature. Being a new owner, I 
found manually SWitching the fan on a real pain as I would usually forget and the temperature 
would rise t?~ much b~fore I remembered to turn it on . I discussed this with Graham and he 
suggested fitting DaVies Craig fan for $180 or a Repco one for $130. 

I thought this was expensive so I went to a wreckers yard with a spare original fan and had 
a look at what was on offer. There was a large selection- at least 25 and nearly all different
so I went through them one by one. I came across the Nissan fan which had no surround 
around it. However, it looked nearly identical to the original. 

I took it outside and compared the physical size to the Tasman fan and found that the Nissan 
motor appeared to be the same size. The ·fan had 5 blades instead of 4 and the mounting 
was similar to the Tasman. I parted with $35 after runn ing both fans before I left the 
wreckers. The Nissen fan ran at higher revs and had more torque that the Tasman's so I 
hoped it would do the job. 

Fitting the fan involved cutting about 1/4" to 5/16" off each blade so that it would fit into the 
existing fan surround. I found the existing fan surround was not circular. and it would be 
difficult to alter it so I cut a small amount extra off each blade so it would fit. Each blade has 
to be the same length 'so it does not .alter the balance of the motor- so care must be taken 
when marking and cutting excess blade. The blade is plastic so it was easy to cLit. I used 
a pair of tin snips for the job. Also where the motor fits through the mounting bracket was too 
neat a fit so I needed to go round it with a file . I took off about 1 /32 ' ~ . The mounting plate 
on the Nissan fan is circular and has about 20 holes in it. You will find 4 that nearly line up 
with the existing bracket h.oles. Elongate this about 1/16 " outwards and they will fit. The fan 
is now ready to install. Using the existing screws and rubber washers install the motor and 
then put the fan blades on from the other side. A coat of paint before assembly would help. 
Connect up the wiring to the existing wires and you are in business. 

I also altered the fanstat at the same time. I removed the fanstat and put in it an assembled 
state hung on 3 wires into a pot of water leaving the wire connectors out so I could connect 
the current to it. I used a 9 v smoke detector battery and ran one lead to the wires holding 
the tanstat in the pot and the others to a test light which was connected to the fanstat centre 
wire . I put a thermometer in the pot and heated up the pot of water. I found that the fanstat 
was turning the fan on at 99 c - too high! I then lifted the 3 tabs that hold the top and 
bottom of the fanstat together and took it apart. There is a shaped metal strip which has a 
curve in it. Straightening this out a small amount and then re assemble and retest using the 
above method. When I first bent it, it lowered the fanstat temperature to about 70 c too low. 
Patience is a virtue and I eventually set in to 90 c It takes about 10 minutes to get it right. 
Seal the fanstat back up again an install it in the radiator. 



You will find as I have found that the fan cuts in with the temperature gauge about 7/16 " up 
the scale. and the extra capacity of the fan brings the temperature down to normal and cuts 
out. Total cost was $35 plus $1 for the electrical connectors and you should still have a fan 
that looks very similar to the original. It would probably take about 1- 1 112 hours total to do 
this modification after taking the fan and bracket out of the engine bay. This modification was 
done in winter and the real test will be in summer. 

P .S. Graham Anderson and I had new hoses fitted to th_ front displacers of our cars. This 
was done by Pertek at Rydalmore [02] 9638 5422. They have kept a record of the part 
numbers used to repair them if it is any help to anybody. 

FROM THE BACK SEAT 
PRESIDENTI TREASURER! LIBRARIAN REGALIA OFFICER 
KEEPER OF THE SPARES. Mike Gilmour 02 4681 8887 
Pat Farrell 03 97624457 Lot 57 Remembrance Drive 
4 Wayne Avenue, Boronia Vic 3155 Tahmor NSW 2340 

DATA REGISTRAR 
Peter Jones 
4 Yarandin Court, Worongary OLD 4213 

EDITORI SECRETARY 
Daryl Stephens 03 9873 3038 
22 Davison Street, Mitcham. Vic . 3132 

SOCIAL CONVENORS 
Brisbane; Peter Jones as above 

PUBLIC OFFICER 
David Hopper [ 07] 46 333 162 
8 Evergreen S1. Toowoomba OLD 4350 

A.M.V.C. Sub Committee 
Pat Farrell as above 
Geoff Marshall 03 9877 1425 
19 Anne Street, Blackburn Vic 3130 

Melbourne; Paul Nichols 47 Moores Road, Monbulk Vic. 3793 03 9877 1425 
Sydney; Mike Gilmour as above 

Opinions expressed within are not necessarily shared by the . Editor of Officers of the Club. 
Whilst great care is taken to ensure that the technical information and the advice offered in 
these pages is correct, the Editor and Officers of the Club cannot be held responsible for any 
problems that my ensue from acting on such advice and information 

Cut off date for inclusion of articles in the newsletter is the 25 th of the even month. 
Publication date attempts, often in vain to be 25 th of the odd month 
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A.M.v.C. of O.L.D. 

A.M.V.C. of N.S.W. 

A.M.V.C. of W.A. 

ALLEN Peter 

ANDERSON Graeme 

BAIRD Mary 

BARLING Joe 
r---
_ .; RRY Walter 

BLAND John 

BOURDAIRE Rudy 

BRENDLE Clifford 

BRIGHT Douglas 

BRYANT Glen 

BURFOOT Jim 

CAMERON Derek 

~ 

.MERON Laurie 

CAMERON Neil 

CAMPBELL David 

CHARMAN James 

CHIPLIN Gabe 

CODD Peter 

COOPER Geoffrey 

COPELAND Terence 

0 VEY Michael 

DAVIS Nathan 

WHO'S WHO 
AS AT 3/9/98 

1376 Old Cleveland Road (07) 3399 1152 
Carindale Q.L.D. 4152 
Box 3943 Parramatta 
N.S.W. 2124 
Box 189 Bassendean 
W.A. 6934 
6 A Lambeth Place 
St Kilda Vic 3182 
3 Buffalo Rd 
Gladesville NSW 2111 

(02) 9651 2394 

(08) 9622 1192 

[03] 9534 7726 

(02) 9816 3389 

34 Culzean Cresent [03] 524 38154 
Highton Vic 3216 
125 The Ridgeway Ching (081) 529 608 
London E4 60U U.K 
12 Elkin Ave, (02] 4987 1680 
R.aymond Terrace NSW 2324 
25 Keats Street [02] 9871 5674 
Carlingford N.S .W. 2118 
436 Maitland Bar Rd (063) 733 633 
Mudgee NSW 28 
133 Old Para Court [03] 9434 2226 
Montmorency Vic 3094 
26 Boynton Street 
Kingston Tas. 7050 
18 Lochbuy St 
McOuarie ACT 2614 
250 School house Road 
Woori Yallock Vic 3139 
26 Tudawali Cres 
Mulgrave 3170 Vic 
913 Riversdale Road 
Surrey Hills 3127 
Box 64 
Albany W .A. 6381 
3 Forest Avenue 
Plain Land OLD 4341 
40 William Street 
Lalor Vic 3075 
121 Cressy Road 
East Ryde NSW 2113 
Box 2351 Nerang East 
O.L.D. 4211 
10 Tonks Street 
Moorooka OLD 410 
11 Windsor Street 
Margate OLD 4019 
MC 6123 
South Coast Mail Centre 
Wollongong NSW 2521 
Box 554 Wauchope 
N.S.W. 2446 

[03] 622 92665 

(06) 251 7813 

(03] 5964 7356 

[03] 9836 6406 

[08] 984 48358 

[07] 5465 7070 

[03) 9466 4776 

[02) 9887 2881 

[07) 5545 2204 

(07) 3277 2717 

silent 

(042)265 110 
Blh [042] 273 444 

[02] 6585 6046 

Mk 1 1800 

Kimberley 

Mk 11 1800 

Wolseley 6x3 
Wolseley 18/85 M kl 
Mk 1 & Mk 11 
Austin 1800 mk I 
Mk 11 Tasman 

Mkll 

Mk 11 1800 

Mk 11 1800 

Tasman Mk 1 

SWB Gipsy 
LWB Gipsy 
Mk 1 1800 

Mk 1 & 11 1800 

Mk 11 1800 

Mk 11 Ute 

Mk 11 1800 

Ute 

Mkl 1966 
Mkll 1970 
Mk 11 1800 

Mk 11 1800 x2 

Ute 

Mk 11 1800 



DAY Colin "Cooranga" RSD 233 (03) 5456 8227 Mk1 1800 
Cohuna Vic 3568 

DOUGLAS Keith 50-66 Mackelroy (03) 9432 2820 Mkll Auto . 
Plenty Vic 3090 Bth 9478 3219 Mkll Man . 

DUBBER Ronald RMB 4603 Sagars Rd [03] 5166 1328 Mk1 
Hazelwood Nth Vic 3840 

DUFFIN Jim 56 Ruhamah Avenue [03] 527 88373 Mk 1, Mk 11 
North Geelong Vic 3215 Nomad 

EALEY David 19 Hendersonhill Rd (03) 9737 9235 Mkll Ute Man. 
Silvan Vic 3795 

ENGLISH Albert MIS 299 Ouarry Rd (071) 578 191 Mkl Sedan 
Bunderberg Old 4670 Mkll Sedan 

FARRELL Pat 4 Wayne Ave (03) 9762 4457 2 xM kll 1800s 
Boronia Vic 3155 015326606 Morris 1800 

Mk 11 ute 
FIENBERG Greg IronBark Valley [02] 6579 7075 Mk 1 & Mk 11 Kim 

Putty NSW 2330 r---
FLOREY Donald 419 Windermere St [03] 5331 1051 Mkll Tasman Manl ---" 

Ballarat Vic 3350 3 litre 
FORDYCE Grahame 20 Wynnum North Road [07] 3396 8201 2 Mk 11 Ute's 

Wynnum OLD 4178 
FRY Garry 61 84 Wellington Street [02] 9130 6591 18/85, 3 litre 

Bondi NSW 2026 0414 992 386 Rally car 
GILMOUR Michael 53 Remembrance Drive [02] 4681 8887 Few Kimberley's 

Tahmor NSW 2573 
GOODALL Robert 95 Osborne Ave [03] 9515 7015 2 Mk 11 Kims 

Mt Waverley Vic 3149 mob 0417 380 634 
GREASLEY Paul 18 Palmerston St (090) 911 208 Mkll Man. 

Kalgoorlie WA 6340 Mkl 
GREENWOOD Russell 175 Kilgour Street [03] 5229 7780 Mk 11 ute 

East Geelong Vic 3219 Mk1 
GRIFFITHS John 93 Wills Street (03) 9853 8251 Mk 1 1800 

Kew Vic 3101 r---

GUINEA Kerry Box 45 (077) 783 379 Mk 1 1800 
Wulguru OLD 4811 

HALE Donald 41 Jamieson Street 2 Mk 1 man 
Dalesford Vic 3460 1 Mk 11 auto 

2Mk11Kim. A&M 
HILL Matt CI 47 Bendigo Street [03] 9428 5651 Mk 11 1800 

Richmond Vic 3122 
HOGG Allan 22 Huntingdale Ave (02) 9522 8184 Mkl Kimberley 

Miranda NSW 2228 A 30, A 90, A 95 
HOLMES Geoffrey 14 Brukner Close (06) 291 7196 Mkl Sedan 

Cowrie ACT 2904 
HOPKINS Rick PO Box 51 (048) 402 309 3 Mk 1s [1 ute] 

Taralga NSW 2580 2 Mk 11 s 
HOPPER David 8 Evergreen Street [07] 46 333 162 Mk 1 1800 

Toowoomba OLD 4350 {Restored] ~ 
HUCK David Leyland Park RMB 8A (063) 658 328 Mk 1 1800 

March Rd Orange NSW 2800 Mk 11 1800[restored] 
HULLEY George 46 McMillan Rd (044) 762 144 Mkll Ute 

Narooma NSW 2546 [Restored] 
HUSSEY Neil 18 Channel St (059) 755 857 Mkll Kimberley , 

Mornington Vic 3931 



JONES Peter 
/"", 

KENDRICK Lee 

KENNON Tim 

KNOX .Stephen 

LEDDEN Quin 

LEIGHTON Adrian 

LENNY Ed 

LESLIE Robert 

LEWIS Chris 
r--. 
... ..JCKE Richard 

LYLE Ken 

LYNCH Raymond 

MARSHALL Geoff 

MACKELLAR Robert 

MciNERNEY Barry 

MciNTYRE Ian 

~PHAIL Stephen 

MATTHEWS David 

MEDLEN Robert 

MELVILLE Neil 

4 Yarandin Court silent 
Worongary Qld 4213 
56 Reserve Road [03] 524 362 37 
Grovesdale Vic 3216 
12 N irissa Gve (03) 9304 1021 
Oak Park Vic 3046 
2 Northam Road [03] 9720 2472 ' 
Wantirna Vic 3152 
Box 135 (02) 9660 3672 
Annandale NSW 2038 
20 Clarinda Avenue [02] 4751 6926 
Faulconbridge NSW 2776 
51 PrinceSt (048)212015 
Goulbourn NSW 2580 
6 Celia St (03) 9889 2418 
Glen Iris Vic 3166 
18 Lucas Street 
Caulfield South Vic 3162 
31 Sunways Ave 
TMile Beach Tas 7170 

(03) 9596 5730 

(03] 62 486 765 

3/11 Foundry St Mayland (08) 9271 3737 
Perth WA 6051 Mkl Sedan 

10 Cecelia Drive 
East Keilor Vic 3870 · 
19 Anne St 
Blackburn Nth Vic 3130 
33 Third Avenue 
Sandgate QLD 4017 
I Reserve Street 
Neutral Bay N.S.W . 2089 

(03) 331 3870 

(03) 9877 1425 

[07] 3869 0834 

1-8 Yondell Avenue [02] 47 514 338 
Springwood N.S .W.2777 
19 Joan Street (02) 9645 2190 

Mkll 
[not silent] 
Mk 11 1800 

Rally Car 
SMO 225G 
Mk 1 
Mk 11 
Mk 11 1800 

Mk 1800 
Mk11 1800 
Mkl Auto . 

Mkl 

Mk 11 

Looking for the 
right one! 
Princess 1800 

. Mkll Ute 
Mkll Sedan 
Mkll 1800 Sedan 
Mkll Ute under resto 
1800 Ute 
A70 Ute 
Mk 11 Kimberely & 
Mk 1 :Kimberely 

2x1800Mk 11s 

3 x 1800 Mk 11 s 
Chester Hill NSW 2162 
P.O.Box 121 Liadhurst 
East Sussex U.K. 

2 Morris Nomads 
0011441 892 784 000 

2 Grassdale Rise 
Woodlea Estate 
Aberfoyle Park SA 5159 
C/- Cowaramup PO 
WA 6284 

(08) 370 7794 

(08] 9755 5332 

Mk 11 Ute 
Mk 11800 

MIGNANELLI Ferdinando 34 Harold Street [03] 9850 7775 

[03] 53 492 720 

2xMki Sedans 
2xMkll Utes 
Mk 11 1800 

MITCHELL Bill 

NICHOLS Paul 

NICHOLSON Lee 

'" I LAN John 

PARER Terry 

Bulleen Vic 3105 
Box 128 
Beaufort 3373 Vic. 
47 Moores Rd (03) 9752 1489 
Monbulk Vic 3793 
9 Hobart Street [03] 9557 6172 
Bentleigh Vic 3204 
217 Badger Creek Road (03] 5962 3435 
Badger Creek Vic 3777 
P.O. Box 5 (076) 25 3371 
St. George QLD 4487 

Mk 11 Ute 

Mkl Rally Car 

Mk 11 1800 

2 x Wolsley 
18/85 s 
Mk 11 1800 



PATIENCE Ken 149 Brees Rd (03) 9337 4661 2xMkll Sedans /" 

East Keilor Vic 3033 Westminster A99 
Ute Ken under restoration 

PEDERSON Hans High Performance Products Mk 11 
3 Thornton Cres, (03) 9874 1800 
Mitcham Vic 3132 

PEDERSON Herman 14 Vernon St Should have Mk I S 
Blackburn Sth Vic 3130 

PETERS Robert 32 Price St [03] 52 612 326 Mkl 1800 
Torquay Vic 3288 

PHILLIPS Colin 99 Lurline St Mkl 1800 Man. 
Katoomba NSW 2580 

PITMAN Eric 19 Church Street [060] 271 209 Mk 1 ute 
Yakandandah Vic 3749 2 x Mk 11 sedans 

POWELL Ian 7 Acacia St (03)9 523 7097 2xMkll Man. 
Elsternwick Vic 3185 

RAMAGE Donald 11 Rotherwood Street [03] 5339 9020 Mk 1 1800 auto 
Wendouree Vic 3355 

ROBERTSON Brian 32 Robert St (02) 9873 1555 Looking 
Telopea NSW 2117 0414 985 315 

ROBERTS James 20 Wynnum North Road [07] 3396 8201 Mk 11 1800 
Wynnum OLD 4178 

ROBSON John 23 Dalgety Street Ute 
Claremont Tas. 7011. 

SMALLCOMBE Franklin 30 lIIawarra Dve (079) 781 527 2 Utes 
Kin kora Gladstone Old 4680 

STAGNITTA Mario 78 Somerset Road [03] 9359 0403 
Camberfield Vic 3061 

Mk 1 

STEPHENS Daryl 

STRELNIKOV Basil 

SUMMERELL Bruce 

TADMAN Peter 

Van De Wiel Hanika 

VERKROOST Chris 

VINCENT Andrew 

WATSON John 

WILTSHIRE Ian 

W1NWOOD Jonathon 

WOOD Tony 

WRIGHT Cameron 

22 Davison Street 
Mitcham Vic 3132 

(03) 9873 3038 

(070) 921 535 

Mk 1 

Mkl 
Mkll 

256 Walsh Street 
Mareeba Old 4880 
Verona Road, Ouaama 
Via Sega 2550 

[02]6493 8522 Mk 1 ute 
B/H[02] 6492 9575 

PO Box 283 (07) 3266 4537 Mk II 
Nundah Old 4012 
81 Drysdale Street 
Portarlington Vic 3223 

[03] 525 93818 

26 Kensington Road [02] 9799 9204 
Summer Hill NSW 2130 
44 Heathcliff Cres [02] 9948 8123 
Balgowlah Heights NSW 2093 
10 Eastcote Lane, 
Wellington 
Kent 
England DA162X 

[081] 856 3013 

Mk I Ute .. 
Mk 11 1800 

Mk 11 Kim. 

Mk 11 1800 

Mk 11 Morris 

37 Old Borough Drive [08] 8325 0109 Mk 11 1800 
Onkaparanga Hills SA 5163 Maxi 1750 
158 Prince Charles Ave [02] 9668 8406 Mk 1 1800 & 
Kurnell NSW 2231 Mk 11 1800 
31 All hallows Road 0011 441 253 352 730 
Blackpool England FY2 OAS 
The Court House [03] 5343 2390 Mk 11 
Learmonth Vic 3352 

, 
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-fFiE).\SUFiEFi'S FiE?OF{-r 
By Pat Farrell 

The financial statement for 1997/1998 is enclosed for your perusal. There are several factors 
in the report which need some explanation . 
The Club ordered [ and paid for] a couple of new automatic gearboxes from the U.K. last 
October. These are yet to appear! Also , we paid $200 tooling costs to re manufacture the 
original BMC mudflaps which will have to be written off. 
I have wound the spares operation back this year due to the poor performance of the Aussie 
Dollar against Sterling. r also sold off some slow moving spares at club cost to create some 
space in my garage. I have also- in spite of my best efforts- not claimed all the telephone and 
postage costs included in my part of running the Club and the spares operation . Not included 
is the 19 re manufactured clutch thrust bearings, as Daryl financed them 
EXPENDITURE 
Telephone. postage inclJd'ing newsletter, stationary {D Stephens] $1460-85 .. 

Printing of newsletter {K [6.ouglas] 
-::. .... 
~ : 

Spare parts purchase ~.'; 

Tooling costs for mud flaps 

L.O.C.I. subscription 

Postage spares 

AC.C.M. subs 
" '0', 

Yellow pages 

Sales Tax. duty on spare parts 

Auto boxes- not sold yet 

Total expenditure 

RECEIPTS 
Members subs 1997/98 

Members subs 1998/99 

Spare parts sales 

Bank balance as at 117/97 

Total receipts[ including Bank balance] 

Stock on hand [ spares) 

Bank balance as at 30/6/98 

321-40 

1075-00 . 

200-00 

40-00 

58-50 

59-00 

78-00 

217-15 

661-36 

$4171 -26 

$2488-00 

89-00 

836-00 

$3413-00 

$1125-10 

$4538-10 

$1510-00 

$497-90 



The 
Queenslander 

NEW RULES FOR QUEENSLAND 
CARS ON HISTORIC REGO 

In July a new set of guild lines were introduced for cars (& motor 
bikes) over thirty years old. These rules have been made more flex
ible in most cases, but a couple of regulations have been made 
tougher. 

The first and most important thing for any member to do is go to 
your local Queensland Transport office and obtain a copy of the 'A 
Special Interest Vehicle Guide' (a copy has been past on to Daryl for 
the clubs records), and carry it in your car at all times. 

The other night whilst at a local club meeting, a spokesman from 
Queensland Transport came and spoke to the members and a couple 
of important points were mentioned. 

Firstly for all cars (on concessional registration) seen on the road 
during working days, the rego number, time, and place is recorded 
and placed on a omputer data-base, this iis to see if the vehicle is 
being used for 'work or pl eas;J rC 0utsic'c; of club runs . 

Unmarked cars are used for this and the checking of weddings ect. 
on Saturdays, as well as general checking on all other days. 

Remember you can only go out on a club run with club you are 
amember of, if you wise to go out with any other clubs you must 
notify your club in writing before the event. 

Penalties can be fine of up to $800 (at present) and loss ofregistra
tion plates, as a vehicle vialating the rules is classed as un-registered 
and in Queensland the police and Queensland Transport can remove 
plates. 
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AUSTINS OVER AUSTRALIA 
EASTER "99" 

Friday April 2 to Monday AprilS 1999 
ADELAIDE, SOUTH AUSTRALIA 

The AUSTIN 7 CLUB of S.A and the organising committee of Austins Over 
Australia "99" extends a warm welcome to you to attend the 5th Austins over 
Australia event to be held during Easter 1999 in Adelaide. If you have an Austin of any 
size, shape or model we would bepieased if you and your family would come along 
and join in the fun & friendship that Austins Over Australia in "99" will bring. 

On the reverse side of this sheet is the details of the rally . Should you have any queries 
or concerns, please contact anyone of the 4 organising committee members whose 
names & phone numbers appear at the bottom of this page. 

Attached is an entry form for you to complete. This form sho~ld be returned to 

Together with 

Austins Over Australia "99" 
41 Liascos Avenue 
Newton S.A 5074 

e a cheque for the amount indicated on the entry form 
e your signature & date on the declaration (on the reverse side of the entry 

form) 
ea photo 'of your car (preferably with you along side it) 
e a brief write ~p about your car (use your imagiriation) 

All entries will be acknowledged with the issuance of a receipt, rally number & other 
relevant info in September 1998. 

Late entries may be accepted at the discretion of the organising committee. 

We look forward to receiving your entry & seeing you in Adelaide for Easter 99. 

Your Austins Over Australia "99" Committee 

Dave Hall (Rally Director) 
(08) 8337 7045 (pH/FAX) 

Ralph Drage Ian Jones Geoff Carroll 
(08) 82512637 (08) 8447 5861 (08)82703841 



RALL Y PROGRAM 
THURSDAY April 1 

6.00 pm.to 9.00 pm Registration, issuance of rally pack, wine glasses & mugs & 
fellowship at the Rally Headquarters, Marineland Holiday Village at West Beach 
where cake with tea or coffee will be available. 

GOOD FRIDAY April 2 
9.00 am. to 12 noon Registration continues for any late comers. 
10.00 am A short orientation tour of Adelaide, including historic Port Adelaide and the 
local beaches will be conducted throughout the day. Entrants will be infonned of the 
times upon registration. 
6.30 pm. Casual welcoming dinner comprising of finger foods at the Sea Rescue 
building alongside the Marineland Holiday Village. 

EASTER SATURDAY April 3 
9.00 am. Depart from West beach. Travel to and through the Barossa Valley, 
including visits to a Winery (or more than 1 if you wish). An optional sit down rally 
lunch will be available at a school in Tanunda. Cars will be displayed on the school 
ovai in modei order. 
Evening will be free. 

EASTER SUNDAY April 4 
9.00 am. Depart Wigley Reserve at Glenelg (affectionately known as the Bay) for the 
Adelaide hills and the National Motor Musewn at Birdwood. We will be following the 
route of the renown «Bay to Birdwood" run. The cars will be parked on the oval of the 
museum in club groups. An optional BBQ lunch will be available. 
The return trip from Birdwood will be via the historic township ofHahndorf. 
7.00 pm. A dinner dance at a very nice entertainment venue (Donato Reception Centre) 
which is about 15km from West beach. (Dress to your desire - neat casual dress is 
recommended). 

EASTER MONDAY AprilS 
8.30 am. Depart West Beach and drive to the picturesque McLaren on the Lake in 
McLaren Vale where morning tea will be available, then on to Goolwa (which is at the 
mouth of the mighty River Murray). Here you will have the opportunity of a trip 
(which will include lunch) on either a paddle steamer or the stearn driven "Cockle 
Train". After the trip it is a nice journey via Victor Harbour back to West Beach along 
the southern coast beaches. Please indicate on the entry fonn which of these options 
you would prefer. 
7.30 pm. Farewell chats at the Marineland Holiday Village where cake will again be 
served with tea or coffee. . 

The optional meals are all being catered for by different orgalusations. It is not mandatory that 
you take up any or all of these options, but it is recommended that you take up the lunches. The 
entry form has the provision for you to confirm which meals/activities you wish to take 
advantage of. Tickets will be issued accordingly. No ticket, no entry/meal. 

The following table is for your own use, should you wish to use it, to record which options you have 
chosen on the attached en form 
MEALS 
• FRIDAY - Welcome Dinner 
• SATURDAY - Lunch in the Sarossa 
• SUNDAY - SSQ lunch at Birdwood Mill 
• SUNDAY - Dinner Dance 
• MONDAY - Momin Tea at McLaren Vale 
ACTIVITY ON MONDAY (includes lunch) 

BOAT TRIP OR 
RIDE ON THE COCKLE TRAIN 

REGALIA No OF COFFE MUGS 
No OF WINE GLASSES 

, 
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RACV ---- PENINSULA 

HEALTH CARE NETWORK 

.' •• 
MELBOURNE TO PORTSEA 

Sat 2.3rd JANUARY 1999 
All proceeds from this event will be donated to the 

Peninsula Health Care Network* 

You are 'invited to participate in this unique event. 

The event will be a one day rally featuring Veteran, Vintage, Classic, 
Late Classic and Modern CI~sic cars and Motorcycles. Participants 
are asked to dress in the era arid style of their mode of transport. 

Entry feeS25 per vehicle 

which includes a Rally Bag 

Entry forms and associated material will be posted to your Club 
or to individuals on request by 1 st October 1998. 

Enquiries - Phone (03) 9801 3109 

RACV is proud to sponsor this event. 
Host Car Club: ALL BRITISH CLASSICS CAR CLUB 

"The Peninsula Health Care Network, through 15 agencies at eleven locations, provides a wide range of 
public health services to the Mornington Peninsula community including Emergency Treatment, 
Hospitalisation, Rehabilitation , Psychiatric Treatment and Care, Aged Care and Health Promotion and Education , 



1800 mk 11 Workshop manuals [2] Offers Eric QLD 3899 4643 

1800 mk 11 1969 GC 67,000 miles Man urgent sale $800 Mike Kelly [075] 546 98797 

1800 mk 11 Wtite/red body and interior shot goes $50 or so Bue brae Blackburn Vic 
[03] 9877 1451 

1800 mk 1 1965 Whitel blue Good condition $500 Andrew Laughhead Koorawatha 
N.S.W. [02] 63837213 

1800 mk 11 1970 EC. man. 100,000 miles. one owner sugar cane 1 blue Mrs Bates 
$4000 [049] 731 279 always garaged 

1800 mk 11 auto body poor, auto has problems, plus 4 complete manual power units, plus 
heaps of spares B/h Michael [03] 9689 7555 offers Footscray Vic 

A 50 Cambridge G.C. One owner 69,000 miles heaps of spares $1,000 [03] 5595 1878 

1800 mk 11 ute Kimberely interior [ seats etc] OK mechanically No brakes[ no fluid] usual 
rust Pat Farrell [03] 9762 4457 $500 ONO or swap for Mk 1 1/2 sedan 

1800 mk 11 auto good running order, reco'd head, excellent interior, new exhaus no reg. 
18VERCH5098 $600 member Bill Mitchell Beaufort [03] 534 92720 

Wanted to swap- 1 set [4] Globe Rallymasters 14" x 6" for genuine Rostyles to suit Austin 

1800 GLOBES NOT FOR SALE. Pat Farrell [03] 97624457 

One should always have a spare pair of 
pants when golfing 

in case one gets a hole in one 

/ 
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SAGGING REAR ENDS 
a bit cheeky 

Most of our cars suffer from this problem at some stage. One solution to the problem is to 
space the rear end up- bearing in mind the car will rise 4 times as length of the spacer. 

Another solution is the Aeons described in this issue. 

A further solution is fitting the bigger front hydrolastic units to the rear- using either a Ute or 
Kimberely cradle. 

And now we have a brilliant solution! 

Bruce Nicholson of 8 Hobart Street Bentleigh in Victoria 03 9557 6172 has remanufactured 
the rear pushrod with a adjusting nut on it. To raise or lower the rear, the pushrod adjustment 
which isaccesible through an inspection hole in the cradle- is just turned and locked. Brilliant 

The adjustable push rods are available from Bruce. 

editoral 
For the newer members, this issue examines the Aeons. For those who need them, I can 

have the brackets made locally, to the original specs, for $70 a pair. 

Also, there is a facinating article by Walter Berry on a rather universal problem. 

A Priest and a Rabbi happened to be sharing adjacent seats on a train . By co incidence, they 
were doing the same crossword. 
"4 across - starts with S and is found on the bottom of a bird cage." 
"seed" 
" of course! May I borrow your eraser, please? II 
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Thomas Pitt Box 331 [02] 6857 2133 Mk 1 1800 
Condobolin N.S.W. 2877 

"I bought this low mileage [ 52,200 ] vehicle to restore and put under full rego in the 
future" 

Jane McAvoy 
Craig Weaver 

James Gaida 

C/- 180 Kees Road 
Lara Vic 3212 

13 Belchester Aver) ue 
Coldstream Vic 3770 

[03] 5282 2518 

[03] 9739 1539 

Mk 11 1800 Auto 
Mk 11 1800 Man 

Mk 1 1800 

Omitted from the directory last issue were Richa rd Snedden, Dave Rudman, Eric 
O'Meley, Mathew Drew, Meg Ellington, Stuart Ratcliff, Bruce Gardner. Stuart Glover and 
Rodney Swile 

FROM THE BACK SEAT 
PRESIDENTI TREASURERI LIBRARIAN REGALIA OFFICER 
KEEPER OF THE SPARES. Mike Gilmour 02 4681 8887 
Pat Farrell 03 9762 4457 Lot 57 Remembrance Drive 
4 Wayne Avenue, Boronia Vic 3155 Tahmor NSW 2340 

DATA REG ISTRAR 
Peter Jones 
4 Yarandin Court, Worongary QLD 4213 

EDITORI SECRETARY 
Daryl Stephens 03 9873 3038 
22 Davison Street, Mitcham. Vic . 3132 

SOCIAL CONVENORS 
Brisbane; Peter Jones as above 

PUBLIC OFFICER 
David Hopper [ 07] 46 333 162 
8 Evergreen St, Toowoomba QLD 4350 

A.M.V.C. Sub Committee 
Pat Farrell as above 
Geoff Marshall 039877 1425 
19 Anne Street, Blackburn Vic 3130 

Melbourne; Paul Nichols 47 Moores Road, Monbulk Vic . 3793 039877 1425 
Sydney; Mike Gilmour as above 

Opinions expressed within are not necessarily shared by the Editor of Officers of the Club. 
Whilst great care is taken to ensure that the technical information and the advice offered in 
these pages is correct, the Editor and Officers of the Club cannot be held responsible for any 
problems that my ensue from acting on such adVice and information 

Cut off date for inclusion of articles in the newsletter is the 25 th of the even month. 
Publication date attempts, often in vain to be 25 th of the odd month 



QLD STEERING WHEEL SPECIALISTS 
. PO BOX 407 STONES CORNER BRISBANE AUSTRALIA 41?Q 

Thursday, 11 June 1998 

Mr. D. Hopper 
8 Evergreen Crt. 

Ph: (07) 3891 6361 
Fax: (07) 3391 2716 
E.mail: pearl@powerup.com.au 
Web Page: http://www.powerup.com.au/-pearll 

Toowoomba 4350 

Re: Your Steering Wheel 

Dear Mr. Hopper, 

Thankyou for your inquiry about having your steering wheel pearl coated. 

Pearl Finishing is a family owned business that has been around for over 30 years and we take high pride in our 
workmanship. I can personally guarantee that your wheel will come back to you better than when it left the 
'how room floor those many years ago. 

Attached to this letter you will find a colour chart, some photos of our work and a price list. 

. 
Normal tum around time to repair and pearl coat a wheel is 1 week, 2 - 3 weeks for plain black. The easiest 
way to send the wheel to us is with Australia Post although you may drop it off personally at our workshop if 
you give us a phone call first to arrange a suitable time. f' 

When you send your wheel to us, please include your Name, Address and a Day Time Phone Number and I will 
contact you with a quote. Then, when you are entirely happy, you may forward a check or money order while 
the work is being completed. We also accept Bankcard, Visa and Mastercard. If at this stage you decide not to 
go ahead the wheel it will be returned to you free of charge 

Please phone or fax if you have any questions or sticky problems. 

Y jSinCerelJ.y,"-+-___ 

LJcM-
Jon Hansford 



Dear Daryl, 

Firstly just to let you know about our new phone number 
07 4633 3162 and secondly to thank you for your help and advise, if I 
would just slow down and think a bit more one would fit the aeon much 
easier. A special thanks to Ken Patience for sending instruction on the 
fitting of rear aeon bumpers, we also fitted the ute cradles with the bigger 
bags why?? With 3 children and a full boot full just to go on a weekend 
holiday, the back was that far down the council was paying me to sweep 
the road but now the ride is superb and steering light. Aeon spec sheet 
may come in handy for other members. 

Those in Queensland will find Craig Wall very helpful with price and 
delivery cost for 2 aeon is $40.29 each. Wife just got home to in form me 
that one of our little darling spilt milk on the floor how I ask when no 
drink or food is allowed in car. Interior has only been fully restored about 
one & half weeks ago, keep smiling. Those who would like to get there 
steering wheel coated you will find Jon Hansford Good to deal with Jon 
did not hesitate to give advice in the right areas. See price list. 

The mark 1 is just about finished the speedo being the one thing not 
calibrated yet well so tells the man in blue who my wife had the pleasure 
of talking too, 

~ "Is there any reason you are doing 111Km/h" 
No but I'm only driving an Austin officer, you have 21 days to pay 
thankyou. 

Mini autos in Ipswich if any body is looking for rear pivot bearing and 
caps for the hydro bars.07 32814255 Ken. 
Oil filters the guys at House ofM.Gs Brisbane are able to help and have a 
adaptor so you can use a holden filter$8.00 the adaptor cost$79.50 so 
easy. Hope to see a lot of members at the A over A in A in 99 
A special thanks to N olene of Queensland for the mark 2 she no longer 
required added to my collection 2 mark1 1mark2 

Regards 
David, Karen, Andrew, Nicole & Mark Hopper 
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Ph: (07) 3891 6361 
Fax: (07) 3391 2716 
E.mall: pearl@powerup.com.au 
Web Page: http://www.powerup.com.au/-pearll 

Price list - Effective April 1998 

:'," ' , " , , '" ,.' 

Pearl Coating of a Steering Wheel , 

.... 

Repai,rs (if required) 
Eg: A few minor hair line crocks 

A few crocks up to 2mm wide 
Small pieces missing and cracks 

, Major repairs, large pieces missing etc. , 

Kenworth and Mock Truck Soft Touch SteerlngWheels 

f" 

160.00 

10.00 upwards 
10.00 
20.00 
40.00 
quote onlt; 

\ 90.00 including rebuild of 
foam area 

------------------------------------~----------------------------. 

Large Knobs and Hand Broke Handles 
Small Knobs and Door lock Buttons 

Plain Black Finish on Steering Wheels 

~ 

I-t"eturn packaging and postage in Australia 

25.00 each 
1 S.OO each 

- 300.00 upwards including 
repairs 

10.00 



AEON SPRING STANDARD RANGE 

The full deflection and maximum outside diameter correspond to max. bump load. Deflection under static 
load will be less. Exact load/deflection curves for the individual springs are available on request. 
Where the Aeon spring is the sole suspension medium the max. static load applies. This allows for 
suspension movement and dynamic forces in trailer applications etc. All springs except type 70S, 760, 0200, 
0260, 0300 & 0325 are supplied with steel bushes. 

PART FREE OUTER FACE MAX MAX MAX FULL OUTSIDE 
NUMBER HEIGHT DIAMETER DIAMETER STATIC STATIC BUMP DEFLECTION DIAMETER 

mm mm mm LOAD LOAD KGS LOAD KGS mm AT MAX 
KGS SOLE SPRING BUMPmm 

SUSPENSION ASSISTER 

SINGLE CONVOLUTION 

155-M 54 55 43 70 151 226 36 79 
170-M 70 85 57 190 1215 1814 50 124 
170-H 70 85 57 250 1215 1820 42 122 
103B-M 91 108 87 400 1367 2041 54 152 
103B-H 91 108 87 500 1519 2268 46 148 
1525-S 121 142 104 600 2734 4082 78 188 
1525-M 121 142 104 750 3039 4536 70 185 
1525-H 121 142 104 900 3040 4538 62 172 

DOUBLE CONVOLUTIONS 

505-H 79 63 4 1 40 303 453 45 83 . 
515-H 94 85 62 110 455 680 52 114 
520-H 98 59 49 130 493 740 55 79 
520-M 98 59 49 100 416 625 60 84 
530S-M 120 85 54 160 759 1134 75 123 
530S-H 120 85 54 190 958 1375 69 119 
530L-H 120 85 54 150 759 11 34 73 121 
530L-S 120 85 54 80 616 875 82 129 
535-M 130 100 79 440 1367 2041 80 157 
535-H 130 100 79 525 1823 2722 78 150 
540-M 132 110 79 535 2127 3175 80 168 
540-H 132 110 79 640 2279 3402 75 143 
550-M 95 95 65 200 1671 2495 62 145 
550-H 95 95 65 360 1823 2721 58 140 -- 720-M 118 67 47 100 273 408 69 96 

TRIPLE CONVOLUTIONS 

705-A 61 35 25 50 121 181 38 51 
705-B 52 35 35 50 151 227 35 55 
705-D 61 3S 25 30 121 181 42 50 
750-M 86 67 47 90 273 408 46 88 
760FBS-M 240 136 107 900 4254 6350 143 230 
760FBS-H 240 136 107 1200 4254 6350 132 215 

FOUR CONVOLUTIONS 

- 9185-H 119 67 47 80 182 272 45 88 

RECTANGULAR SPRINGS 
LENGTH WIDTH LENGTH/ 

WIDTH 
0200-H 148 258 112 2800 10636 15876 70 328/165 

.0200-XH 148 258 112 3500 10636 15876 45 311/152 
0260-3C-M 179 .260 112 1875 8470 12100 110 418/222 
0260-3C-H 179 260 112 2600 8470 13500 100 335/183 
0260-2C-M 176 264 114 2000 9520 16600 110 361/201 
0260-2C-H 176 264 114 2700 9520 18000 100 337/186 
0300-3C-M 184 279 150 2700 11620 16600 106 428/216 
0300-3C-H 184 279 150 3200 11620 21500 95 424/211 
0300-2C-M 184 279 150 3400 12670 20000 100 415/216 
0300-2C-H 184 279 150 4700 12670 23000 79 411/212 
0325-3C-M 187 336 189 3500 14700 21000 109 480/280 
0325-3C-H 187 336 189 4750 28000 40000 109 480/280 
0325-2C-M 187 336 189 4500 21805 31150 105 480/280 
0325-2C-H 187 336 189 6000 35700 51000 . 106 480/280 

I 
1 -
I 

DlAMITER I 
, I 

'-OUTSIDE
DIAMETER 

APPROX. 
WEIGHT 
KGS. 

0.1 41 
0.368 
0.368 
0.764 
0.793 
1.842 r--... 
1.842 
1.842 -

0.198 
0.425 
0.225 
0.225 
0.510 
0.454 
0.454 
0.510 
0.822 
0.822 
0.921 
1.162 
0.539 
0.539 
0.390 

0.050 
0.040 
0.050 -'r-
0.285 
3.060 
3.060 

0.300 

3.630 
3.630 
4.400 
4.400 
4.400 
4.400 
6.800 
6.800 
6.800 
6.800 
10.800 
10.800 -
10.800 
10.800 

• " . 11 r. DriveShaH:) For further information, contact HARDY SPICER (AUSTRALIA), 45-49 Mc NAUGHTON ROAD 
1-.. '" ~l ~ . ~ I L~?~:lIc CLAYTON VICTORIA 3168. TEL: (03) 5424100. FAX: (03) 544 8117. 
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Leyla-:-d 
Rfi4 F itt'ing Instructions 

1800 REAR ~UMP STOP KIT 

C-AJJ 4125 

" 

Place the rear end of the car safely on axle stands and remove b9th road wheels. 

Select the correct RH upper bracket (this does 'not have the corner removed t o 
clear the petrol tank) and offer it up to the underside of the boot floor, as 
shown in Fig. 2. The mounting stud should be at the forward end ;,-against the 
folded body flange, and the outer edge against the vertical flange as shown. 
Remove the boot floor covering before drilling up into the boot using the 
holes in the upper bracket as a template. 

Push the small end of the bump rubber onto the mounting stud (a smear of soft 
soap will l;1~lp) and fit the bracket to the body with the bolts" nuts and washers 
provided. ;' : ',' < ' , ' ,:~ ~: "~,: ~~:,:~:~:~~'L~~flbP-
Remove the~tandard brake pipe and clip fromth~~.:suspensi9n :·~~rm:. -~~~ new brake 
pipe should , be bent to adopt , the shape shown On Fig. ,1. ' Nbt~ "fh~:: new pipe has 
a right angled bend and this should be fitted to the wheel cylinder. before 
bending to its final shape. When fitted make sure the pipe is clear of the 
hand brake rods. Fit the new retaining clip around the suspension arm and 
brake pipe. " ".: " ~ 

Place the bottom bracket on the suspens'ion arm as shown in Fig. 2. 
marking off on the arm the two bolt ho~es, jack the suspension arm up 

" .,P9~ition and adjust bracket so as the bump rubber is vertical and the , ' 
:~"4'~~!~it~~~t,,,plc':l.'!:f9rm is horizontal. ,Drill 17/!>4~', (6.7 %) holes and t 

, " "Pina).lY attach the bottom brackets wi tlfl:p~, ~'" H:,d ' washers suppl ... "' .... , •. ",!;"! 
this operation on the left side of the 'b ;~ ' ' ',' , 

m: 
.. ~~ .. 

Description 

Contents:-

TOP UP AND BLEED BRAKING SYSTEM • 

Part No. 

r----- C-AHT 664 Brake Pipe 
11K 2112 

C-AHT 166 
C-AHT 165 
C-AHT 167 
C-AHT 168 

HZS 0404 
FNZ 104 
LWZ 204 
PWZ 104 
HZS 0506 
PWZ 105 
LWZ 205 

.- ': 

Clip (pipe to radi .:;~~. ~.: " '~{;:' " . :. 
Bracket Upper LH -5:} , . .' , .. -. ':' ;. 
Bracket Upper RH 

- ', ' -
Bracket - Lower 
Bump Rubbe r 
Bolt .1" UNF x ttl 4 

Nut .1" UNF 4 

Spring Washer 1" 
Plain Washe r 1" 
Bolt 5/16" UNF x ~" 4 

Plain Washer 5/16" 
Spring Washer 5/16" 

LEYLAND ST 
BRITISH LEYLAND UK LTD 
ABINGDON, OXON OX14 lAU 

~ '</< . ~ ' :' .:~ ~ . 
.. 

. .:.. 

1 
--1 
2 
2 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
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MANUFACTURERS AND DISTRIBUTORS OF MOTOR COMPONENTS 

·······.E111 ~ .... ~ ~ .... : ... I ____ ~_U_TO_M_O_T_IV_E_L:_; 
AWF/jim 

Mr.W.S.Berry 
Builders & Domestic Supplies 
12 Elkin Ave. 
Raymond Terr . 
NSW 2324 
Australia. 

Dear Sirs, 

Kineton Road, Southam, Leamington Spa 
Warwickshire CV 33 OOG 
Telephone: Southam (092 681) 3838 Telex; 3110£ 
Cables : Supauto Southam Leamington Spa 

3.6.85 

We have for acknowledgement your letter dated 6th . May which we 
received 20th. May making reference to couplings to our reference MTR201 . 

We are very sorry that you have found reasons to complain 
on the limited life you are experiencing from our coupling and as a con
sequence, your letter has been passed to our inspection/quality control 
department for a full investigation to be made and a further letter will 
follow. 

Please be assured this matter will be treated as urgent and 
a full report will be sent to you and it may necessitate you returning 
to us one of our couplings that have been fitted to a vehicle and such 
being the case we will pay all costs. 

Yours faiLh{~lly, 

Export Admin istration Dept . 

, I 
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12 Elkin Avenue 
Heatherbrae 
RAYMOND TERRACE NSW 2324 
AUSTRALIA 

6th May 1985 

The Sales Manager 
Supra Automotive Manufucturers 
Southam 
Warwickshire 
GREAT BIUI AIN 

Dear Sir, 

I operate a small fleet of Austin 1800 vehicles in 
N.S.W. due to their outstanding strength characteristics. 

With the original drive shaft resilient couplings 
(Universal) and Leyland rep lac~) ent cou~ lings we had 
outstanding mileages before re~ lacement. 

In recent years the genuine part has no longer been 
available and cheap Asian imports gave very poor service. 
Within the last tvvo years SUPRf\ Couplings have become 
available MTR - 201 

LEYLi;ND 1800 - 2200 
SIX 18/85 

We anti cipat ed d much i n:p rovE!d product life and 
unfortunately we have alread.y c!xp8riiH1C(::d the failure of 
coup lings un differont vehicles ~t 5.000 3nd 6,000 miles. 
The drive shafts h ~ ve all bean checked for run-out, 
~ithout fault. the drive coupling U- 30lts are tight ened 
to Leylan d ::: , p 2 ci f ic c:.~ tion of 8-10f t I ts . 

Would yo u indic at e an alt ernative tension specification 
to ths U- 8o lts or have v31id re as ons for coupling failure 
at such low mi leagco 

Yours f~ithfully, 

w. S. Berry 
Builders and Domestic Supplies 



12 Elkin Avenue 
Heatherbrae 
RAYMOND TERRACE N.S.W. 2324 
AUSTRALIA 

16TH JULy 1986 

Mr A.W. Fowler 
Export Sales Director 
Supra Automotive 
Kineton Road, 
Southam 
Warwickshire 
GREAT BRITAIN 

Dear Sir, 
Tbankyou for the letters of the 3rd and 10th of June 

in reply to my query dated 6th May and received by you 20th May. 

Prior to contacting you re the failure of the 1800 
universal couplings I had returned two items that failed at 
5,000 and 6,000 miles to the retailers who had passed them back 
to the and I have only now been able to recl~ them. I felt it 
desirable to as I have recently changed another one at a simdlar 
mileage on a third vehicle. 

I am forwarding the parcel airmail at the cost of 
$A20-00 as Australia Post advises sea mail would need 3 months 
to guarantee delivery. I will be keenly interested in the 
results of your inspections. 

Again, thankyou for your positive response. 

Yours faithfully 

w. S Berry 
Builders and Domestic Supplies 

\'1-



Telephone: Southam (092 681) 3838 'Telex;' 311098 
Cables : Supauto Southam Leamington Spa 

10.6 .85 

Dear Sirs, 

Further to our letter of 3rd.June in reply to your letter of 
6th.May concerning the poor service you have received from one of our 
couplings MTR201. 

On information received from our quality inspection department, 
the coupling in question should have given far longer service than 
the 5000, 6000 miles stipulated in your letter. Notwithstanding the 
British Quality control we enforce on all our products it does transpire 
on occasions that an item can prove to be faulty due to either inferior 
material or an operational malfunction but such faults cannot be as
certained without complete inspection of the unit in question. 

May we therefore ask you to send back to us one or two of the 
units which have given this poor service so full inspection can be 
made and we ' will reimburse you with all the relavant charges. 

'\ 
At this juncture we would add , that our ;;~~.~lings covering both 

the Mini and the 1800 have been sold extensively~broughout the world 
wi th negligible complaint and indeed we do hold · Br.itish Leyland approval 
and were some years ago supplying that company, 'thrpugh their Unipart 
operation. ·" .... , . 

Also pleased be assured, that we are concerned with this complaint 
and we are interested to find out the reason f6rthe premature failure. 

Yours fa ithfully, 

Dirt:' ctor5 : R. C. ~Jeal. Cha :!m an, P. D.ghton. tv~ an~ging Di rocto r. R. E. Sh ippey, Purchn sing Direc tor. 
/\. \ \1 . Fu' .... !r t. Expor t S cle ~ f; , t ec t o~. P. t .. L Harbidg o:: . !-I :l an cial Di rEctor, N. 'yV. Coop::: r. S21(5 Director. Registered in Englan d No. 11 3:' 



rvIANU FACTL'RERS AN D DISTRIBUTORS OF MOTOR COMPO NENTS 

REi II iIJ .... r ..... Q :-....-1 _· ~_U_T_O_M_D_T_I_V_E_L:_:r 
AWF!jim 

W.S.Berry 
Builders & Domestic Suppl. 
12 Elkin Ave; 
Heatherbrae 
Raymond Terr; 
NSW. 2324 
Australia. 

Dear Sirs, 

Registered Office: 

Kineton Road, Southam, Leamington Spa 
Warwickshire CV 33 OOG 
Telephone: Southam (092 681) 3838 Telex: 311 OS: 
Cables' : Supauto Southam Leamington Spa 

27.8.85 

Complaint Coupling - MTR201 

We wish to refer to our letter of 5th .August making reference to 
the t wo sample faulty couplings you were returning to us and against which 
you had incurred a cost of A$20. 

In the meantime, we are pleased to confirm receipt of the 2 samples 
in question and they have been subj ect to a full investigation by our quality 
control dept ., but regretfully we have not been able to reach any definate 
conclusions that gives a satisfactory conclusion . The torqu e y ou had applied 
in line with Leyland spec ification was correct and there fore the premature 
f ail ure could not be attributed t o any accesive play due to incorrect t o rqu e 
being app li ed . 

The technical inspection reports suggests as follows: 

1 . The shore hardness of the rubber is to specification . 
2 . The adhesive chemosi l app li ed in the bonding likewise is to spec ification. 
3 . The adhesive Dip (thickness of coating) a pplied to the metal crucifix 

shewed 1% variance . 
4. In the p r o c ess of the bonding some aeroa t ing had occurred . 

I t is with regret therefore , that we are no t able to come up with 
a sa t isfactory technical reason for the premature f a ilure and whilst there 
was some slight d ev iations to the origina l spec ification they would not 
hav e b een of any significant contribution . 

Under separate cover we are sending to you 4 complete new units 
free of charge which have been subject to visual inspection together with 
our cheque in reimbursement of your A$20 incurred on the retu~n of these 
faulty units. 

) 

Directors : R.C. Neal. Chairman . P. Dighton. Managing Director. R.E. Shippey. Purchasing Director . 
A.W . Fow ler. Export Sa les Di rector. P.M . Harbidge. Financial Direc tor. N.W . Cooper . Sales Director . Registered in England NO.11 331 . 

\(P 



MANUFACTURERS Ar-;D DISTRIBUTORS OF MOTOR COMPON E ~F5 

R§ II iIJ~r ..... ~ -.: .... 1 _~_U_T_D_M_D_T_I_V_E.......;L:~:r.::::C 
AWF/jim 

W.S.Berry 
Builders & Domestic Supplies 
12 Elkin Ave; 
Heatherbrae 
Raymond Terrace 
NSW. 2324 
Australia 

Dear Sirs, 

Registered Office: 

Kineton Road, Southam, Leamington Spa 
Warwickshire CV 33 ODG 
Telephone: Southam (092 681) 3838 Telex: 311099 
Cables : Supauto Southam Leamington Spa 

5.8.85 

We have for acknowledgement your letter of 16th.July in reply 
to our letters of 3rd. & lOth. June relative to the complaint you registered 
to us in respect of our coupling ref:MTR201 suitable for British Leyland 

1800 models. 

We have noted that you have arranged for 2 samples to be sent 
to us and you incurred a cost of $20. As soon as these samples are received 
they will be subject to comprehensive inspection and you will ultimately 
receive a full report. Notwithstanding the contents of that report, you will be 
fully reimbursed for all costs and inconvenience caused. 

We do thank you for your co - operation in returning these samples 
to us as we are proud of our company name and reputation, and we would 
not like any product that we have supplied to be proved inferior. 

Yours faithfully, 

. --.>" A. vi. Fowler 
Export Sales Director . 

Directors : R.C. Neal. Cha;rman . P. Dighton . Managing Director . R.E. Shippey. Purchasing Director . 
A.W. Fowler . Export Sales Dll ecto ,. P.M. Harbidge. Financial Director. N.W . Cooper. Sales Director. Registered in England No.113311 S 



We can only apologise to you for all the inconvenience you have 
been caused we also thank you for bringing this complaint to our attention 
which in turn helps us to maintain a standard which we wish to associate 
with the Supra brand name and image. 

Yours faithfully, 

r> '1 <~~_-====---=-,--.L~~ 
A. iIJ . Fowler 
Export Sales Direc to~, 

MK 11 SUSPENSION PUMP 
By Daryl Stephens 

A normal hydraulic jack is a high pressure pump. Most of them are designed to operate up 
to 10,000 P.S.1. Therefore it stands to reason that they can handle the 300 P.S.1. or so 
needed to pump up the hydrolastic. 

Bearing this is mind, I went into a place specialising in jacks- strangely enough called the Jack 
Specialist and asked if a normal hydraulic jack could be modified to become a small hydraulic 
pump. They basically modified a Lightburn jack, took $50 off me , and everybody was happy . 

It may have been possible to arrange for it to suck as well but I forgot to ask. The suspension 
should be sucked out- evacuated - after it has been open to the air. However, another way 
to remove the air is to pump it up, deflate it and pump it up again . Normally this procedure is 
repeated twice . Under deflation , if no air bubbles are coming out there is no air in the system . 

This is how the hose from the jack was set up. 
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DOWN FUTURE ROAD 
with apologies to The Seekers 

by Daryl Stephens 

, . 

As we all know, the hydrolastic bags will let gO 'on hot days. This is because the fluid gets hot 
and increases in volume,which increases the pressure and the cars sit much higher of the 
road. In days gone by, if there was a weekend of around 40c, the mechanics at the B.M.C . 
dealers would be betting on how many cars would come in with collapsed suspensions on the 
following Monday. [ Nearly always the rear] 

What we need is some sort of a sender to establish when the suspension fluid temperature 
is too high and release some pressure. Then when the temperature has dropped- things 
change very rapidly in Melbourne! - a small electric motor would pump the system up again . 

Theoretically , the hydrolastic suspension lends itself to 'anti roll' . Basically, a sender would 
be used to establish when one side starts to drop due to the cornering forces . Then a small 
electric pump would spring into action and increase the pressure that side till the sender said 
the car was level. Then the procedure would be reversed when the corner was being exited. 

These two ideas may be incorporated into the one mechanism . Here is a rough sketch on 
a possible method of doing it. Should somebody be able to develop these ideas further, I 
think there would be a lot a takers in the club! 

'. 

/ 

, " I I {I .( ( / . 
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readers poll 1968 

the winners 
AUSTIN 1800 
best compact 
Austin 1800, 23.09 per cent; Chrysle r Valiant, 16.26; 

' Peugeot 404, 15.66; Holden HR, 14.4; Toyota Crown, 13.6; 
. Falcon XR, 13.0, , 
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For years you have heard 
of hi-mileage devices for 
your car. Now you can buy 

i , 
I 

one that really works. 
not the liquid petrol drops. They only burn in a I 
partial combustion. Hence the UN-BURNED I 
HYDROCARBONS coming out your exhaust pipe , 
as pollution. , I 

Hi-mileage devices have been around for years. 
Many of them, like Charles Pogue's revolutionary 
carburettor in the 1930's, really worked . 

But not many have ever reached the 
marketplace. And these days it's hard to even 
find one on any car, anywhere. 

But times are changing. 
Deadly pollution - much 
of it spewed by the 
inter nal combustion 
engine - is threatening the 
health of all life on earth, 
and a renewed global 
effort is being made to 
bring in new fuels and 
improve the efficiency of 
older engines. 

We call our device VAPOUR KING"'. It is easy 
to install on any car, truck. boat. motorbike. 

chainsaw - in fact any ' 
engine with a carburettor. 
It's inexpensive - only 
$39 .95 - and it has no 
moving parts to wear out. 
It can save up to 20% of 

your fuel bill. and can cut : 
deadly carbon monoxide : 
and unburned 

1 

hydrocarbons by up to 
67%. It simply enables your : 
car to maximise the 
energy in the fuel. Less ! 

waste means less pollution and more economy. 
That's it. 

In fact it can get some older cars running cleaner 
than some newer ones. helping the older cars 
pass the new stringent emissions standards. 

, 
I 

This is why we at Future Perfect Ltd . have 
developed a device that actually vaporises the 
fuel as it enters the intake manifold. just beneath 
the carburettor . Made of the finest stainless steel 
high-tech mesh (more than 10,000 microscopic 
holes per square inch). the unit actually fractures 
the fuel droplets into smaller units. some of which 
actually vaporise. And as any good mechanic 
will tell you, it's the vapour that does the work. 

It's fully guaranteed to perform as advertised. I' 

And it can be yours today.for only $39 .95. (It 
takes about 1/2 an hour to install on most cars.) , 

---------------I Please send ( ) VAPOUR KING petrol fuel vaporiser (FOR CARBURETTED ENGINES ONLY) I 
You need one unit for each 1 or 2 bbl carbuettors. 4 bbl carburettors need 2 units. Total cost is $39.95 
each plus $5 p/h: TOTAL: $44.95. Please enclose full payment. \ 

I Name - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Clip and ma/l/o; I ! 
I 

Address - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - NUTECH 2000, . 
CitylTown _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ~fb~cgR~l~~~:rr~~ 3079 1 I We accept Visa, MasterCard and BankCard. (Circle appropriate card) , 

Card Number Expiry Date Signature - - - - - - - - - - - - - I --------------\01 
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Mk 11 1800 1970 Manual, two tone green with ghost white interior, like new always 
covered 35,295 miles kept like new offers [07] 3848 4216 

Mk 11 1800 auto freebie ding in side but straight doors runs well Rob Hutchinson 
in Samford OLD 0418 769950 

Mk 11 Kimberely 1 owner manual 45,000 miles registered , good tyres VGC brown offers 
Gary Ward Capalaba OLD 3206 1786 

Mk 11 1800 1968 Man one owner only driven to Church 230,000 miles Green! Beige 
G.C.RWC $2,000 [08] 8263 9521 

Mk 11 Tasman 1 owner, GC 72,000 deceased estate $3,000 John Kell [02] 9607 9854 

Mk 11 Kimberley Automatic 1972 Bluel Grey RWC 12 Months reg. G.C. Bianca $1,700 
[03] 9754 7765 

Mk 11 1800 Manual 1960 G.C. no reg plus 1 spare Mk 1 The lot $250 Vicky Gersweil 
Lowood, OLD [07] 9427 9138 

Mk 1 x 2 1967 manuals $500 the pair Phillis Unsworth [03] 54395854 near Bendigo Vic 

Ute Offers Pat Farrell [03] 9762 445 or 015 326 606 Boronia 

Mk 11 1800 Man . Sugarcanel Maroon $2 ,900 RWC and reg VGC Paul Copeland 
Sydney [02] 9524 7985 

Merry Christmas to all, 
and an especially merry one 

to those fortunate people 
who own the cream of the crop -

The Mk 1 1800 ! 
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